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ABSTRACT
Chemically synthesized small RNA expression vectors
by
Jose Cobo
Advisor: Kevin Ryan
Synthetic DNA-based small RNA expression vectors offer potential advantages over
chemically synthesized RNA, such as lower cost, greater chemical stability, easier synthesis and
longer shelf life. We are working to develop a novel biomedical technology that employs synthetic
single-stranded circular oligonucleotides (coligos) as promoter-independent small RNA expression
vectors. Coligos were initially designed to code for pre-miRNA mimics and were prepared by
circularizing the first-strand cDNA sequence (i.e., the template strand) of selected genomic human
pre-miRNAs. However, we are exploring coligos as general expression vectors for a variety of
small RNAs used in biomedical research. To efficiently use coligos as a small RNA expression
platform, and produce small RNA of defined sequence, it is important to be able to accurately
predict and control transcription initiation and termination. Coligo transcription initiation is
promoter-independent; previous studies suggest that transcription initiation is in part driven by
secondary structure features and, to a lesser extent, sequence. Transcription termination is less
clear and prone to produce readthrough transcripts. Here we present the results of two in vitro
selections designed to uncover secondary structure and sequence features that can lead to precise
and efficient promoter-independent transcription initiation of coligo templates by RNA polymerase
III. Alpha-amanitin inhibition studies and immunoprecipitation experiments have demonstrated
that RNA Pol III is involved in coligo transcription. A previously identified “initiation motif” was
randomized to produce combinatorial libraries that were used to simultaneously test multiple
iv

coligo structures and sequences. In the first in vitro selection, 12 nucleotides in the initiation motif
were randomized to produce a coligo library that contains 412 (about 16.7 million) unique
sequences, each represented about 720,000 times in a 20 pmol sample used in each experiment. In
the second in vitro selection, two juxtaposed 3-nucleotide sequences adjacent to the coligo stem
were randomized, in a more focused region, to produce a coligo library that contains 46 (about
4,096) unique sequences, each represented about 2.94 x 109 times in a 20 pmol sample. A multipleround in vitro selection method was designed and optimized. After multiple rounds of selection,
the final selected libraries were sequenced through next-generation sequencing (NGS). The most
highly represented sequences were analyzed and the secondary structure of their corresponding
coligos predicted in silico. The results of the in vitro selections confirm that transcription initiation
is driven in part by the secondary structure of the initiator motif, independently of the coligo
sequence. The secondary structures of the most-represented sequences share similar characteristics.
Coligo-seq, a small RNA-seq method variation developed in our laboratory, was used to sequence
the transcripts produced by the selected coligo library. NGS sequencing results suggest that RNA
Pol III preferentially initiates transcription in a templated pyrimidine located within the initiation
motif of the coligo template. Here we also present the results of our attempt to identify non-natural
nucleotides that lead to site-specific coligo transcription termination. A non-natural nucleotide
residue was included in the coligo template to induce transcription termination in a region already
prone to provoke transcription termination by RNA Pol III. The non-natural nucleotides were
either incorporated during synthesis or modified post-synthetically. Various non-natural
nucleotides were tested; some have a significant effect on transcription termination, but also had
effects on initiation, perhaps because they were placed structurally close to the initiation site. In
this thesis, we present the progress made in our overall goal to construct a synthetic coligo
platform template that produces a small RNA transcript with well-defined 5’ and 3’ ends.
v
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Chapter 1: Background:
1.1: RNA synthesis by DNA-dependent RNA polymerases:
The overall goal of the project described in this dissertation is to understand the transcription of
synthetic circular-oligonucleotide templates, hence, we start our discussion with a brief overview of
what is already know about the transcription of natural genes. In simple terms, transcription is the
process by which the information encoded on a DNA template, e.g. a gene, is decoded by a DNAdependent RNA polymerase to produce an RNA having the same sequence as the gene’s coding
strand. RNA expression is essential for cell functioning; transcription of coding RNA (mRNA)
leads to protein synthesis, whereas the expression of non-coding RNA leads to the production of
functional RNA such as transfer RNA (tRNA), ribosomal RNA (rRNA), micro RNA (miRNA) and
other functional small and long non-coding RNAs. DNA-dependent RNA polymerases (hereon
referred as just RNA polymerases), are found in eukaryotes, prokaryotes and in some viruses [1].

1.1.1: RNA synthesis by bacterial RNA Polymerase:
In bacteria there is only one class of RNA Polymerase (RNAP); the RNAP holoenzyme
consist of five core catalytic subunits and a specificity σ factor [2]. The five-subunit catalytic core
consists of two copies of the α subunit (αI and αII), one β subunit, one β’ subunit and a ω subunit [2].
Multiple σ factors have been identified in bacteria; each σ factor binds bacterial promoters in a
specific manner [3]. The array of promoter-specific σ factors allows for the formation of multiple
forms of the bacterial holoenzyme each able to transcribe a specific subset of bacterial genes in
response to a particular stimulus or environmental condition [4]. Once the holoenzyme complex is
assembled, the σ factor brings the polymerase to the target gene; the σ factor binds to the promoter
region on the target gene, about -10 to -35 nucleotides upstream of the transcribing region [5]. In
experiments where the σ factor was depleted from the RNAP complex, the core enzyme retains the
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ability to transcribe bacterial genes albeit in an inefficient and non-specific manner [6]. Note that
promoter-dependent transcription is the norm in living systems, but the templates that are the
subject of my research, the coligos, are promoter-independent. Since coligos may mimic
intermediates on the path to promoter-dependent transcription, it is worthwhile to include a short
survey of this topic.
The σ factor seems to be involved in the unwinding of the double-stranded helix upstream of
the transcribing region, aiding in the formation of the transcription bubble [7] (locally melted DNA
structure) which give the polymerase access to the template strand. Once the transcription bubble is
formed in the open-complex, the template strand diffuses into the cleft of the polymerase and the
first transcribing nucleotide (+1) is placed in the active site of the polymerase [8]. Most transcripts
synthesized by the bacterial RNAP (and for all RNAPs, for that matter) begin with a purine (A or G)
in the 5’-end of the transcript [9]. The core subunits of the RNAP catalyze the opening of the closed
promoter complex to the open promoter complex to allow base pairing of the incoming nucleotides
to the template strand. [10]. The σ factor is released from the complex after the first 5 to 10
nucleotides have been added to the nascent transcript and the polymerase switches to the elongation
state (Elongation Complex (EC)) [5]. As the nascent transcript is elongated it forms a DNA:RNA
duplex with the template strand [11]. A 12 to 14 nucleotide transcription bubble is maintained
during elongation allowing for the single-stranded template strand to be pulled into the polymerase
cleft and the active site [12]. The core RNAP complex can continue catalyzing the elongation of the
nascent transcript until it reaches the transcription termination signals, though pausing can occur in
some contexts.
There are two main modes of transcription termination by bacterial RNAP: An intrinsic
mode that depends on a hairpin motif with a G-C rich stem and a single stranded U stretch at the 3’end of the transcript [13]. There is also a Rho-dependent termination mode; Rho is a translocase that
2

binds to a C-rich region in the nascent RNA, termed Rho-utilization site [14]. Rho acts as helicase
moving through the single stranded RNA molecule in a 5’ to 3’ direction unwinding the DNA:RNA
duplex until it reaches and destabilizes the elongation complex, then the RNAP dissociates and the
transcript is released [14]. Transcription termination can also be mediated by Mfd, a translocase
protein involved in the transcription-coupled repair pathway [15]. When the RNAP is stalled in the
presence of a DNA lesion, the Mfd complex binds the stalled polymerase and translocates through
the DNA template strand, pulling in the DNA strand and inducing the collapse of the transcription
bubble and release of the nascent transcript [15].

1.1.2: RNA synthesis by RNA Polymerase I:
There are three different nuclear RNA polymerases involved in the transcription of
eukaryotic genes: RNA Pol I, II, and III. RNA Pol I is primarily involved in the transcription of
rRNA genes, RNA Pol II is mainly responsible for the transcription of mRNA, miRNA, and small
nuclear RNA (snRNA) genes, and RNA Pol III is primarily involved in the transcription of small
RNA such as tRNA, some miRNA and the 5S rRNA genes [16]. Ten of the subunits that form the
core of the enzymes are structurally conserved among three polymerases [17]. RNA Pol I
holoenzyme consist of 14 subunits, the ten core subunits, two peripheral subunits, A14 and A43,
that stabilize the holoenzyme [18] and two other subunits, A49 and A34.5, that act as transcription
factors; their activity resembles that of transcription factor TFIIF in RNA Pol II [17]. The rRNA
genes transcribed by RNA Pol I contain a proximal core promoter region encompassing the
transcription initiation site (+1) (between -40 and +20) [19] and a upstream promoter element (UPE)
that is located in the −156 to −107 region [18].
In the transcription of the rRNA genes, the upstream binding factor (UBF) binds the
proximal core promoter and the UPE elements [20]. The SL1 transcription factor complex binds the
3

UBF and the promoter region [21]. The SL1 consists of a TATA-binding protein (TBP) and RNA
Pol I-specific TBP-associated factors (TAFs) [21]. The RNA Pol I is recruited to the target gene by
its interaction with a subunit in the SL1 complex mediated by the RRN3 transcription factor [20].
Once the RNA Pol I is recruited to transcription initiation site the Preinitiation Complex (PIC) is
assembled [18]. Structural studies suggest that DNA bending and widening of the minor groove
induced by RRN3 and RNA Pol I subunit A49 lead to the opening (melting) of the doble strand
[16]. Once the PIC is opened the template strand enters the cleft of the polymerase and
polymerization of the nascent RNA begins [21].
The UBF factor and the SL1 complex remain bound to the promoter region, while the RNA
Pol I enzyme escapes the promoter region and continues transcription of the downstream sequences
[20]. As the polymerase begins the polymerization of the nascent transcript the RRN3 factor is
released from the complex and the PIC complex becomes to the elongation complex (EC). Since the
UBF factor and the SL1 complex remain bound to the promoter region they can recruit a new RNA
Pol I enzyme to start transcription on the same gene [18]. This leads to the rapid production of
multiple transcripts from the same gene. Transcription of rRNA genes takes place on a nucleosomal
template, where the DNA is associated with histone proteins; elongation of the nascent RNA
requires the presence of histone chaperones and topoisomerases [22]. Transcription factor, TIF-IC,
seems to be involved in the RNA chain elongation, presumably by assisting the polymerase escape
arrest sequences within the gene and ensuring the production of transcripts with homogeneous 3’ends [23].
RNA Pol I continues the polymerization of the nascent RNA until it reaches the T-rich
terminator elements downstream of the rRNA gene [18]. The transcription termination factor for Pol
I (factor TTF-I) binds the T-rich terminator elements causing the polymerase to pause elongation
[24]. Once the elongation complex is paused the transcript release factor (PTRF) binds to the
4

complex [25], it interacts with the TTF-I factor, the polymerase and the 3’-end of the nascent
transcript. The PTRF factor induces the disassociation of the elongation complex releasing the
synthesized transcript [25]. Pol I does not seem to be involved in coligo transcription, in tissue
culture cells or nuclear extracts or whole cell extracts.

1.1.3: RNA synthesis by RNA Polymerase II:
RNA Pol II is mainly involved in the transcription of mRNA, snRNA and miRNA genes. RNA
Pol II holo enzyme consistS of 12 subunits: ten core catalytic subunits (which are structurally
conserved among three eukaryotic polymerases) [17], and two peripheral subunits Rpb4 and Rpb7
that interact with various transcription factors [16]. Subunit Rpb1contains a C-terminal repeat
domain (CTD), which is heavily involved in the transcription process and in PIC assembly [26], and
it is regulated by phosphorylation. The CTD domain it is only found in the RNA Pol II polymerase
[16]. RNA Pol II genes commonly have a core promoter encompassing the transcription initiation
site (+1) about 35nt upstream or downstream of the initiation site [27]. Most RNA Pol II genes have
core promoters that contain a TATA box upstream of the initiation site and other sequences motifs
such as a TFIIB recognition element (BRE) and downstream core promoter element (DPE) [27].
General transcription factors are required for the transcription of RNA Pol II genes; the first
step in the transcription initiation process is the assembly of the PIC [28]. First the TATA binding
protein (TBP) binds the TATA box element in a gene-specific manner [27], usually upstream of the
initiation site. The TBP is a subunit of the general transcription factor TFIID [26]. The TFIIA and
TFIIB factors then bind the complex, followed by a preassembled TFIIF-RNA Pol II complex [28],
bringing the polymerase to the promoter region [26]. The rest of the transcription factors, including
TFIIH, and auxiliary proteins are recruited, and the PIC is assembled, first as a closed complex [28].
The ATP-dependent helicase activity of the TFIIH transcription factor is involved in the unwinding
5

of the DNA double strand, opening the PIC, and creating a transcription bubble that grants the RNA
Pol II access to the template strand [27] as the template strand diffuses into the cleft of the
polymerase [29]. RNA Pol II initiates polymerization at position (+1) of the template strand. The
TBP remains bound to the TATA box as the RNA Pol II escapes the promoter region and the rest of
the transcription factors dissociate from the polymerase [27]. After transcription initiation RNA Pol
II is momentarily pause by negative transcription elongation factors (N-TEF) associated during the
assembly of the PIC [30]; positive transcription elongation factor b (P-TEFb) which is a cyclindependent kinase counteracts the effect of the N-TEF and allows the polymerase to enter a
productive elongation [30].
As the RNA Pol II elongation complex moves downstream of the template a new incoming
NTP is placed in the catalytic site stabilized by hydrogen bonding with the template nucleotide, the
polymerase catalyzes the formation of a new phosphodiester bond at the 3’ end of the nascent
transcript [27]. Translocation of template strand and transcript strand places the subsequent template
nucleotide in the activate site for binding with the next incoming NTP [27]. As elongation proceeds
a DNA:RNA duplex is formed in the transcription bubble [29]. During elongation the polymerase
can be paused at A-T rich arrest sites, the TFIIS factor can rescue the arrested polymerase to
continue productive elongation [31]. Transcription of mRNA genes is directly coupled to 5’
capping, splicing, cleavage and polyadenylation of the nascent transcript.
Two models are proposed for transcription termination of mRNA genes: An allosteric model
and a torpedo model. In the allosteric model, elongation factors disassociate from the elongation
complex after the transcription of the poly(A) signals. This leads to a structural change that pauses
the polymerase and provokes dissociation of the EC [32]. The torpedo model suggests that after
cleavage of the 5’ capped and polyadenylated transcript, the 5’-3’ exonuclease Rat1/ XRN2 is
loaded into the remaining, uncapped, transcript still bound to the polymerase [32]. The nuclease
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degrades the remaining transcript and causes disassociation of the EC. Pol II does not seem to be
involved in coligo transcription, in tissue culture cells or nuclear extracts or whole cell extracts.

1.1.4: RNA synthesis by RNA Polymerase III:
RNA Pol III is mainly involved in the transcription of small RNAs such as tRNA, some
miRNA and the 5S rRNA genes. RNA Pol III holo enzyme consist of 17-subunits, the ten core
subunits are structurally similar to the core subunits of RNA Pol I and II [16]. There are five RNA
Pol III-specific subunits that are not found in the other two eukaryotic polymerases: subunits C82,
C34, C3, C37 and C53 [16]. Subunits C82, C34, and C31 form a trimeric subcomplex that is
involved in transcription initiation. Subunits C37 and C53 are involved in transcription termination
[33]. The other two peripheral subunits C17 and C25 have similar functions as the peripheral
subunits Rpb4 and Rpb7 of RNA Pol II and the A14 and A43 of RNA Pol I [16]. The genes
transcribed by RNA Pol III have internal promoter elements inside the transcribed region. For
instance, tRNA genes have two internal promoter elements, A box and B box [34]. An upstream
TATA box is not found in tRNA genes; however, it is present in the U6 snRNA gene [35].
Transcription factor TFIIIC is a six-subunit complex that recognizes the internal promoters
of all RNA Pol III genes in yeast, for instance it recognizes the A box and B box of tRNA genes
[34]. In RNA Pol III transcription initiation, TFIIIC binds the internal promoter elements of the
target gene, then the transcription factor TFIIIB recognizes TFIIIC and it is recruited to a region
upstream of the transcription initiation site [34]. TFIIIB is a complex composed of subunits Brf1,
Bdp1 and TBP. Once TFIIIB is recruited to the target gene it recruits RNA Pol III by interacting
with the C34 subunit of the polymerase [36]. Once the RNA Pol III holo enzyme and the
transcription factors TFIIIB and TFIIIC are recruited to the target gene, the PIC is assembled [34].
Unwinding of the double helix upstream of the initiation site is coordinated by the TFIIIB
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transcription factor. TFIIIB triggers conformational changes in RNA Pol III which leads to bending
and unwinding of the double helix by subunits in the polymerase, DNA melting takes place 11 nt
upstream of the transcription initiation site (TSS) [37]. The Brf1 subunit of TFIIIB is also reported
to be involved in the propagation of the DNA double strand melting and stabilizing the open-PIC
[36]. Opening of the double strand allows for diffusion of the template strand into the cleft of the
polymerase and positioning of the TSS nucleotide on the active site [36].
Once polymerization of the nascent transcript begins the TFIIIB dissociates from the
elongation complex [34]. TFIIIC disassociates from the elongation complex but remains bound to
the B box element [34]. As the nascent transcripts is transcribed, a DNA:RNA duplex is from in the
transcription bubble [36]. Transcript elongation continues until the polymerase encounters the RNA
Pol III signals. RNA Pol III terminate transcription in cis-termination signal such as non-template
(NT) dT6 (in yeast) or dT4 (in humans) [38]. The template and non-template (NT) strand signals are
involved in transcription termination [39, 33]. Transcription termination and transcript release are
possible in the absence of the NT strand; however, the NT strand appears to play an important role
in precise transcription termination [33].
The formation of an unstable dA:rU hybrid in the transcription bubble seem to destabilize
the elongation complex [39], allowing for transcript release. The C11 subunit of the enzyme interact
with the dT track in the NT strand, inducing a structural change that leads to disassociation of the
elongation complex [33]. Two distinct transcription termination mechanisms have been described
for the yeast RNA Pol III. One mechanism involves all 17 subunits (holoenzyme) and requires a
track of at least 7 templated dAs [36]. In a second mechanism, transcription termination is possible
in the absence of the C53, C37 and C11 subunits. However a longer template dA track is needed
[36]. Pol III is the RNAP responsible for coligo transcription in tissue culture cells, nuclear extracts
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and whole cell extracts. The transcription patterns given by Pol III from these sources is nearly
identical to those produced by FLAG-tagged immunopurified Pol III.

1.2: Transcription of circular single stranded oligonucleotides:

1.2.1: A brief history of circular single-stranded oligonucleotides:
In the previous section we described promoter driven transcription of natural genes. In this
section we describe what is so far known about promotorless transcription initiation of singlestranded circular oligonucleotides (Coligos). Coligos are synthetic genes that do not contain a
promoter. Circular single-stranded oligonucleotides were first studied by Eric Kool et al. as
hybridization probes for binding single stranded RNA and DNA targets, by forming a triple helix
[40]. Their ability to be replicated by DNA Polymerases was first explored by the same laboratory
[41]. Circular oligonucleotide replication produces long multimeric repeats. This replication process
was termed rolling circle DNA synthesis [41]. Circular oligonucleotides as short as 24 nt long can
be replicated through rolling circle DNA synthesis by a variety of DNA polymerases [41]. The
ability of circular oligonucleotides to be transcribed in a promotorless manner was first described in
[42]. They were subsequently used to encode ribozymes [43,] and also as substrates for telomerase
[44]. In my PhD. advisor’s laboratory (Kevin Ryan; City College of New York) the design of
circular oligonucleotides as pre-miRNA expression vectors was first described in [45], here is where
the word coligos is used to describe circular oligonucleotide templates for the first time [45].

1.2.2: Coligos as small RNA expression vectors:
Coligos are synthetic single-stranded circular oligonucleotides that can be employed as
promoter-independent small RNA expression vectors. Our goal is to develop coligos as general
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expression vectors for a variety of functional small RNAs. So far, our research has centered on
coligos as expression vectors for pre-miRNA mimics as a model for small RNA expression, but
coligo technology might be expanded to serve as an expression platform for other small RNA
molecules used in biomedical research. Initial work in our laboratory has focused on trying to
understand the sequence and structural features that enable coligo transcription to make defined,
predictable small RNAs. Coligos’ circular form has proven to be more stable than their linear
precursors in whole cell extract (WCE) [46, 47]. Coligo in vitro transcription in human HEK293T
WCE initially appeared to produce well-defined single transcripts with a slightly lower molecular
size than their templates [46, 47, 48]. Figure 1 shows the polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis
(PAGE) gel image of the in vitro transcription profile of coligo-122 in WCE, a band just above the
80 nt mark represents a group of similarly sized, but unresolved, single-round transcription products
(n = 1). Although most of the coligo transcripts are produced by the polymerase going around the
coligo template once n = 1 (start site to stop site in Figure 2), some transcripts are produced by the
polymerase going around the template more than once (n = 2 and n = 3 in Figure 1). These we call
dimers, trimers etc.
The optimal concentration for coligo 122 transcription was estimated to be around 100 nM,
where lower concentrations gave lower yields and higher concentrations became inhibitory [46].
Using quantitative northern blotting, it was estimated that the amount of coligo 122 single-round
transcripts formed plateaued around 6 nM for coligo concentrations between 50 nM and 150 nM
[46]. To test if coligos are transcribed in human cells in vivo, coligos 122 and 19aTAR were
transfected into human HEK293T cells. Coligo transcripts in transfected cells showed similar
profiles to coligo transcripts in WCE, but the transcription of the linear precursors was greatly
reduced, suggesting that the coligo’s circular form is important. [46]. Inhibiting RNA Pol III with αamanitin in a dose-dependent manner in WCE and transfected HEK293T cells greatly diminished
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the transcription of coligos, suggesting that RNA Pol III is responsible for coligo transcription [46,
47]. To confirm RNA Pol III involvement in coligo transcription and to simplify our in vitro studies,
RNA Pol III was immunoprecipitated (IP) from a cell line that produces FLAG-RNA Pol III [47].
Coligo transcription by IP’d RNA Pol III shows similar transcription profiles to transcription in
WCE [47, 48, 49].

Figure 1. Coligo 122 Invitro transcription (IVT). A) Coligo 122 circular
sequence. Initiation and termination sites determined by Next Generation
Sequencing (NGS) B) 122 Transcript (n = 1) sequence determined by NGS. C)
Denaturing gel electrophoresis. Lane 1: Molecular marker. Lane 2: 122
transcript. n = 1: Monomer transcript. n > 1: tandem multimers.

1.2.3: Structure and sequence requirements for coligo transcription:
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Preliminary studies have suggested that coligo transcription depends, in some way, on its
secondary structure [46]. To determine the structural requirements for coligo transcription, coligos’
sequences were modified to produce coligos with varying structures [47, 48]. A summary of
structure and sequence requirements is illustrated in Figure 2, and it is explained in this section. The
coligo is essentially an asymmetric DNA dumbbell with imperfectly base-paired stem. When
internal bulges in the stem region of the coligos were eliminated or systematically altered, an
imperfect stem that contains some unpaired nucleotides was determined to be essential for coligo
transcription [46, 47]. Further, two terminal loops are required for transcription: a larger, purine-rich
loop (LL) and a smaller loop (SL; no smaller than 5 nt) [46, 47]. Preliminary work suggested that
the larger loop size is more important than its sequence [48]. When the LL was randomized in
coligo 122, the transcription profile remained similar; in contrast, when the loop size was reduced,
the transcription yield was also reduced, and in a 3 nt loop transcription, initiation was shifted to the
stem region [48]. The importance of the terminal loops was demonstrated when the LL and the SL
of poorly transcribing coligos were replaced with the LL and SL of coligo 122, our best coligo
model. Transcription yields increased when both terminal loops were replaced [47]. The
significance of larger loop sequence and structure is further explored in my work using in vitro
selection. Some required sequence features for coligo transcription have been observed. For
example, like RNAPs in general [50, 51], early studies have suggested that transcription initiated
with a purine, complementary to a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction area of the template [46,
47]. This observation was later confirmed by a coligo-customized RNA-seq method, termed
“coligo-seq” and developed in our laboratory [52]. Sequencing of various coligos demonstrated that
90% of the transcripts initiated with either a rG or rA [46, 49]. Cumulative sequencing results also
show that the preferred transcription initiation site is located within the +3 to -2 region of the stemloop junction [49]. Transcription termination appeared, in the limited examples tried, more
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imprecise than initiation; however, it is clear that termination occurs in the larger loop of the coligo
[47, 49]. Results from the coligo-seq analysis demonstrate that transcripts produced by coligo
transcription have heterogeneous 3’ ends, even though exonucleases are removed during Pol III
immunoprecipitation. Coligo secondary structure appears to be an important determinant of coligo
transcription initiation and termination; however, sequence features also play a role in coligo
transcription, especially in the stem-loop junction area [47, 48, 49]. These preliminary observations
were made by rational and systematic, though limited, alteration of coligo’s structures and
sequences. They demonstrate the need to better understand the features that drive coligo
transcription initiation and termination in order to potentially employ coligos as small RNA vectors.

Figure 2. Structure and sequence requirements for coligo transcription. LL = larger
loop. SL = smaller loop. Transcription preferentially starts at the stem-loop junction, (-) sign
refers to the position of the nucleotide away from the junction into the larger loop (+) sign
refers to the position of the nucleotide away from the junction into the stem.

1.2.4: Coligo’s larger loop could mimic the open Pre-Initiation Complex:
As previously noted, RNA Pol III is involved in coligo transcription. Genes transcribed by
RNA Pol III commonly have internal promoter regions, for instance the A box and B box elements
of tRNA genes [34]. The promoter region of these genes is detected by transcription factor TFIIIC
which in turn recruits TFIIIB and RNA Pol III [34]. Transcription factor TFIIB is required for
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unwinding of the DNA double strand and stabilization of the open PIC as detailed in section 1.1.4 of
this chapter. Coligo templates lack promoter regions, furthermore coligo transcription takes place in
the absence of transcription factors, as proteomic analysis showed that transcription factors are
depleted in our RNA Pol III IP preparation [48]. We propose a model in which the larger loop of the
coligo template mimics the transcription bubble of the open PIC. The hairpin secondary structure of
the template keeps the larger loop single stranded and it stabilizes the open-PIC in the absence of
transcription factors. RNA Pol III could bind to the larger loop having access to the template, there
the TSS could diffuse into the active site of the polymerase where polymerization of the transcript
can start. RNA-seq results support this theory as transcription initiation seems to be confined to the
stem-loop junction area.

1.2.5: In vitro selection:
In vitro selection is the process by which the best performing molecules are selected out a
pool of millions of different possibilities, in a sense in vitro selection is evolution in a test tube. This
method of identifying functional molecules is akin to the combinatorial chemistry method used to
find biologically active organic molecules. A nucleic acid combinatorial library is prepared by
randomizing an area of the oligonucleotide, this produces a pool of unique sequences and structures
proportional to the number of nucleotides randomized. In vitro selection of nucleic acids is usually
performed to isolated aptamers with high affinity to specific ligands in a process called Systematic
Evolution of Ligands by Exponential Enrichment (SELEX) [53]. In vitro selection of nucleic acids
is also performed to isolate ribozymes, DNA or RNA molecules with catalytic activity [54]. In vitro
selection has also been used to identify promoter sequences for transcription by T7 RNA
polymerase [55]. Ohmichi, Kool et. al. used in vitro selection to identify pseudo-promoter regions in
circular oligonucleotides for their transcription by E.coli RNAP [56]. They identified pseudo14

promoter sequences that produced higher amounts of transcripts than canonical E. coli promoters in
the same context [56]. Here in this dissertation we describe the use in vitro selection to identify
sequence and structure features that are favored by RNA Pol III for the transcription of circular
oligo nucleotide templates.

1.3 Coligo-seq as a tool for coligo transcript (RNA) sequencing:
Coligo-seq is a coligo-customized small RNA sequencing (sRNA-seq) method worked out by
former laboratory member Lodoe Lama for the exclusive purpose of sequencing the transcripts
produced in coligo transcription [49]. Coligo-seq allows us to determine, with precision, the
transcription initiation and termination sites of the transcripts produced in the transcription of a
coligo template. The coligo-seq methodology is summarized in Figure 3. One of the novelties of
coligo-seq, which is shared, however, with ribosomal profiling cDNA library preparation method
[57], is the ligation of a single 3’ adapter (Figure 3A, step ii) instead of the customary ligation of 5’
and 3’ adapters [49]. After the 3’ adapter is ligated to the RNA transcript, the ligated transcript is
reverse transcribed (RT) using a RT primer that contains a single ribonucleotide (riboC; Figure 3A,
step iii). The cDNA product is then circularized (5’ to 3’ self-ligated) by the TS2126 enzyme.
Subsequently, the cDNA is relinearized by digesting the ribonucleotide with RNase A, producing a
cDNA sequence with two flaking regions for PCR-primer annealing (Figure 3A, step v). The PCR
primers contain technical sequences for high-throughput sequencing by Illumina sequencing
platforms. Sequencing of coligo transcripts by coligo-seq gave millions of reads, which were then
mapped to the sequence of the original coligo templates [49]. The RNA transcript of various coligo
templates were sequenced by coligo-seq; as an example, Figure 3B shows mapping of the
sequencing reads of the coligo 122 transcript to the coligo template’s predicted secondary structure.
Mapping the coligo-seq results to the original template was performed to determine both the percent
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of initiation events at a particular position and the percent of termination at a particular position in
the coligo template.

Figure 3. Coligo-seq as a tool for coligo transcript (RNA) sequencing. A) Schematic flowchart of coligoseq library preparation method. B) Mapping of the sequencing reads of coligo 122 transcript, by coligo-seq to
the coligo template. Stem-loop junction initiation motif, positions +3 to -2, identified by coligo-seq analysis.
The reads used for the initiation and termination distribution analysis were filtered based on size and quality
and therefore not all 100% of the reads were analyzed, this explains why the initiation and termination events
do not add to 100%.

These findings helped us relate the sequence of the transcripts to the secondary structure
(predicted by mFold [58]) of the coligo templates [49]. Some of the coligo transcription sequence
and structure requirements determined by coligo-seq were already detailed in the previous section.
Sequencing the coligo transcripts by coligo-seq showed that the structure of the stem-loop junction
of coligos serves as an “initiator motif” for the expression of small RNA. The coligo templates used
in the study have different sequences in the stem-loop junction area of the template; however, they
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share a similar stem-loop junction structure and almost all start transcription in this area (+3 to -2
positions in Figure 2) [49]. In this thesis work, we further explored the importance of the stem-loop
junction initiation motif.

1.4 Expression of pre-miRNA mimics as an example of coligos application:
Coligo technology could potentially be used for the expression of a variety of small RNA
molecules to be utilized in biomedical research, like CRISPR guide RNA, for example. The use of
coligos as a pre-miRNA expression tool is an example of the potential of this novel technology.
Coligos were originally designed to express small RNA molecules that resemble pre-miRNAs; these
pre-miRNA mimics could then potentially enter the cell’s miRNA pathway as Dicer substrates
(Figure 4). The biogenesis of miRNA is now well understood; miRNAs are transcribed in the
nucleus as pri-miRNA, processed by Drosha into a 60–110 nt pre-miRNA and then exported to the
cytoplasm by Exportin-5 protein [59, 61]. In mammals, most miRNAs are transcribed by RNA
polymerase II, but several are also transcribed by RNA polymerase III [61, 60].
Once in the cytoplasm, pre-miRNAs are further processed by Dicer into a short, imperfect
double-stranded miRNA duplex, about 22 nucleotides long [59, 60]. The mature miRNA is
subsequently loaded onto the RISCs complex, which leads to silencing of the target gene. Human
Dicer can process pre-miRNA substrates with various secondary structures, but structural features,
such as 2-nt 3’-overhang, imperfect dsRNA helix and large terminal loops, enhance binding and
cleavage by Dicer [62, 63]. In order to use coligos as an efficient platform for the expression of premiRNA mimics, it is important that the sites of transcription initiation and termination are
predictably controlled in order to produce transcripts with the proper 5’ and 3’ ends, so that the
RNA produced can enter the miRNA pathway as a suitable Dicer substrate. In this dissertation, we
present the results of an in vitro selection used to search for structure and sequence requirements
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that can lead to predictable coligo transcription initiation that produces a transcript with a welldefined 5’ end. We also present the progress on the search for non-natural nucleotides that can
direct transcription termination at a defined site to produce transcripts with a predictable 3’ end.

Figure 4. Expression of pre-miRNA mimics as an example of coligos application. The canonical pathway
of miRNA biogenesis. The miRNA gene is transcribed in the nucleus as pri-miRNA, processed by Drosha
into a 60-110 nt pre-miRNA, and then exported to the cytoplasm by Exportin-5. Once in the cytoplasm premiRNAs are further processed by Dicer into a short imperfect double-stranded miRNA duplex about 22
nucleotides long, the mature miRNA is subsequently loaded onto the RISCs complex. Coligos were
originally designed to express small RNA molecules that resemble pre-miRNAs, these pre-miRNA mimics
could then potentially enter the cell’s miRNA pathway as Dicer substrates.

1.5 Rationale of the present work:
Initial studies of coligo transcription were limited by the number of coligo templates that
could be designed, tested and sequenced. Although important sequence features were elucidated by
high-throughput sequencing of coligo transcripts, aided by the development of coligo-seq, the data
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obtained came from the transcription of a small number of coligos. In order to fully understand the
sequence and structure features that lead to coligo transcription initiation, it is necessary to compile
sequence and structure data from a vast number of coligo templates. Chapter 2 of this thesis
describes the development of an in vitro selection designed to explore secondary structure and
sequence features in a coligo combinatorial library containing millions of unique sequences, each
with a variation on the previously identified stem-loop junction initiation motif. Once the in vitro
selection method was designed, multiple rounds of selection were conducted. The selected library
was sequenced and analyzed to determine the preferred structure and sequence features of the stemloop junction motif. In addition, the final, selected coligo library was in vitro transcribed, and the
transcripts were sequenced by coligo-seq. Analysis of the sequencing data helped us further
understand coligo transcription initiation structure and sequence preferences. In vitro selections of
two very different coligo combinatorial libraries were performed; the second in vitro transcription is
described in Chapter 3.

Figure 5. Rationale of the present work. Two different approaches aimed to improve precision in coligo
transcription initiation and termination; to develop coligos as reliable small RNA expression vectors.

Previous transcript analysis by coligo-seq revealed that coligo transcription termination is less
predictable than initiation, giving rise to greater heterogeneity in the 3’ end of the coligo transcript
[52]. Coligo transcription termination by RNA Pol III has been shown to take place mainly in the
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larger loop region of the coligo template [47, 52]. However, in most coligo templates, transcription
termination does not have the precision we hope to achieve; it usually begins in the stem-loop
junction and is distributed over several template nucleotides in the larger loop (Figure 3B). Chapter
4 of this thesis describes the results of our initial efforts to identify non-natural nucleotides that lead
to site-specific coligo transcription termination. Both elucidating the structure and sequence features
that lead to precise coligo transcription initiation and identifying non-natural nucleotides that lead to
site-specific termination will help us advance in our goal to develop coligos as an expression vector
that produces a small RNA transcript with well-defined 5’ and 3’ ends. Figure 5 illustrates how
these two approaches aim to improve precision in coligo transcription initiation and termination.
Chapter 5 describes the optimization of the sequencing library preparation to assess TS2126 Rnl1
circularization bias. Circularization by TS2126 Rnl1 is a crucial step in coligo-seq and in the in vitro
selection method. Making sure that TS2126 Rnl1 is not biased toward a specific nucleotide pair at
the ends of the nucleotide (5’ and 3’) is important to ensure the validity of our results.
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Chapter 2: RNA Polymerase III: Selection of optimal structure-dependent initiators.
2.1: Introduction:
In previous studies aiming to understand coligo structure and sequence features necessary
for transcription initiation, coligo templates were constructed through designs based on ideas of how
coligo transcription might work. Coligo secondary structure and sequence were systematically
modified to study the requirements for predictable transcription initiation [46, 47, 48]. These studies
were limited by the number of coligo templates that could be designed and tested. Here, we
designed an in vitro selection experiment that tested multiple coligo structures and sequences
simultaneously. By constructing a coligo library containing randomized sequences in the stem-loop
junction initiator motif, based on our best characterized coligo 122, we sought to test structural and
sequence variations on our best initiator motif to date. We designed two coligo libraries for in vitro
selection: JctN12 (Figure 6A, this chapter) and Jct-3N-3N (see next chapter). The JctN12 coligo
library contains 412 (about 16.7 million) unique sequences, each represented about 720,000 times in
the 20 pmol sample we employed. The Jct-3N-3N coligo library contains 46 (4,046) unique
sequences, each represented about 3 billion times in a 20 pmol sample. By randomizing the
sequences in the stem-loop junction, we varied not only the sequence identity of each member of the
library but also the intramolecular secondary structure formed in the stem-loop junction area. We
have focused our study on the stem-loop junction because previous studies have demonstrated that
most transcription events initiate at the stem-loop junction (Figure 3B) [52].
To search for improved initiator motifs, we developed a multiple-round in vitro selection
method (Figure 6C) through which the original randomized coligo library was transcribed and the
transcripts were reverse transcribed back to cDNA to regenerate a new coligo library in which the
sequences of the best-transcribing coligos are enriched. By multiple rounds of library transcription
and regeneration, the sequence of the best-transcribing coligos is further enriched. After multiple
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rounds of selection, the final library was sequenced by next-generation sequencing (NGS). The most
highly represented sequences were analyzed, and the secondary structure of their corresponding
coligos was predicted by mFold [58]. The coligo-selected library was in vitro transcribed, and its
transcripts were sequenced by coligo-seq and analyzed to determine the preferred secondary
structure and sequence features that can lead to improved promoter-independent transcription
initiation of coligo templates by RNA polymerase III. In this chapter, we present the selection
protocol and the sequencing results and analysis.

2.2: An in vitro selection scheme for identifying Pol III structure-based initiators:
The in vitro selection method was developed using the JctN12 library and later applied to the
Jct-N3-N3 library. Hence, in this method-developing section, we only refer to the JctN12 library.
The multiple-round in vitro selection process consists of six sequential steps (Figure 6C). First, the
circularized JctN12 coligo library is in vitro transcribed by IP RNA Pol III (step 1). Then, the
tandem dimer (n = 2) transcript (product I in Figure 6C) is isolated by gel purification. Two
important factors led us to choose the tandem dimer transcript (n = 2) of JctN12 instead of the
monomer transcript (n = 1) for the multiple-round in vitro selection. First, prior sequencing studies
have shown that the size of the major monomeric transcript is slightly smaller than that of the coligo
template, indicating that some of the coligo DNA sequence is not found in the coligo RNA
transcript sequence [46, 49]. This situation is analogous to that of promoters where transcription
starts just downstream of the promoter. So, in order to carry out multiple rounds of selection, it is
necessary to regenerate the complete template sequence. This is not possible using the monomer
transcript but can be done using the dimer tandem transcript. A second reason to carry out the
selection using the dimer transcript is that the importance of the sequences upstream of the
transcription initiation site (prior to position -2, as defined in Figure 1 for coligo 122) has not been
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Figure 6. In vitro selection scheme for identifying Pol III structure-based initiators. A) JctN12 coligo
library: 12 randomized nucleotides in the stem-loop junction “initiator motif” (positions N1 to N12.) B) Sixstep in vitro selection scheme.

explored. By conducting an in vitro selection using the dimer transcript, we could determine
whether there is a preference for a particular sequence or structure upstream of the transcription
initiation site. In step 2 of the selection, a DNA adapter sequence is ligated to the 3’ end of the
transcript (product II in Figure 6C). The adapter sequence contains the corresponding sequence for
reverse transcription (RT) primers to anneal to the 3’ end of the transcript. In step 3, the ligated
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transcript is reverse transcribed to produce cDNA (product III in Figure 6C). The cDNA sequence
contains the sequence of the transcribed (i.e., selected) coligo templates. To generate new templates
for the next round, in step 4, PCR amplification is performed using internal primers so that the
monomeric sequence (n = 1) of a complete template is produced (product IV in Figure 6C). In order
to create the single-stranded coligo template in step 5, the dsDNA produced by the PCR reaction is
separated to obtain the template strand (product V in Figure 6C). In step 6, the ssDNA template is
circularized to regenerate the circularized coligo (product VI in Figure 6C). The best-transcribing
coligo sequences should be enriched in the new generated library. A new round of selection follows
to further enrich the sequence of the best-transcribing coligos. Multiple rounds of selection can be
performed using the same steps.

2.2.1: In vitro transcription of JctN12 (step 1):
The in vitro selection method was developed using the JctN12 coligo library. The circularized
coligo library JctN12 and coligo 122 (as a control) were transcribed by an immunoprecipitated
RNAP III complex (IP RNA Pol III; Figure 7). The IVT reaction was scaled up 10-fold from
previously described methods [47, 48]. Figure 7 shows the gel image of the radiolabeled transcripts
of control coligo-122 and coligo library JctN12 (lanes 1 and 3 respectively). The transcription
profile of JctN12 is similar to that of coligo 122, but the monomer band (n = 1) of JctN12 is
broader, i.e., more diffuse, than that of 122 (lane 3 n = 1 band compared to lane 1 n = 1 band). The
broader nature of the JctN12 n = 1 band is due to the presence of transcripts with different lengths,
which could be a result of transcription initiation at different positions of the coligo library due to
variation in structure and/or sequence of the different members of the library and/or differences in
the site of termination.. The variability in the size of the transcripts produced by JctN12 opens up
the possibility of conducting an in vitro selection to search for structural and sequence preferences
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for coligo transcription initiation by RNA Pol III. As described in the preceding section, the tandem
dimer transcript (n = 2; product I in Figure 7B) was chosen for this in vitro selection, but the
monomer transcript (n = 1) was also purified and used in the following step as control.

Figure 7. In vitro transcription and 3’ adaptor ligation. A) Sequence and predicted secondary structure of
JctN12 and its dimer transcript produced by RNA Pol III. B) DPAGE separation of coligo 122 (lane 1) and
JctN12 (lane 3) transcription products. n = 1 band: monomer transcripts, n = 2 band: tandem dimer
transcripts. Panel B also shows DPAGE separation after 3' adapter ligation by T4 RNA Ligase of 122
transcript (lane 2) and JctN12 transcript (lane 4).

2.2.2: 3’ Adapter ligation (step 2):
In order to introduce a site for RT primer annealing, a 20 nucleotide DNA adapter sequence
was ligated to the 3’ end of the purified transcript. The adapter sequence was used for two reasons.
First, the library contains randomized sequences, which made it necessary to introduce a known
constant region for RT primer annealing in the 3’ end of the transcripts. Second, in preliminary
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studies, RT primers were designed to anneal in the constant regions of the transcripts’ stem region,
but the RT reaction was unsuccessful. We suspect that the reason was poor primer annealing in the
helix region of the RNA; therefore, we found it necessary to ligate an adapter sequence. This was
the first of several challenging technical issues that had to be overcome. Figure 7 shows the ligated
monomer and tandem dimer transcripts of coligo-122 and coligo library JctN12 (lanes 2 and 4). The
gel image shows the expected mobility shift of both the monomer and dimer transcripts after
ligation, due to the ligation of the 20 nt adapter, for example, if we compare lane 1 against lane 2 for
coligo-122 and lane 3 against lane 4 for coligo library JctN12 in Figure 7. Using Image Quant
software, the 3’ ligation of the monomer transcript of JctN12 was calculated to be 85% efficient,
while the ligation of the dimer JctN12 transcript was about 90% efficient in this particular gel. The
adapter-ligated tandem dimer transcript (product II) was isolated and used in the next step.

2.2.3: Reverse transcription (step 3):
To obtain the identity of the transcribing sequences in the JctN12 library, we reverse
transcribed their RNA transcripts. As previously described, we found it necessary to ligate a 3’
adapter to have a primer-annealing region in the RNA template (product II). First, reverse
transcription was performed at 55ºC using SuperScript III reverse transcriptase (optimal temperature
range is 45 to 55°C, according to the manufacturer (Invitrogen; catalog number18080044), but the
cDNA yield was too low to carry out the next steps of the in vitro selection. Therefore, to switched
to a more thermostable reverse transcriptase, ThermoScript. To produce gel bands of enough
intensity for proper gel band excision, we decided to uniformly label the RT product by
incorporating [α-32P]-dATP in the reaction mixture. Since the tandem dimer transcripts (n = 2) have
a highly structured secondary structure, we increased the temperature of the reaction to melt the
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Figure 8. Reverse transcription (step 3.) DPAGE separation after reverse transcription. Lanes 4 to 8 show
the product of the reverse transcription of the JctN12 dimer transcripts in the presence of betaine in a dosedependent manner (0 to 2 M). Lanes 1 to 3 are controls. Lane 1 = JctN12 dimer transcript before ligation
used as template. Lane 2 = a template was not included in the reaction. Lane 3 = ligated JctN12 dimer
transcript alone.

secondary structure of the RNA template. Temperature gradient experiments suggested that an
appropriate temperature to try was 65º C. A temperature gradient experiment showed that a RT
reaction, using SuperScript III, was as efficient at 65⁰C as it was 55⁰C, but it became less efficient at
70⁰C.. We switched from SuperScript III (Invitrogen), which has an optimal temperature of 55⁰C, to
ThermoScript (Invitrogen, catalog number 12236-022), which has an optimal temperature of 65⁰C.
We also wanted to further destabilize the secondary structure of the RNA template, so we included
betaine (trimethyl glycine) in the reaction mixture. Previous studies have shown that betaine lowers
DNA melting temperatures and enhances RT-PCR reactions [64]. An experiment was conducted in
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which reverse transcription of the ligated dimer transcripts was performed at 65⁰C and various
betaine concentrations (0 to 2M) (Figure 8); we chose this range of concentrations because previous
studies showed that betaine at 1M and 2M concentrations was effective at increasing RT-PCR
products [64, 65]. These reactions show both that the RT of dimer transcripts at 65⁰C produces a
well-defined cDNA at the expected size, around 210 nt (product III band in Figure 8), and that the
increasing presence of betaine enhances the RT reaction. There is no clear difference between a
reaction without betaine and a reaction that contains 0.5 M betaine, but as the concentration of
betaine is increased to 2 M, there is a clear improvement in the reaction efficiency as observed in
DPAGE (Figure 8) and calculated by Image Quant. The cDNA produced by the RT reaction
(product III) was gel extracted and used as a template for the next step: PCR amplification.

2.2.4: Amplification by PCR (step 4):
The next step of in vitro selection is to amplify the cDNA first strand. To capture the sequence
information necessary to regenerate the coligo template, primers were designed to anneal to internal
sites of the cDNA (Figure 9A). Since the following step of in vitro selection consists of ssDNA
formation by strand separation, biotin was placed on the 5’ end of the reverse primer, which would
be elongated to make the strand that would be discarded. The purified cDNA product of the reversetranscription reaction of the dimer transcript (product III) was PCR amplified using Taq Polymerase
GeneScript; catalog number: E00007-1000) at 94⁰C denaturation, 62⁰C annealing and 70⁰C
extensions for 15 cycles. Figure 9B shows the resolved agarose gel of an aliquot of the tandem
dimer PCR product of the JctN12 library (product IV). It is in the predicted size range (89 nt). In the
preparative gel, the band was cut and purified, and the concentration was measured by Nano Drop
2000 (Thermo Scientific). The measured concentration of PCR product was around 45 ng/µl in a
total of 50µl (41.5 pmol), assuming there are 89 base pairs with a total molecular weight of 54,216.5
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Figure 9. Amplification by PCR (step 4). A) Sequence and predicted secondary structure of the JctN12
RT product, forward and reverse primers, and their annealing sites. B) 2.5 % agarose electrophoresis after
PCR at 94°C denaturation,62°C annealing, and 70 °C extensions for 15 cycles. An 89nt band is the
expected size of the product (product IV). C) Second PCR same conditions for 20 cycles 96 tubes pooled
together. D) PCR cycle optimization 2.5 % agarose electrophoresis after PCR at 94°C denaturation, 62°C
annealing, and 70 °C extensions for 15 to 35 cycle (lanes 2 to 9). Lane 10: No template was included in
the reaction.

g/mol in the double-stranded DNA. For the circularization step (step 6), it is necessary to obtain at
least 500 pmols. Initially, we tried to increase the amount of dsDNA product by increasing the
number of PCR cycles; however, this led to the production unspecific higher molecular weight
products. We decided to increase the total PCR reaction volume. To increase the amount of dsDNA,
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40 pmol of the PCR product was diluted in 2 ml of PCR reaction that contained Taq Polymerase and
primers. The reaction mixture was divided into 100 tubes of 20 µl each at 20 nM dsDNA
concentration. To determine the best number of cycles needed, a cycle optimization experiment was
performed (Figure 9D). Twenty cycles were chosen as the appropriate number to amplify the rest of
the tubes. (higher cycle numbers, especially without dilution step, led to heterogeneous larger
products). The 96 remaining tubes were PCR amplified at the same conditions as the first PCR
amplification but for 20 cycles; after the amplification, the tubes were combined, and an aliquot was
run on an agarose gel (Figure 9C). The quantity of dsDNA (product IV) produced at this step was
sufficient to continue to the following step.

2.2.5: Strand separation (step 5):
The PCR amplification method in the previous step contained a 5’-biotinylated reverse primer so
that the resulting strand could be separated by biotin-streptavidin interaction (Figure 10A). The
purified dsDNA (product IV; Figure 9C) was bound to an affinity column containing streptavidin
Sepharose resin (GE healthcare). Then, in order to denature the double strand, the pH was raised by
passing 200 mM NaOH through the column, to elute the non-biotinylated strand is eluted in the
NaOH. Then, the ssDNA was immediately neutralized by passing the NaOH eluent through a gel
filtration column containing Sephadex G-25 resin (illustra NAP-5 columns; GE Healthcare, catalog
number: 17085301) in water without any buffer or salt. The neutralized ssDNA (product V) (Figure
10B, lane 2) was recovered, and the neutral pH was confirmed by paper pH test strips. This
separation procedure is a modification of a published method [53].
To monitor each step in the strand separation and to calculate the DNA percent recovery, the
flow-through at each step was saved, and DNA concentration was measured by ultraviolet–visible
spectroscopy using a NanoDrop. Figure 10B shows a resolved agarose gel of DNA isolated at each
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Figure 10. Strand Separation (step 5). A) Strand separation illustration. The biotinylated dsDNA (product
IV) is trapped in the column by the biotin-streptavidin interaction. The double strand is denatured by
passing NaOH through the column, the non-biotinylated strand is eluted with the NaOH. B) DNA is isolated
at each step and resolved on non-denaturing agarose gel. Lane 1 = original dsDNA (product IV). Lane 2 =
final neutralized ssDNA (product V). Lane 3 = 89 nt ssDNA library. Lane 4= Streptavidin column flowthrough (FT). Lane 5 = wash FT. Lane 6 = Sephadex G-25 flow-through. C) Strand separation at different
NaOH concentrations. Lane 7= original dsDNA (product IV). Lane 8 = strand separation at 200 mM. Lane 9
= at 100 mM Lane 10 = at 20 mM. Lane 11 = 89 nt ssDNA library.

step. The flow-through collected when the original dsDNA was passed through the streptavidin
column was saved; the DNA that was not bound to the column was precipitated, and its
concentration was measured and run on agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 10B, lane 4). As
measured by ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy, 8% of the dsDNA was lost at this step. The bound
DNA on the column was washed by PBS, the wash flow-through was collected, and DNA in the
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flow-through was precipitated and run on agarose gel (Figure 10B, lane 5). Only 3% of the DNA
was lost in this step. After ssDNA elution by 200 mM NaOH, the alkaline DNA was passed through
Sephadex G-25 neutralizing column; only 0.5% of the original DNA was lost in the flow-through
(Figure 10B, lane 6). Finally, the neutralized ssDNA (product V) was eluted from the Sephadex G25 column in water, the concentration was measured, and an aliquot of the isolated DNA was run on
an agarose gel (Figure 10B, lane 2). As measured by ultraviolet–visible spectroscopy 76.6% of the
original DNA was recovered. Figure 10B, lane 2 shows that the eluted DNA has two bands on the
agarose gel. The highest molecular weight band has the same size as the original dsDNA (product
IV; lane 2 compared to lane 1). Because it has been reported that high NaOH concentration can
break the biotin-streptavidin interaction [15], we interpreted this band as dsDNA that was eluted
with the 200 mM NaOH. The lower molecular weight band has the same size as the original 89 nt
ssDNA library obtained from IDT (lane 2 compared to lane 3). We interpreted this band as the 89 nt
ssDNA separated by the denaturing of the double strand, our intended product.

Since this separation method seemed to be inefficient at isolating only ssDNA, optimized the
strand denaturation step. We performed the same strand-separation procedure, but the strand
denaturation was done at three different NaOH concentrations (20, 100 and 200 mM). Figure 10C
shows the agarose gel of the final ssDNA products after strand separation at the three different
concentrations. Separation at 20 mM and 100 mM NaOH shows single bands at the expected 89 nt
size, as compared to the original library (Figure 10C, lane 10). The ssDNA (product V) obtained
from both conditions was isolated, and the concentration measured. By using 20 mM NaOH, 31%
of the expected single stranded DNA was recovered by the strand separation, while 78% was
recovered when the strand separation was done using 100 mM NaOH. Therefore, we decided to
continue using 100 mM NaOH for the rest of the in vitro selection.
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2.2.6: Circularization (step 6):
500 pmol of the purified linear ssDNA (product V) produced by strand separation (step 5) was
circularized by TS2126 RNA Ligase I, as described before in a published work from our lab [46].
Then, separated in 15% DPAGE and visualized by UV shadowing, the band corresponding to the
circular form (product VI) was excised and purified. An aliquot of the isolated circular ssDNA was
resolved in a 15% DPAGE and visualized with Stains-All (Figure 11, lane 4). Figure 11 shows the
purified ssDNA (product V; lane 3) and the circularized ssDNA (product VI; lane 4). As a
comparison, the original linear library was also run in the same gel (lane 1) and circularized under
the same conditions (lane 2).

Figure 11. Circularization (step 6). A) Circularization illustration. B) DPAGE separation of the
circularized product. Lane 1 = original library (R0) Lane 2 = circularized R0. Lane 3 = selected linear
ssDNA (R1) Lane 4 = circularized R1

The band size of the circularized selected ssDNA (product VI) is the same as the size of the
circularized original library (compare lane 4 to lane 2). This suggested that we had successfully recreated an enriched coligo library, JctN12-R1, containing the selected sequences/structures that
were preferentially transcribed from the original coligo library, JctN12, hereafter referred to as
JctN12-RO. The DNA in JctN12-R1 is cDNA from RNA made from JctN12, so that it contains
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Figure 12. Summary of the in vitro selection method. A) In vitro selection scheme. B) Denaturing gel
electrophoresis. Lane 1: In vitro transcription IVT (step1). Lane 2: adaptor ligation (step 2). Lane 3: RT (step
3). RT control: no RNA template. C) Agarose gel. Lane 5: PCR (step 4). Lane 6: Strand separation (step 5).
D) denaturing gel. Lane 8: Circularization (step 6)

sequence information that must have passed through the RNA stage during the selection. The new
circularized selected library, JctN12-R1, was then transcribed in vitro and used for the next round of
selection. This six-step selection process was used for the next multiple rounds of selections. Figure
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12 summarizes the six steps of the selection method and shows the corresponding products of each
step, products I to IV.

Figure 13. Concentration dependent IVT of the JctN12- R1 Selected library. The
selected library JctN12-R1 (R1 in this figure) was transcribed at 10, 50 and 100 nM (lanes
2, 4 and 6). As a comparison the original library JctN12-R0 (R0 in this figure) was
transcribed at the same concentrations; lanes 1, 3, and 5.

2.2.7: In vitro transcription of the selected library JctN12 R1:
We performed an in vitro transcription of the selected coligo library JctN12-R1 at different
concentrations (10, 50 and 100 nM coligo concentration). The in vitro transcription was performed
as previously described, only varying the coligo concentration. Figure 13 shows a DPAGE gel of
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the transcripts produced at the different coligo JctN12-R1 concentrations (lanes 2, 4 and 6). As a
comparison, the original JctN12-R0 library was transcribed at the same concentrations and run on
the same gel next to the JctN12-R1 transcripts (lanes 1, 3 and 5). The same transcript bands were
observed for both the original JctN12-R0 and the selected JctN12-R1 coligo libraries. Surprisingly,
the tandem dimer transcript band (n = 2) was slightly less intense in the selected library transcript at
all three different concentrations. We had stipulated that a problem with using the tandem dimer for
the in vitro selection could be the unintended selection of a coligo library that had inefficient
termination. However, Figure 13 shows that the selected coligo library was as efficient, or more, at
transcription termination as the original library. This suggested that this selection method could be
used for the subsequent multiple rounds of selection without the concern that the selected libraries
could become less effective at terminating transcription.

2.2.8: Results of the first multiple-round selection:
Once the in vitro selection method was developed, we continued with three more rounds of
selection. Each round of selection consisted of the same six steps: in vitro transcription, 3’ adapter
ligation, reverse transcription, PCR amplification, strand separation and circularization. The last
product of each selection was a new enriched/selected coligo library. Figure 14 shows the six
selection steps of the next three rounds of selection, beginning with the transcription of the
randomized library and ending with a new further enriched/selected library at the end of each round.
After four rounds of selection, the PCR amplicon from the fourth round of selection was amplified
using forward and reverse primers that contained partial adapter sequences that served as a constant
region for the addition of Illumina technical sequences (Figure 14C). A cycle optimization
experiment was performed at 12, 16, 20, 24 and 28 cycles; 20 was chosen as the optimal number of
amplification cycles. NGS was performed on the Illumina platform (GeneWiz) and analyzed using
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bioinformatics tools described in the next section. The PCR product of each round of selection was
also saved.

Figure 14. Monitoring the multiple round selection by gel electrophoresis. Step 1: IVT
(I). Step 2: adapter ligation (II). Step 3: RT (III). Step 4: PCR (IV). Step 5: strand separation
(V). Step 6: Circularization (IV). A) Round 2. B) Round 3. C) Round 4. The PCR amplicon
from the fourth round of selection was amplified using forward and reverse primers that
contained partial adapter sequences that serve as a constant region for the addition of
Illumina technical sequences, panel C. The RNA transcript, product I, of round 4 is not
visible on the DPAGE; possibly because of low the radioactivity of the Phosphorus-32
radioactive isotope, after almost two half-lives decay. Another possibility is improper
separation of the aliquot. The ligation product (product II) is visible and confirms the
presence of the RNA transcript in the ligation step.
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2.2.8.1: DNA sequencing by next-generation sequencing and analysis.
The selected library from the fourth round of selection, JctN12-R4, was sequenced by NGS.
Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic tools available at usegalaxy.org. The
FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded to usegalaxy.org. The reads were
filtered to retain only those with a phred quality score above 20; phred quality score 20 means 99%
accuracy in the base calling by the Illumina sequencing equipment. Of the reads, 99.99% were kept
and statistically analyzed to determine the percentage of nucleotide distribution at each randomized
position, using the “FASTQ summary statistics” tool [66]. The reads were trimmed to retain only
the randomized region using the “trim sequences tool” [67]. The sequences were then collapsed, and
the sequence logos was generated using the sequence-logo generator WebLogo 3 [68]. A multiple
sequence alignment was performed using “mothur alignment” on the galaxy website and visualized
by the IGV software package [69].

Figure 15. Results of the first multiple round selection A) Shows the randomized stem-loop junction
region position N1 to position N12. B) Shows the logos of the entire sequence of the template from 5’ end to
3’ end. This panel shows the constant regions of the template, the part of the template that was not
randomized (in black). The randomized region is found between the two flanking constant regions (color
coded).
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Figure 15 shows the analysis of the reads obtained from the first multiple-round selection.
Panel A shows the randomized stem-loop junction region, position N1 to position N12. Panel B
shows the logos of the entire sequence of the template from 5’ end to 3’ end. This panel shows the
constant regions of the template, the part of the template that was not randomized (in black). The
randomized region is found between the two flanking constant regions (color coded). An important
observation is that the constant region of the template is completely conserved in the final enriched
library; this shows that the coligo template can be faithfully reproduced at the end of each round of
selection. This observation is important because, in order to conduct an appropriate selection of the
stem-loop junction, a template library must be reproduced that has the same constant region where
only the stem-loop junction varies from round to round as a sequence/structure is enriched.

Figure 16. Percent nucleotide distribution first in vitro
transcription. Percent nucleotide distribution at each position of
the randomized region N1 to N12, 5’ to 3’ direction.

Figure 16 shows the percentage of nucleotide distribution at each position of the randomized
region. A multiple sequence alignment analysis of the obtained reads showed over-representation of
the coligo 122 sequence (Figure 17B). Furthermore, the five topmost abundant sequences were
mutant sequences of the coligo 122 sequence, all of which share the same sequence at the
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randomized junction region (Figure 17B). This observation led us to suspect that there was a
contamination of the randomized library JctN12 with coligo 122 DNA. Since coligo 122 shares the
same constant region as the JctN12 library, coligo 122 sequence contamination can be sequenced
and observed in the bioinformatic analysis. We could not determine if the presence of the coligo 122
sequence came from contamination of the sample with coligo 122 DNA or from an actual selection
of coligo 122 sequence within the randomized library. Since coligo 122 comes from the sequence of
the template strand for the human miRNA-122 gene, and was chosen at random, it is unlikely we
chose the best possible sequence for Pol III transcription initiation. Therefore, optimized the
selection method to include a new step to digest all DNA by DNase I enzyme, to eliminate or at
least minimize any possible DNA contamination in our selection. The optimization procedure is
described in the appendix section.

Figure 17. Multiple sequence alignment of the most abundant sequences. A) Shows
the randomized stem-loop junction region position N1 to position N12. D) Multiple
Sequence alignment analysis, 10 topmost sequences. Coligo 122 sequence, in the
randomized area, appears as the most abundant sequence. Notice that in this table we
focused on the randomized region of the library N1 to N12 positions.

2.2.9: New optimized multiple-round selection:
2.2.9.1: Optimized multiple rounds of selection:
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Once the in vitro selection method was optimized, we proceeded with a new in vitro
selection; the new optimized in vitro selection consisted of six rounds of selection. Each round of
selection consisted of the same six steps: in vitro transcription (now followed by DNase I treatment)
(step 1, product I), 3’ adapter ligation (step 2, product II), reverse transcription (step 3, product III),
PCR amplification (step 4, product IV), strand separation (step 5, product V) and circularization
(step 6, product IV). After every in vitro transcription, the RNA product (product I) was incubated
with DNase I to destroy the DNA template and any DNA contaminant. This treatment was
necessary to avoid amplification of the DNA template sequences or another contaminating DNA.
The last product of each selection is a new enriched/selected DNA coligo library. Figure 18 shows
the six selection steps of the six rounds of selection, beginning with the transcription of the
randomized library in the first round (JctN12-R0) and ending with a new further enriched/selected
library at the end of each round. After six rounds of selection, the PCR product of the final enriched
library (JctN12-R6) was sequenced by NGS (Illumina platform, GeneWiz), analyzed and compared
to the original library (JctN12-R0) to search for enriched sequences or structures. The PCR product
of each round of selection was also saved. The PCR product of the fourth round of selection
(JctN12-R4) was also analyzed by NGS.

2.2.9.2: Sequencing by next-generation sequencing and analysis:
The PCR amplicon products of round 4 (JctN12-R4), round 6 (JctN12-R6) and the original
randomized library (JctN12-R0) were gel extracted and sent for NGS sequencing at Genewiz (South
Plainfield, NJ). Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic tools available at
usegalaxy.org, as previously described in section 2.2.8.1 on this document. [70] We focused our
analysis to find sequence enrichment and preference, to determine structure preference and to
further characterize the features of the initiation motif region.
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Figure 18. Multiple rounds of selection. Step 1: IVT (I). Step 2: adapter ligation (II). Step 3: RT (III).
Step 4: PCR (IV). Step 5: strand separation (V). Step 6: Circularization (IV). The PCR product of rounds)
0, 4 and 6 were sequenced by NGS

2.2.9.3: Results of the new optimized multiple-round selection
2.2.9.3.1: Sequence features:
When we developed the multiple-round selection, our hypothesis was that by randomizing
the initiation motif region, we could sample millions of different unique sequences and that after
every round of selection, the sequences that were preferentially transcribed would be enriched in the
new generated library. After multiple rounds of selection, the most abundant sequence should reveal
the secondary structure and sequence features preferred by RNA Pol III during promoterindependent transcription initiation. Therefore, in our analysis, we searched for the most abundant
sequences, measured as reads per million (RPM), after multiple rounds of selection in the
randomized region N1 to N12 (5’ to 3’ orientation). Figure 19 illustrates the top 10 most abundant
sequences (in RPM) in the original randomized library (Figure 19A) the selected library after four
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Figure 19. NGS most abundant unique sequences. A) Initial randomized library (Round 0). B) Round 4.
C) Round 6. Top panels: Logos. Bottom panel: top 10 most abundant sequences, measured as reads per
million (RPM), ranked from highest to lowest. Sequence ID from most abundant sequences in round 6 (final
round).

rounds of selection (Figure 19B) and after six rounds of selection (Figure 19C). We focused on the
top 10 most abundant unique sequences because below that, the abundance of the sequences became
close to the abundance of the sequences in the original randomized JctN12 library (i.e., Round 0).
The RPM number of the sequences in “non-selected” randomized library (Round 0) is about 24 to
36 RPM; we consider this number as noise. Sequences below the ten most abundant sequences in
rounds 4 and 6 approached the noise level (36 RPM), therefore we considered these sequences
“non-selected sequences.” The selected sequences obtained in round 6 were given an ID number
according to their rank; the most overrepresented sequence was named W-1 (Figure 19C). In Figure
19, the top panels show a sequence logos for the most abundant sequences. The logos illustrates the
likelihood of a nucleotide (A, C, G or T) to be present at a particular position N1 to N12. Rounds 4
and 6 show a preference for a specific nucleotide at any position (Figures 19B and 19C), whereas
the logo from the randomized library prior to selection (Figure 19A) shows no preference for a
particular nucleotide at each position. Furthermore, there is an increase for nucleotide preference
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from round 4 to round 6 (Figure 20). This observation leads us to believe that there is a selection for
a preferred nucleotide at most positions. The most significant selection takes place in positions N1 to
N3, where AGT has the highest probability (Figures 19 and 20). Please note that these results do not
specify where transcription initiated.

Figure 20. Sequence enrichment. A) Randomized section and positions on the original JctN12 library. B)
Probability of the preferred nucleotide to be present at a position in the randomized section in the final
selected library (R6,) in an intermediate round (R4) and in the original library (R0). C) Selection progress
through multiple rounds of selection.

After six rounds of selection, there was a clear nucleotide preference at some positions in the
randomized region. To determine if there was an enrichment of the preferred nucleotides through
the selection process, we compared the probability of a nucleotide to be present at a given position
in the original library (R0), the fourth round (R4) and the final selected library (R6). Figures 20B
and C show the increase in the probability of the preferred nucleotides to be present at each position
N as the selection progresses from the original library to the final selection. The original
randomized library (R0) has a probability of around the expected 25% for each nucleotide at each N
position. There is a clear nucleotide enrichment throughout the whole N1 to N12 region that
increases as the rounds of selection progress (Figure 20C). As previously mentioned, the region
with most significant enrichment is N1 to N3, where AGT increased from around 25% each, in round
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0, to around 60%, 90% and 90% respectively in round 6. Figure 20C also shows the increase in the
proclivity of a nucleotide at a specific position as the selection progressed.

2.2.9.3.2: Structural features:
Results from previous experiments suggest that the secondary structure of the coligo
template is important for its transcription [46, 47, 48]. (By secondary structure, we mean the
prediction that nucleotides at and around the junction will be base-paired, or in a bulge, internal
loop or in the larger loop). Therefore, we expected that the multiple-round selection would provide
us with a more comprehensive understanding of the template secondary structural preference for
coligo transcription by RNA Pol III. We expected to find a conserved structure preference in the
previously identified initiation motif (Figure 2). In Figure 21B, we show the predicted secondary
structure of the 10 most abundant sequences, W-1 to W-10, found in the final selected library (R6)
using mFold [58]. The secondary structure of the constant region, which is from coligo 122, is
conserved among all the sequences (annotated as “coligo 122 body” in Figure 21). The most
abundant sequence (W-1) has an 18 nt loop; another five sequences also have an 18 nt loop (W-2,
W-4, W-5, W-6, W-10). This is a little surprising, since we previously studied the size of the larger
loop and found that 12 nucleotides was optimal and that Pol III initiation did not change much from
12 to 15 nucleotides; however, we did not test beyond 15 nucleotides. Structure W-1 has a
mismatch in the stem region, three nucleotides away from the stem-loop junction (designated
position +3 of stem-loop junction, Figure 21C). Another two structures also have a mismatch in the
same position (W-3, W-7). Six out of the 10 structures have a thymine (T) in the first base pair of
the stem (position +1 of the stem-loop junction). In fact, six of the structures (W-1, W-2, W-4, W-5,
W-6, W-10) have a conserved 5’-NGT-3’ sequence in the stem-loop junction position +1 to +3,
highlighted in Figure 21B. Another way of describing the +3 position is that in 9 out of 10 of the
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selected coligos, there is either a base-pair mismatch or the weaker base-pair type, A-T. This
suggests that Pol III needs an open or easy-to-open base pair at this position in the template’s
secondary structure.

Figure 21. Structural Features. A) Randomized section and positions on the original JctN12 library. B)
Secondary structure of the ten most abundant sequences W-1 to W-10, predicted by mFold [32]. 3’-TGN-5’
sequence in the stem-loop junction position +1 to +3 highlighted in yellow C) Coligo structure with stemloop positions +3 to -2 where transcription seems to initiate. D) Probability of the preferred nucleotide to be
present at a position in stem-loop junction +3 to +2 (highlighted box in blue). The nucleotide distribution
analysis is extended down the loop -3 to -9

To further understand the coligo sequence/structure features preferred by RNA Pol III to
initiate transcription, we focused on the stem-loop junction, positions +3 to -2 (Figure 21C). (We
always draw the coligos so that the 5’ to 3’ direction of the DNA runs clockwise. During
transcription, the Pol III reads the coligo strand in the counterclockwise direction). The stem-loop
junction positions refer to the location of the nucleotide in relationship to the first base pair in the
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stem (+1). Sequencing done on the transcripts of pre-miRNA hairpin-encoding coligos showed that
transcription preferentially initiates near the stem-loop junction [52]. Figure 21D illustrates the
nucleotide preference at each position on the stem-loop junction. In Figure 19, we show the
preferred sequences in the selection winners. In Figure 21 we show the predicted secondary
structures of the most abundant sequences in order to determine the identity of the nucleotides at
each position in the context of the structure. The analysis was extended further down the loop into
the single-stranded larger loop to search for nucleotide preferences away from the junction. We
found that there is a nucleotide preference in the stem-loop junction region, whereas there is more
heterogeneity further down the loop (positions -3 to -9). Within the stem-loop region, the area with
the highest consensus is the +2 to +1 section, with a preference for the 5’-GT-3’ sequence. Another
important observation is that the stem-loop region seems to prefer a purine-rich area with a single
pyrimidine. In previous work, we have postulated that a coligo template should contain a purinerich loop with a single pyrimidine [46, 47 ,48]. The results of our current work, illustrated in Figure
21D, corroborate that finding, but they focus it to the stem-loop region and suggest that the
nucleotides further down the loop (in the 5’ direction, remote from the invariant stem region) might
not be as crucial for coligo transcription initiation. These data do not answer the important question
of where Pol III transcription started. Separate RNA-seq experiments addressed that and are
discussed later in this document.

2.2.10: Concentration-dependent in vitro transcription of the selected sequence W-1:
In order to test if the selected sequences present any advantage over the randomized library,
we decided to in vitro transcribe W-1. The W-1 coligo was made as previously described [46, 47,
49]. Coligo W-1 was transcribed by RNA Pol III at various concentrations from 0.1 nM to the
typical 100 nM (Figure 22). Concentration dependence experiments in the same concentration range
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were also previously done on other coligos [46]. The transcript bands (n = 1 and n = 2) on a
denaturing gel show a significant increase in the band intensity when comparing the W-1 coligo to

Figure 22. W-1 and JctN12 concentration-dependent in vitro transcription. A) In vitro transcription of
the selected sequence W-1 compared to the IVT of the original randomized library JctN12 in a concentration
dependent manner from 0.1 nM to 100 nM. n =1 is the monomer transcript and n =2 is the tandem dimer
transcript. B) Increased fold of n =1 band intensity, JctN12 bands normalized to 1 fold. Band intensity
volume measured by ImageQuant TL. C) Agarose gel shows 20 pmol of JctN12 and 20 pmol of W-1 in both
linear (L) and (C) forms, to ensure equal concentrations of both coligos.

the JctN12 coligo library (Figure 22A).
The increase in band intensity can visually be observed for 1 nM, 10 nM and 100 nM (lanes
4, 6 and 8). We quantified the increase in band intensity using ImageQuant TL software. There may
be small differences in the number of radiolabeled uridines in the two transcripts, but most of
transcript is common to both, since they share the same constant region of the template. Figure 22B
shows a severalfold increase in band n = 1 intensity at each concentration, when comparing JctN12
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to W-1. To calculate fold increase, we normalized the JctN12 n = 1 band intensity to 1 and
calculated the fold increase in the W-1 n = 1 band. To ensure that the difference in transcript band
intensity was a result of the higher efficiency of the W-1 template and not of a difference in the
DNA template concentration, 20 pmol of each stock coligo solution was run on an agarose gel and
stained. Figure 22C shows that both JctN12 and W-1 coligos are present in comparable amounts
(lanes 2 and 4).

Figure 23. W-1 and 122 concentration-dependent in vitro transcription. A) In vitro transcription of the
selected sequence W-1 compared to coligo 122 in a concentration dependent manner from 1 nM to 200 nM. n
=1 is the monomer transcript and n =2 is the tandem dimer transcript. B) Increased fold of n =1 band
intensity, 122 transcript bands normalized to 1-fold. Band intensity volume measured by ImageQuant TL. C)
Agarose gel shows 20 pmol of coligo 122 and 20 pmol of W-1 in both linear (L) and (C) forms, to ensure
equal concentrations of both coligos.

We also compared the W-1 transcription efficiency to that of coligo 122, one of our bestperforming coligos so far. Figure 23 shows a concentration-dependent in vitro transcription
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experiment in which coligo W-1 was transcribed at 1 nM, 10 nM, 100 nM and 200 nM
concentrations (Figure 23A, lanes 2, 4, 6 and 8). Coligo 122 was also transcribed at the same
concentrations (Figure 23A, lanes 1, 3, 5 and 7). The transcript bands (n = 1 and n = 2) on a
denaturing gel show a small increase in band intensity when comparing the W-1 coligo to the coligo
122 transcript. We also quantified the increase in band intensity using ImageQuant TL software. We
normalized coligo 122 n = 1 band intensity to 1 and calculated the fold increase in the W-1 n = 1
band. Figure 23 B shows that there is a small increase in the transcript band intensity, but less than
two-fold. Figure 23 C shows that both 122 and W-1 coligos (templates) are present at comparable
amounts (lanes 2 and 4).

2.2.11: RNA sequencing by coligo-seq and bioinformatic analysis:
In order to further understand the sequence features that contribute to coligo transcription
initiation by RNA Pol III, we wanted to analyze the transcripts produced by the original JctN12
coligo library (JctN12-R0) and compare them to transcripts produced by the library after six rounds
of selection (JctN12-R6). Our previous understanding of coligo transcription was based on a few
rationally designed coligo templates [46, 47, 48]. The randomized coligo library JctN12-R0 contains
a collection of about 16 million different coligo templates. By sequencing the transcripts produced
by the coligo library, we can increase our understanding of the sequence features that lead to coligo
transcription by RNA Pol III. Due to technical limitations of the commercially available librarypreparation sequencing kits, a coligo-specific sequencing method was developed in our lab: Coligoseq [49, 52]. Coligo-seq, our variation of the standard small RNA-seq method [49], allows us to
determine, with precision, the transcription initiation and termination sites of the transcripts
produced in the transcription of a coligo template (Figure 3) [49, 52].
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The JctN12 original library and the JctN12-R6 library were in vitro transcribed by IP Pol III
at 100 nM coligo template concentration [49]. The transcripts were then converted into PCR
amplicons for cDNA sequencing, following the coligo-seq library preparation protocol [49], and
sent to Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ). Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic
tools available at usegalaxy.org. The FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded
to usegalaxy.org. The reads were trimmed and filtered to retain only reads having a phred quality
score above 20. The primer sequences were trimmed so that the reads would start at the
transcription initiation site. The coligo template constant region was located to ensure the proper
analysis of the transcription initiation sites. The reads were collapsed to find the most
overrepresented sequences and aligned using “Clustal Omega” [71].

2.2.11.1: JctN12-R0 RNA sequencing analysis:
When we collapsed the reads to look for the most represented sequences, the result showed that
there was, as expected, great heterogeneity in the transcripts produced by the original JctN12
coligo-library. Figure 24D shows the top 10 most abundant sequences, which account for 41% of
the total reads (recall that transcription here is a selection step). We used 100% of the reads for the
subsequent analysis, first looking for the preferred initiation site in relationship to the coligo-library
sequence (R0). Figure 24A shows the percentage of initiation events in the randomized region. Over
99% of the initiation events occurred in the randomized region of the coligo template, N1 to N12, and
97% of the initiation events occurred in the N1 to N 5 positions (Figure 24A). Over 50% occurred in
positions N2 and N3. This confirmed our previous observation that the most important positions are
those closer to the stem-loop junction.
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Figure 24. JctN12-R0 RNA sequencing analysis A) Percent initiation events in the randomized region. The
color of the bars represents the nucleotide that the polymerase prefers to initiate transcription at that
particular site. B) Preferred nucleotide at each initiation site. The blue box area represents the section where
97% of initiation events take place. C) Overall probability of a nucleotide being present at a position in the
randomized region. D) The top ten most abundant sequences which account for 41 % of the total reads. In
red; the nucleotides from the randomized region. In black; the constant region.

Then we looked for the preferred nucleotide at each initiation site, that is, the nucleotide
where the polymerase starts transcription at a particular site (Figure 24C). As observed previously
for Pol III in other contexts and also in other RNAPs [50, 51], the polymerase prefers to start
transcription at a template pyrimidine (C or T in the coligo) for most initiation sites except for
position N6, which only accounts for 1.81% of the initiation events (Figure 24B). Figure 24C shows
the overall probability of a nucleotide’s presence at a position in the randomized region. This is
almost evenly distributed among the four nucleotides, indicating that even when the four
nucleotides are present at the same rate, the polymerase prefers to start the transcription at a
pyrimidine (compare position N1 in Figure 24B to position N1 in Figure 24C). One common feature
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that we observe in both the sequencing analysis of the JctN12 transcripts and the DNA analysis of
the selected sequences previously described is that there is an clear preference for a pyrimidine both
as the first templating nucleotide and as a part of the stem-loop junction.

In the structure analysis of the selected sequences, after six rounds of selection, we observed
a preference for a 3’-TGN-5’ motif in the +1 to +3 section of the stem-loop junction (Figure 25).
Therefore, we wanted to see if we could observe a preference for initiation on this motif in the
JctN12 transcript analysis. Of the transcripts, 28% initiate at a templated TGN motif (Figure 25B).
We extended the analysis to see what percentage of the transcripts initiate at a templated thymine
followed by a purine (TPuN), where Pu is A or G and N is A, G, C or T; 33% of the transcripts
initiate here. Moreover, 25% of transcripts initiate at a cytidine followed by a purine (CPuN).
Overall, 58% of the transcripts initiate at a templated pyrimidine immediately followed by a purine.
In Figure 24, we can observe that the polymerase prefers to start transcription at a pyrimidine, we
expect that it will be beneficial to design a coligo template that starts transcription at a templated
pyrimidine followed by a purine. Similar conclusions were stipulated when a few coligo transcripts
were sequenced [52], however this analysis explores a collection of millions of templates that vary
in the stem-loop junction area, providing us with a more comprehensive confirmation that if a lone
pyrimidine is placed in a purine rich stem-loop junction region, it can lead to localized transcription
initiation at that pyrimidine. When multiple pyrimidines are present, initiation is less predictable.
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Figure 25. JctN12-R0 RNA and JctN12-R6 RNA structure analysis. A) Coligo structure with stem-loop
positions +3 to -2 where transcription seems to initiate. B) JctN12-R0 probability of transcription initiating at
a TGN motif, or more generally in a pyrimidine followed by a purine. C) JctN12-R6 probability of
transcription initiating at a TGN motif, or more generally in a pyrimidine followed by a purine.

2.2.11.2: JctN12-R6 RNA sequencing analysis.
When Pol III transcribed JctN12-R0, it presumably selected from among millions of
sequences the most favorable to transcribe. With each successive round of selection, the library
should become enriched in and biased towards the preferred sequences and secondary structures
whose identity we wish to learn. We therefore next wanted to sequence the transcripts produced by
the selected library after six rounds of selection (JctN12-R6) to see if they could be matched with
the sequence and secondary structure of the selected JctN12-R6 coligos. The selected R6 library
was in vitro transcribed and sequenced following the coligo-seq protocol [49] and sent to Genewiz
for NGS. The bioinformatic analysis was performed using the software tools available at
usegalaxy.org website. First, the reads were collapsed to look for the most represented sequences.
Figure 26 shows the top 10 read sequences, which accounted for 45% of the total reads. The most
abundant sequence accounts for 7.31% of the total reads. We used 100% of the reads for the
subsequent analysis. We then looked for the preferred initiation site in relationship to the coligolibrary sequence. Figure 26A shows the percentage of initiation events in the randomized region.
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Over 99% of the initiation events took place in the randomized region of the coligo template, N1 to
N12, and 97.34% of the initiation events took place in the N1 to N5 positions (Figure 26A), which is
the region closest to the stem-loop junction where the stem is invariant. About 60% took place over
positions N2 and N3.
Next, we looked for the preferred nucleotide at each initiation site, that is, the nucleotide
where the polymerase starts transcription at a particular site (Figure 26B). The polymerase prefers to
start transcription at a templated pyrimidine for most of the initiation sites but it is most pronounced
in N1-N4 (Figure 26B). This finding suggests that the Pol III fixated largely on the invariant stem,
3’ to the N12 region, for the “stem” of the stem-loop junction. That is, it appears that very little of
the N12 was used to extend the invariant stem region further (from 122) by base-pairing with the
constant sequence we depict as across from it, as in Figure 26A. Otherwise, we would see the C,T
preference arise closer to the N12 than the N1-N4 region. Figure 26C shows the overall probability
of a nucleotide’s presence at a position in the randomized region, in the coligo-seq analysis. As in
the JctN12-R0, this is somewhat more evenly distributed among the four nucleotides, indicating that
even when they are present at the same rate, the polymerase would prefer to start the transcription at
a templated pyrimidine. Similarly, to JctN12-R0, there seems to be a clear preference for a
pyrimidine in the area close to the stem-loop junction.
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Figure 26. JctN12-R6 RNA sequencing analysis A) Percent initiation events in the randomized region. The
color of the bars represents the nucleotide that the polymerase prefers to initiate transcription at that
particular site. B) Preferred nucleotide at each initiation site. The blue box area represents the section where
97% of initiation events take place. C) Overall probability of a nucleotide being present at a position in the
randomized region. D) The top ten most abundant sequences which account for 45 % of the total reads. In
red; the nucleotides from the randomized region. In black; the constant region.

For JctN12-R6, transcripts we performed the same analysis as of JctN12-R0 to observe
whether there is a preference for a 3’-TGN-5’ motif for transcription initiation. We found that there
is an increase to 37% of the transcripts initiating at a templated TGN motif, compared to the 28% in
JctN12-R0 (Figure 25). When we extended our analysis to see what percentage of the transcripts
initiate at a templated thymine followed by a purine (TPuN, where Pu is A or G and N is A, G, C or
T), we observed that 42% of the transcripts initiate here. Transcription initiates at a cytidine
followed by a purine (CPuN) 28% of the time; the percentage is similar to JctN12-R0. Overall, 70%
(42+28) of the transcripts initiate at a templated pyrimidine immediately followed by a purine; this
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is 12% more than for JctN12-R0 transcripts (Figure 26C). After six rounds of selection, there seems
to be an increased preference, 12% more, for a thymine followed by a purine; more specifically,
there seems to be an increase preference for the 3’-TGN’-5’ motif. Importantly, the TGN motif is
within the predicted stem-loop junction area of W-1 in the selected JctN12-R6 library (Figure 21).
With this observation, we decided to map the JctN12 and the JctN12-R6 transcripts to the W-1
template sequence, the most abundant sequence in JctN12-R6 to determine how related they are to
the W-1 sequence, and possibly indicating that it came from that sequence in the R6 library.

2.2.11.3: Mapping the JctN12 and JctN12-R6 transcripts to the W-1 template:
First, we mapped the JctN12-R0 transcripts to the whole coligo W-1 sequence (Figure 27A).
We did not allow for any gaps or mismatches, to ensure that only reads that completely map to the
W-1 sequences were analyzed. Of the total transcripts coming from the JctN12-R0 coligo library,
1.32% mapped to the W-1 sequence. This is not surprising, given that the sequences are so
heterogenous (Figure 24 D). The majority of the mapped reads come from transcripts that begin in
the +1 position of the template, in the 3’-TGA-5’ sequence motif (Figure 27A). We then mapped the
transcript reads to the stem-loop junction area of W-1 (positions -2 to +3; Figure 27B); 4.51% of the
total reads mapped to the stem-loop region of W-1. This means that 4.51% of the total transcription
product comes from templates that share the same stem-loop region as W-1; that is, templates that
might not have the complete W-1 sequence but have the same stem-loop transcription initiation
motif.
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Figure 27. Mapping the JctN12 and JctN12-R6 transcripts to the W-1 template. A) Total JctN12-R0
transcripts mapped to the whole coligo W-1 sequence. B) Total JctN12-R0 transcripts mapped to stem-loop
junction area of W-1 (positions -2 to +3). Dots in figure B symbolizes all the sequences that share the same
stem-loop junction but start at different sites. C) Total JctN12-R6 transcripts mapped to the whole coligo W1 sequence. D) Total JctN12-R6 transcripts mapped to stem-loop junction area of W-1 (positions -2 to +3).
Dots in figure D symbolizes all the sequences that share the same stem-loop junction but start at different
sites. Sequence alignment by “Clustal Omega” visualized using Multiple Sequence Alignment Viewer 1.10.0
from NCBI. An orange vertical line separates the variant for the invariant region.

We then mapped the JctN12-R6 transcripts to the whole coligo W-1 sequence (Figure 27C).
Again, we did not allow for any gaps or mismatches. In the selected library, 5.58% of the total
transcripts mapped to the W-1 sequence, a noticeable increase from the 1.32% in the JctN12-R0
library. Here also, the majority of the mapped reads (4.9%) come from transcripts that begin in the
+1 position of the template, in the 3’-TGA-5’ sequence motif (Figure 27C). We then mapped the
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transcript reads to the stem-loop junction area of W-1 (positions -2 to +3; Figure 27D). For the
selected JctN12-R6 library, 8.57% of the total reads mapped to the stem-loop region of W-1. This
means that 8.57% of the total transcription product comes from templates that share the exact stemloop region as W-1. This is more than double the reads that mapped to W-1 from the JctN12-R0
transcripts. This confirms that there is a selection toward the W-1 sequence and, more importantly,
that there seems to be a selection toward sequences that share the same stem-loop region.
We suspect that selection of the best performing coligo templates took place in the first in
vitro transcription of the randomized library (R1); templates that did not produce a transcript and
templates that are low performers were discriminated at this step. Further rounds of selection served
to enrich the abundance of the selected templates; however, we suspect that selected sequences
could be observed as early as in the first round of selection (R1); the fact that seven out of the top
ten most abundant sequence are observed in both R4 and R6 supports this theory (Figure 19). We
hypothesize that if we continued the selection process, for a higher number of rounds, we would
obtain the same selected sequences but at higher RPMs.

2.2.12: Discussion of the JctN12 in vitro selection strategy:
So far, we have presented the results of our first in vitro selection strategy designed to search
for secondary structure and sequence features that can “promote” promoter-independent
transcription initiation of coligo templates by RNA polymerase III. After performing multiple
rounds of selection, we sequenced a selected library JctN12-R6 by NGS. The sequence and
structure analysis identify a preference for a purine-rich stem-loop junction (positions +3 to -2) with
a single pyrimidine. We also identify a common sequence motif 3’-TGN-5’ (Figure 21). RNA-seq
analysis suggests that this sequence motif, if present within the stem-loop junction, can trigger
transcription initiation (Figure 25). Furthermore, this sequence motif seems to be enriched in the
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sequences of the selected library JctN12-R6 (Figure 25C). Overall, RNA Pol III seems to prefer to
start transcription when a pyrimidine is immediately followed by a purine--but only at a stem-loop
junction (Figure 25). Transcription initiation took place 70% of the time under these circumstances
in the selected JctN12-R6 coligo library (Figure 25C). Transcription initiation seems to be confined
to the stem-loop junction area. RNA-seq shows that 97% of the initiation events took place in the N1
to N5 positions of the randomized area of the coligo libraries (Figures 24 and 26), which, given their
proximity to the invariant stem, must be part of the stem-loop junction. After six rounds of in vitro
selection, we identified sequence W-1 as the most abundant sequence (Figure 19C). When we
compared the in vitro transcription efficiency of JctN12 coligo library to the selected W-1 coligo,
we discovered that the W-1 coligo is a better Pol III template than JctN12: it produces a higher
number of transcripts at the same template concentration (Figure 22). However, W-1 coligo is only
a slightly better template than coligo 122, less than twofold, at the same template concentration
(Figure 23). When we mapped the JctN12-R0 and the JctN12-R6 transcripts to the W-1 template
sequence, we observed a noticeable increase in the percentage of reads that map to the W-1
sequence after six rounds of selection, compared to the original library (Figure 27). Both,
sequencing of the selected library DNA and RNA-seq of the library transcripts show a preference
for a purine-rich stem-loop junction (positions +3 to -2) with a single pyrimidine, preferentially
thymine.
We had previously found that a larger loop of 12 nt was optimal [47], and no improvement
was seen when the loop was increased to 15 nt. However, in JctN12-R6 (Figure 21), a 18 nt larger
loop was found in 6 out of the 10-top selected coligos. Why? We speculate that the main hairpin
stem of the common part of the JctN12 was an important feature in the selection because it was
present in all library members and hence present at high concentration. The sequence diversity
began adjacent to it, such that no single sequence was at a high concentration. Even though there
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may be truly better sequences in N12, their individual concentrations (around 5.95 fM) had to be
very far below any normal Pol III substrate Km in the first-round transcription selection experiment,
making it impossible to distinguish individual sequences with longer base-paired stems. It is
possible that Pol III therefore started transcription mainly adjacent to the common stem-N12
junction, in the N1–N5 region. In this way, N12 would be considered part of the larger loop, minus
a few nucleotides in the N1–N5 region, where it eventually established the 3’TG5’ sequence. This
would explain the larger loop feature of selected sequences, in the in vitro transcription comparison
of coligo 122 versus W-1 we observed that the difference in the loop size did not significantly affect
RNA production. We add to this both the rest of N12 and the common sequence starting in the
larger loop, namely 5’-TAGACACAAACA-3’, which forms the loop of about 16 to 19 nt. Based on
these observations, we designed a smaller library, which has a higher concentration per library
member (0.023 nM). In the new coligo library, the common region is flanked on both sides with a
randomized N3 region, which can cooperate across the helix, or lead to mismatch, if that is
favorable, for a total of N6. This library aims to select by sequence and secondary structure directly
adjacent to the invariant stem. (Figure 28).

2.3: Materials and methods:

2.3.1.: In vitro transcription of JctN12 (step1):
The IVT reaction for the in vitro selection was scaled up 10-fold from previously described
methods [47, 48]. A 200 µl volume reaction contained: 40 µl bead volume of immunoprecipitated
RNAP III complex (IP RNAP III; IP preparation is described later in this “materials and methods”
section), 80 U RNasin® RNase inhibitor (N2515, Promega), 0.6 mM each of ATP; GTP; CTP; 0.2
mM UTP; ~20 μCi [α- 32P]-UTP; 40 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.9 (at 25°C); 6 mM MgCl2; 10 mM DTT;
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2 mM spermidine and 100 nM DNA template (20 pmol). Transcription reactions were incubated for
90 min at 37°C followed by phenol/chloroform (PCI) extraction and ethanol precipitation with 10
µg/µl of glycogen as described in [72]. An aliquot of the resuspended RNA was separated by 10%
denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (DPAGE) and visualized by exposing the dried gel to
a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare), imaging was performed using the Typhoon
9000 gel imager (GE healthcare). The transcript bands were visualized due to the uniform
incorporation of radioactive [α- 32P]-UTP. The rest of the resuspended RNA was separated and was
used for the following step. This method was used for every step 1 in the multiple-round in vitro
selection and for the coligo-seq procedure (Figures 14 and 18).

2.3.1.1: DNA digestion (part of step 1):
After every IVT, the isolated transcript was treated with 1 U/20µl DNase I from a 50 U/µl
stock concentration (Invitrogen catalog number 18047019) for 45 minutes at 37˚C in the presence of
1X DNase 1 buffer (Invitrogen) and water to a total 20 µl volume to remove the DNA template and
any foreign DNA contaminations. Followed by Phenol/Chloroform extraction and ethanol
precipitation in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen as described in [72]. In order to examine if the
DNA template was present after the DNA digestion, an aliquot of the resuspended nucleic acids
was separated by 15% denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (DPAGE) and stained with
Stains-All as previously described [46], to look for any DNA left over; complete DNA digestion
was observed in every round. The rest was used for the next step, 3’ adaptor ligation. Optimization
of DNA digestion by DNase I is detailed later on this section.

2.3.2: 3’ Adaptor ligation (step 2):
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The extracted and precipitated RNA transcripts were incubated with 1 mM ATP, 1X T4 RNA
Ligase buffer (NEB), 1 µl T4 RNA Ligase I enzyme (NEB catalog number: B0216L), 30 uM
adapter (Adp; sequence in table 1), 15% DMSO, 15% PEG in a total 20 µl volume. The transcripts
have a 5’-triphosphate and so using ATP does not risk cyclizing the RNA in competition with
adapter ligation. The reaction was performed at 37˚C for 2 hours. The nucleic acids were
phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen. An
aliquot of the resuspended RNA was separated on a 10% DPAGE and visualized by exposing the
dried gel to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare), imaging was performed using the
Typhoon 9000 gel imager (GE healthcare). The rest of the resuspended RNA was separated in a
preparative 10% DPAGE in a 0.4 mm gel plate, after running the gel for 90 minutes at 550 volts, the
gel plate was opened and the gel was covered with plastic wrap and exposed to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen without drying. After 2 hours of exposure, the image was developed in the
Typhoon 900 Gel Imager, using the Phosphoimager software (GE healthcare). The image produced
by the gel imager was printed at scale (by selecting the “gel size” option on the printing menu) and
used to cut the desired monomer and tandem dimer bands in the preparative gel. A second exposure
of the preparative gel, after the extraction of the bands, was performed to confirm that the correct
gel bands were excised. This method was used for every step 2 in the multiple-round in vitro
selection and for the coligo-seq procedure (Figures 14 and 18).

2.3.3: Reverse transcription (step3):
Method one: uniform radiolabeling of the cDNA: The reaction conditions were as follows.
Purified transcripts were incubated in 1X RT buffer (Invitrogen); 500 uM dNTP; 330 nM [α-32P]dATP; 500 nM RT primer (RT1; sequence in table 1); 0.1 M DTT; and 1 µl of ThermoScript
(Invitrogen; Cat. No. 12236-022) and 1.5 M betaine. The reaction was incubated at 65˚C for 1 hour.
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The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10
µg/µl of glycogen. An aliquot of the resuspended RNA was separated on a 10% DPAGE. The dried
gel was exposed to a Typhoon Phosphorimager screen overnight and visualized in the Typhoon 900
Gel Imager. The rest was separated in a preparative 10% DPAGE and exposed to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen without drying as described in step 2 of this protocol. After 2 hours of
exposure, the image was developed in the Typhoon 900 Gel imager and used to locate and cut the
cDNA band in the preparative gel as described in step 2 of this protocol. The isolated cDNA was
phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated and used for the next step. This method was
used for all rounds in the first in vitro selection, keeping the betaine concentration at 1.5 M (Figure
14). Optimization of this method is detailed later on this section.
Method two: 5’ [-32P]-ATP end-labeling of the RT primers: The reaction conditions were as
follows. Purified 3’-ligated transcripts were incubated in 1X RT Buffer (Invitrogen); 500 uM dNTP;
50 nM of the 5’ [-32P]-ATP radiolabeled RT primer (RT1; sequence in table 1) ; 450 nM unlabeled
RT primer; 0.1 M DTT; and 1 µl of ThermoScript (Invitrogen Cat. No. 12236-022) and 1.5 M
betaine. The reaction was incubated at 65˚C for 1 hour. The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform
extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen. An aliquot of the
resuspended RNA was separated on a 10% DPAGE. The dried gel was exposed to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen and resolved by visualizing it in a Typhoon 900 Gel Imager. The rest was
separated in a preparative 10% DPAGE and exposed to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen without
drying as described in step 2 of this protocol. After 2 hours of exposure, the image was developed in
the Typhoon 900 Gel imager and used to locate and cut the cDNA band in the preparative gel as
described in step 2 of this. The isolated cDNA was phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol
precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen and used for the next step. This method was
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used for the “optimized in vitro selection” and for the coligo-seq procedure, keeping the betaine
concentration at 1.5 M (Figures 18). Optimization of this method is detailed later on this section.

2.3.4: PCR amplification (step 4):
The purified cDNA was PCR amplified under the following conditions: in a total 100 µl volume,
1 µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript; catalog number: E00007-1000), 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM forward
primer (Fwp; sequence in table 1), 1 µM reverse primer (Rvp; sequence in table 1) and 1X buffer.
At 94°C denaturation for 30 seconds, 94°C for 15 sec, 62°C annealing for 30 seconds and 70°C
extension for 5 min for 15 cycles. PCR products were resolved by 1.5% non-denaturing agarose
(Amresco, catalog number N605-100G) electrophoresis on sodium borate (SB) buffer. A gel band
with the right size was excised, and the nucleic acids were extracted using Monarch gel extraction
kit (NEB Labs, catalog number: NEB #T1020). The amount of dsDNA produced in this step was
enough for the coligo-seq library preparation, but further amplification was necessary for the in
vitro selection method. For the in vitro selection method, 40 pmol of the dsDNA PCR product were
diluted in a 2 ml volume containing 10 µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript; catalog number: E000071000), 1X Buffer, 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM forward primer (Fwp1; sequence in table 1) and 1 µM

reverse primer (Rvp1; sequence in table 1). The reverse primer contains 5’-ligated biotin molecules
used for separation in the following step. The reaction mixture was divided into 100 tubes of 20 µl
each at 20 nM dsDNA concentration. The PCR amplification was performed at 94°C for 30
seconds, 94°C for 15 sec, 62°C 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 20 cycles. After the
amplification, all 100 tubes were combined, and an aliquot was run on an agarose gel (Figure 9C).
The rest was resolved by 1.5% agarose electrophoresis same conditions as detailed above; then an
89 bp gel band was excised, and the nucleic acids were purified, using the Monarca Gel extraction
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Kit (NEB Labs), and concentrated. This method was used for every step 4 in the multiple-round in
vitro selection (Figures 14 and 18).

2.3.5: Strand Separation (step 5):
The strand separation protocol was adapted from two published protocols [53, 73]. A streptavidin
affinity column was prepared by packing a DNA synthesis column (Glen Research; catalog number:
G506433) with 100 µl streptavidin Sepharose beads (in a 200 µl 50% suspension) (GE Healthcare,
catalog number: 17-5113-01). The storage buffer was allowed to drain. The streptavidin beads were
washed with 2.5ml of 1X PBS. About 500 pmol dsDNA, of which one strand is 5’-biotinylated, was
diluted to 500 µl total volume in water and passed through the column. The dsDNA was passed
three times through the column to ensure binding of the biotin in the DNA with the streptavidin in
the column resin. The bound DNA was washed with 3 ml of 1X Phosphate-buffered saline solution
(PBS). To denature the double strand, 500 µl of 100 mM NaOH was passed through the column.
The non-biotinylated strand was eluted in the 500 µl NaOH solution. Then, the ssDNA was
immediately neutralized by passing the NaOH eluent through a gel filtration column containing
Sephadex G-25 resin (GE Healthcare, catalog number: 17-0853-01) in water without any buffer or
salt. The large DNA molecule is trapped in the column while the NaOH solution is eluted from the
column. The neutralized ssDNA was eluted in 1 ml of water, and the neutral pH was confirmed by
paper pH test strips. The ssDNA was ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen
and resuspended in 20 µl of water, and its concentration was calculated by NanoDrop 2000
(Thermofisher). This method was used for every step 5 in the multiple-round in vitro selections
(Figures 14 and 18).
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2.3.6: Circularization (step 6):
0.5 µM single-stranded DNA was incubated with 3 µM TS2126 Rnl1 in 50 μM ATP, 2.5 mM
MnCl2, 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.5), 10mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT for 2 hours at 60ºC.
The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10
µg/µl glycogen and separated in 15% DPAGE and visualized by UV shadowing (on silica gel plates
with fluorescent indicator), the band corresponding to the circular form was excised, purified and
precipitated. An aliquot, about 10 pmols, was resolved in 15% DPAGE and visualized by incubating
the DPAGE gel with Stains-All as previously described [46]. This method was used for every step 6
in the multiple-round in vitro selection (Figures 14 and 18).

2.3.7: Library preparation for NGS:
The PCR products of round 0 (JctN12-R0), round 4 (JctN12-R4) and round 6 (JctN12-R6)
were further PCR amplified to create amplicons with partial-adapter technical sequences (sequences
on table 1) for NGS under the following conditions: in a total 100 µl volume, 1µl Taq Polymerase
(GeneScript), 1X Buffer, 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM forward primer containing Illumina technical
sequences (fwngs; sequence in table 1), 1µM reverse primer containing Illumina technical
sequences (rvngs; sequence in table 1) and 1X buffer (Invitrogen), at 94°C for 30 seconds, 94°C for
15 sec, 62°C 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 15 cycles. The PCR products were
resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis; the bands were visualized using UV shadowing, and
they were excised and extracted. Nucleic acids were purified using the Monarch Gel Extraction Kit
(NEB Labs). The extracted libraries were sent to Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ) for NGS

2.3.8: Bioinformatic analysis:
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Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic tools available at usegalaxy.org
[70]. The FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded to usegalaxy.org. The
reads were filtered to retain only those with a phred quality score above 20 (phred measures the
accuracy of the base calling by the Illumina sequencing equipment). The retained reads were
statistically analyzed to determine the percentage of nucleotide distribution at each randomized
position using the “FASTQ summary statistics” tool [66]. The reads were trimmed to retain only the
randomized region using the “trim sequences tool” [67]. The sequences were then collapsed, and the
sequence logos was generated using the sequence-logo generator WebLogo 3 [68]. Multiple
sequence alignment was performed using “mothur alignment” on the Galaxy website and visualized
by IGV software package [69].

2.3.9: Coligo-seq library preparation:
For the JctN12-R0 and JctN12-R6 transcript sequencing, we followed the coligo-library
preparation method developed in our lab, coligo-seq [49, 52]. The coligo library in vitro
transcription, 3’-adapter ligation and reverse transcription were performed exactly as described
above in this “material and methods” section. After reverse transcription, the gel-purified cDNA
was circularized in a 20 μl final reaction volume containing 50 μM ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl2, 50 mM
MOPS (pH 7.5), 10 mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT 3 μM TS2126 Rnl1 [46]. The
circularized cDNA was PCI extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl glycogen.
It was then relinearized by treatment with 1 mg/ml RNase A for 1 hour at 37 ºC as previously
described [49]. The relinearized cDNA was used as a template for PCR amplification under the
following conditions: 1µl Taq Polymerase (Invitrogen): 1X Buffer, 200 µM dNTP; 1 µM forward
primer containing Illumina technical sequences; (sequence in table 1); 1µM reverse primer
containing Illumina technical sequences; (sequence in table 1) and 1X buffer (Invitrogen) in a total
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100 µl volume, at 94°C for 30 seconds, 94°C for 15 sec, 62°C for 30 seconds and 70°C extension
for 5 min for 15 cycles. The PCR products were resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis, and
the bands were visualized using UV shadowing and excised and extracted. Nucleic acids were
purified using the Monarch Gel Extraction Kit (NEB Labs). The extracted libraries were sent to
Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ) for NGS.
Bioinformatics analysis of the RNA sequencing reads was done using the bioinformatic tools
available at usegalaxy.org [70]. The FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded
to usegalaxy.org. The reads were trimmed and filtered to retain only reads having a phred quality
score above 20; reads were trimmed using the “trim sequences tool” [67]. The primer sequences
were trimmed so that the reads would start at the transcription initiation site; the coligo template
constant region was located to ensure the proper analysis of the transcription initiation sites using
the “trim sequences tool” [67]. The reads were collapsed to find the most overrepresented sequences
and aligned using “Clustal Omega” [67]. The trimmed reads were mapped to the W-1 sequence
using the Clustal Omega software [67] and visualized using Multiple Sequence Alignment Viewer
1.10.0 from NCBI.

2.3.10: In vitro selection protocol-optimizations:

2.3.10.1: Optimization of the DNA digestion procedure:
Concentration optimization: DNA coligo template (coligo 122) at 100 nM was incubated with
varying concentrations of DNase I (Invitrogen catalog number 18047019) from 0 to 2 U/20uL in the
presence of 1X DNase I buffer (Invitrogen) and water to a total 20 µl volume. After 30 minutes of
incubation at 37 ˚C, DNA was isolated by ethanol precipitation in the presence of glycogen and run
on DPAGE and stained with Stains-All as previously described [46] (Figure S1A).
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Reaction time optimization: DNA coligo template (coligo 122) at 100 nM was incubated at 37
˚C with 1 U/20uL DNase I, at various times, from 0 to 45 min at 37 ˚C in the presence of 1X DNase
I buffer and water to a total 20 µl volume. DNA was isolated by ethanol precipitation in the
presence of glycogen and run on DPAGE and stained with Stains-All (Figure S1B).
DNase I effect on DNA template and RNA transcript: After in vitro transcription the coligo
122 DNA template at 100 nM was isolated by ethanol precipitation in the presence of glycogen. The
DNA pellet was dissolved in water and incubated with 1 U/20µL DNase I for 45 min at 37 ˚C in the
presence of 1X DNase at 20 µL total volume. Also, 100nM tRNA was incubated with DNase I
under the same conditions. The nucleic acids were isolated by ethanol precipitation in the presence
of glycogen and run on DPAGE and stained with Stains-All (Figure S1C).
PCR amplification of coligo template after DNase I treatment: Coligo 122 was isolated by
ethanol precipitation after in vitro transcription and treatment with 1 U/20uL DNase I for 45 min at
37 ˚C as described above. An aliquot was PCR amplified under the same exact conditions described
in the PCR amplification method (step 4), on this material and methods section. DNA was isolated
by ethanol precipitation, in the presence of glycogen, and separated by non-denaturing agarose gel
electrophoresis; no PCR product was detected (Figure 16D; lane 6). As a control, isolated coligo
122, not treated with DNase I, was PCR amplified under the same exact conditions, DNA was
isolated after PCR, and run on the same agarose gel; a PCR product was observed under these
conditions (Figure S1D; lane 5).

2.3.10.2: Optimization of the strand separation step:
In order to determine the optimal NaOH concentration required to denature the DNA double
strand, trapped in the streptavidin Sepharose beads column, we tested three different NaOH
concentrations (20, 100 and 200 mM). As mentioned before the strand separation protocol was
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adapted from two published protocols [53, 73]. The streptavidin affinity column was prepared as
described in the “strand separation (step) 5” procedure. Three independent streptavidin affinity
columns were prepared. About 500 pmol, 5’-biotinylated, dsDNA was passed through each column
as described in the “step 5” procedure. The dsDNA was denatured by passing either 20, 100 or 200
nM NaOH through the columns. The eluted, non-biotinylated strand was neutralized as previously
mentioned in the “step 5” procedure. The ssDNA was ethanol precipitated, in the presence of
glycogen, resuspended in 20 µl of water, and its concentration was calculated by NanoDrop 2000
(Thermofisher). An aliquot of ssDNA produced under each condition was resolved by nondenaturing agarose gel electrophoresis (Figure 10C)

2.3.11: Immunoprecipitation of RNAP III complex:
The RNA Polymerase III (RNAP III) complex was purified from HEK293/POLR3F cells,
which were provided by Dr. James Chen (U.T. Southwestern). When the HEK293/POLR3F cells
reached about 80 % confluency, they were lysed in lysis buffer (10 mM HEPES pH 7.9, l.5 mM
MgCl2, 10 mM KCl, 0.05% NP40, 0.2 mM EDTA, 0.3M NaCl, l X protease inhibitor cocktail (PIC)
and 15 % glycerol) by vortexing. The lysed cells were centrifugated for 20 min at 13000 rpm; the
supernatant (whole cell extract) was collected and saved. FLAG Immunoprecipitation Kit
(FLAGIPT1, Sigma-Aldrich) was used for immunoprecipitation of the RNAP III complex from the
whole cell extract (WCE). The ANTI-FLAG M2-Agarose Affinity Gel beads were pre-washed 3
times with 500 μl 1X Sigma wash buffer (Sigma-Aldrich). About 1400 μl of WCE was incubated
with 40 μl pre-washed beads at 4 °C for 2 h. The beads, now containing the RNAPIII complex, were
centrifugated for 0.5 min at 6200 rpm and the supernatant was discarded. The IP’d RNAP III
complex was then washed 3 times with 500 μl of lysis buffer. After the final wash the supernatant
was discarded and the IP’d RNAP III complex was suspended in 160 μl of lysis buffer, for a 200 ul
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total volume at 20% bead volume and stored at -80 ºC. The IP’d RNAP III complex produced by
this method was used in all the in vitro transcriptions described in this thesis. This
immunoprecipitation procedure was previously detailed in [52].
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Chapter 3: Bipartite stem-loop junction library in vitro selection (Jct-3N-3N)
3.1: Introduction
The in vitro selection method described in Chapter 2 was developed using the JctN12
coligo library, within which the concentration of each individual sequence was, we estimate, on
the order of 6 fM (6X10-15 M).. We wanted to perform a new in vitro selection using a coligo
library that contained fewer unique sequences, in which each unique sequence was present at
higher concentration. As described in Chapter 2, the initial selection in early rounds more likely
hinged, primarily, on the conserved stem and then, randomly, on single-stranded (ss) adjacent
sequences in the larger loop (LL), with some selection pressure for having a pyrimidine in the ss
region, within 2-3 nt of the stem, serving as the first templating nucleotide. Another disadvantage
in JctN12 was the presence of an invariable sequence across from the N12 region, which
possibly limited the variety of secondary structures adjacent to the stem that could be selected

Figure 28. Two-segment library flanking hairpin stem in vitro selection (Jct3N-3N). A) Sequence and secondary structure of the two-segment coligo library
flanking hairpin stem with an N3 randomized are on both sides of the stem-loop
junction, positions +1 to +3. N = 25% of each of A, C, G, T. B) W-1 coligo
sequence and structure predicted by mFold software [32].
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from. In this chapter, we applied the in vitro selection method described in Chapter 2 to a new
bipartite coligo library, Jct-3N-3N. The Jct-3N-3N coligo library contained 46 (4,046) unique
sequences, each was represented approximately three billion times in a 20 pmol sample. The
concentration of each individual sequence was estimated to be on the order of 0.023 nM. We
hypothesized that the higher concentration of the individual coligo templates would increase the
probability that the polymerase would be able to discriminate among sequences and structures in
the randomized region of the coligo template. The Jct-3N-3N coligo library was designed by
randomizing three nucleotides on the stem-loop junction of coligo W-1 (N1 to N3; positions +3
to +1 in Figure 28A) and three nucleotides on the opposite side of the stem (N4 to N6 in Figure
28A).
The coligo-seq results of the JctN12-R6 RNA transcripts suggest that there is a clear
preference for transcription initiation in this area of the coligo templates. By randomizing this
area of the stem-loop junction we hoped to select not only for preferred sequences but also
among the full variety of secondary structures, including: fully base-paired extension of the
invariant stem, internal loops, bulges, flipped out bases, that might determine coligo transcription
initiation by RNA Pol III. The design allows the two separated N3 regions to interact by forming,
or not forming, secondary structures. In this chapter, we present the in vitro selection of the new
library, Jct-3N-3N, and the sequencing results and analysis.

3.1.1: Multiple rounds of selection of Jct-3N-3N
The optimized in vitro selection method described in Chapter 2 was applied to the JctN3-N3 coligo library, and four rounds of selection were performed. Each round of the selection
consisted of the same six steps: in vitro transcription (step 1, product I), 3’ adapter ligation (step
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Figure 29. Monitoring the Ttwo-segment library flanking hairpin stem invitro selection (Jct-3N3N). Step 1: IVT (I). Step 2: Adapter ligation (II). Step 3: RT (III). Step 4: PCR (IV). Step 5: Strand
separation (V). Step 6: Circularization (IV). The PCR products of Rounds 0, 2 and 4 were sequenced
using NGS. A low concentration IVT (10 nM) selection was also performed in Round 4 (Round 4LC)
and the PCR product was sequenced by NGS. Round 4 and round 4-lower concentration were
performed after almost two P32 half-lives, this may be the reason for the lower resolution of the
DPAGE image in panels D and E.

2, product II), reverse transcription (step 3, product III), PCR amplification (step 4, product IV),
strand separation (step 5, product V), and circularization (step 6, product IV). After every in vitro
transcription, the RNA product (product I) was incubated with DNase to destroy the DNA
template and any DNA contaminant. The final product of each selection was a new
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enriched/selected DNA coligo library. In Figure 29 we show the results of following the outcome
of each step in the selection. This quality control monitoring is done to verify the success at all
steps. transcription of the randomized library in the first round (Jct-N3-N3-R0). After four
rounds of selection, the PCR product (Figure 29D) of the final enriched library (Jct-N3-N3-R4)
was sequenced using NGS (Illumina platform, Genewiz), analyzed, and compared to the original
library (Jct-N3-N3-R0) to search for enriched sequences or secondary structures in the stem-loop
junction area (positions +3 to +1). The PCR product from each round of the selection was also
saved, to monitor the progress of the selection, for instance the PCR product of the second round
(Jct-N3-N3-R2; Figure 29B) was also analyzed using NGS. We also wanted to ascertain whether
reducing the concentration of the coligo library template in the IVT step had an effect on the
selection process; that is, we wanted to know whether the identity of the selected sequences
would differ if the coligo library concentration was reduced. We speculated that reducing the
concentration of each individual template would increase the stringency of the selection;
therefore, favoring the selection of templates that could be transcribed at very low
concentrations. Therefore, we performed a parallel fourth round of selection, Jct-N3-N3-R4LC,
in which the concentration of the library template was reduced to 10 nM from the normal 100
nM concentration (Figure 29E). The PCR product of the parallel low-concentration fourth round
(R4LC) was also analyzed using NGS.

3.1.2: Sequencing Using Next Generation Sequencing and Analysis:
The PCR amplicon products of Round 2 (Jct-N3-N3-R2), Round 4 (Jct-N3-N3-R2), the
parallel low-concentration Round 4 (Jct-N3-N3-R4LC), and the original randomized library (JctN3-N3-R0) were gel extracted and sent for NGS sequencing at Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ).
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A bioinformatics analysis was performed using the bioinformatic tools available at
usegalaxy.org, as previously described in section 2.2.8.1 on this document.[70]. We focused our
analysis on finding sequence enrichment and preferences in order to determine structure
preferences in the stem-loop junction (i.e., bulges, loops, base-pairing). The secondary structures
were predicted by mFold [58].

3.1.3: Results of the Jct-3N-3N Multiple Round Selection:
3.1.3.1: Sequence Features:
The original Jct-3N-3N-R0 coligo library contained 4,046 unique sequences that only
varied in the predicted stem-loop junction area (positions +3 to +1) on both sides of the stem.
After multiple rounds of selection, we expected to identify the most favorable sequences and
structures, which were preferentially transcribed using RNA Pol III. To search for enriched
sequences, we compared the percent abundance of the top 30 unique sequences in Round 2 and
Round 4 against the percent abundance of the randomized Jct-3N-3N-R0 coligo library. Since
the initial Round 0 library did not go through any selection,” we considered the percent
abundance of unique sequences in this library to be background, or noise. Noise can arise due to
bias at the chemical synthesis step and stochastic fluctuations during sequencing or preparing
sequencing libraries. Figure 30 shows the percent abundance of the top 30 most abundant
sequences, expressed as percent abundance and reads per million (RPM), in Round 0, Round 2,
and Round 4. We also included the analysis of the parallel Round 4 (R4LC) to assess the effect
of lower template concentration on the selection process. Figure 30A indicates that the highest
percent abundance of a unique sequence in Round 0 (R0) was approximately 0.08%. We
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considered this percent abundance to be noise. The top 30 sequences in R0 represent 2.05 % of
the total number of reads.

Figure 30. Percent abundance of the top 30 most abundant sequences. A) Percent abundance of the
top 30 unique sequences in the original Jct-3N-3N-R0 coligo library, reads per million (RPM) on the
secondary y-axis (right side). The top 30 sequences in R0 represent 2.05 % of the total number of reads
B) Percent abundance of the top 30 sequences after two rounds of selection, RPM on the secondary yaxis. The top 30 sequences in R2 represent 9.17 % of the total number of reads C) Percent abundance of
the top 30 sequences after four rounds of selection, RPM on the secondary y-axis. The top 30 sequences
in R4 represent 41.50 % of the total number of reads D) Percent abundance of the top 30 sequences in
round 4LC, RPM on the secondary y-axis. The top 30 sequences in R4LC represent 42.10 % of the total
number of reads. Orange line shows the noise level (0.08%), determined by the percent abundance of the
unique sequences from R0. E) Percent abundance of the 24 top sequences in Round 0 (R0), Round 2
(R2), Round 4 (R4) and Round 4 lower concentration (R4LC).
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Figure 30B shows an increase in percent abundance for the top 30 sequences after two
rounds of selection. The top 30 sequences in R2 represent 9.17 % of the total number of reads.
The most abundant sequence in Round 2 represents 0.84% of the total number of reads. In Figure
30B we can see that after the first 24 sequences the percent abundance approaches the noise
level. The 24 top sequences in Round 2 represent 8.42 % of the total number of reads. This
means that about 92% of the reads that came through the R2 selection are as abundant as noise,
and therefore not likely meaningful. Figure 30C depicts the percent abundance of the top 30
sequences after four rounds of selection (R4); the top 30 sequences in R4 represent 41.50 % of
the total number of reads The most abundant sequence in Round 4 represents 5.01% of the total
number of reads, a significant increase from Round 2, and it is 63-fold higher than noise. Again,
we can observe that after the first 24 sequences the percent abundance approaches the noise
level. The 24 top sequences in Round 4 comprised 41.19% of the total number of reads; this
significant increase shows a selection in favor of the 24 top sequences. Figure 30D shows a
similar trend in Round 4LC, where the top 30 sequences in R4LC represent 42.10 % of the total
number of reads; the most abundant sequence represents 4.12% of the total reads and the top 24
sequences are approximately 41.78%.
Figure 30E shows that as the selection progressed from Round 0 (R0) to Round 4 (R4) the
percent abundance of the 24 top sequences increases; this provides evidence that there is a real
selection in favor of the top 24 sequences. Given these observations, we decided to perform the
following sequence and structure analysis using the information in the top 20 sequences, as we
considered the rest to be sequences that were transcribed by the polymerase without influence
from the N1-N6 region, and so to us just background noise. We decided to perform the analysis
using the top 20 sequences to simplify the analysis.
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Figure 31. NGS most abundant unique sequences in the Jct-3N-3N in vitro selection. A)
Initial randomized library (Round 0). B) Round 2. C) Round 4. D) Round 4 lower
concentration. Top panels: Logos. Bottom panel: top 10 most abundant sequences, measured
as reads per million (RPM), ranked from highest to lowest. Sequence ID from most abundant
sequences in round 4 (final round).

Figure 31 illustrates the most abundant sequences (in RPM) in the original randomized
library Jct-3N-3N-R0 (Figure 31A), the selected library after two rounds of selection (Figure
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31B), the selected library after four rounds of selection (Figure 31C), and the selected library at
low template concentration Round 4LC (Figure 31D). The bottom sections in each panel in
Figure 31 represent the top ten most abundant library sequences selected in each round; for the
sake of clarity only the sequences in the randomized areas (N1 to N3 and N4 to N6) are shown, the
constant region in between is represented by gray dots. The selected sequences obtained in
Round 4 were given an identity (ID) number according to their rank; the most overrepresented
sequence was named Sq1 (Figure 31C).
In Figure 31 the top panels show the sequence logos for the most abundant sequences. The
logos illustrate the tendency of a nucleotide (A, C, G or T) to be found at a particular position in
the randomized regions N1 to N3 and N4 to N6 of the top 20 sequences. Rounds 2 and 4
demonstrate a preference for a specific nucleotide at each position (Figures 31B and 31C),
whereas the logo generated for the randomized library (Figure 31A) shows no preference for a
particular nucleotide at each position (almost a 25% probability for each nucleotide was found,
as expected). The percent abundance of the top 10 sequences in Round 0 felt within the noise
level of approximately 0.08% to 0.07% (Figure 31A). The percent abundance of the top 10
sequences in Round 4 lay between 5.01% for Seq1 and 1.95% for Seq10 (Figure 31C). This is a
62-fold increase from noise level for Seq1. Interestingly, we identified the W-1 sequence from
the selection described in the previous chapter among the top 10 selected sequences in Round 4,
where it was ranked as the ninth most abundant sequence. Judging by RPM, the W-1 sequence
was represented at a level 29-fold above noise level.
To monitor the progress of the selection over 4 rounds we also sequenced the PCR product
from Round 2 (Figure 31B). Eight out of the top 10 sequences in Round 2 were the same as in
Round 4, including W-1; this suggest that selection of the best performing templates took place
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in the initial rounds of selection. As stated in Chapter 2, the selection most likely took place in
the first IVT in Round 1, where templates that did not produce a transcript and templates that are
low performers were already discriminated, the following rounds of selection enrich the
abundance of the selected templates. If more round of selection were performed most likely the
same sequences would be found in the analysis, but at higher percent abundance. Furthermore, in
Figure 31D we observe that all of the top 10 selected sequences in Round 4 are also present in
the top 10 sequences of R4LC, albeit in different order but at very similar percent abundance.
This suggests that lowering the coligo library concentration from 100 nM to 10 nM in the last
round did not have a significant effect on the selection process. Figure 32 demonstrates the fold
increase in percent abundance, as the 10 selected sequences rise severalfold from noise level as
the selection progresses from Round 0 to Round 2 and, finally, to Round 4. Clear enrichment is
evident, whereby, the selected sequences increased severalfold in percent abundance after four
rounds of selection.

Figure 32. Fold increase in percent abundance after four rounds of selection. Fold increase of the top
10 selected sequences in round 2 and round 4. Round 0 unique sequence percent abundance 0.08% (noise
level) normalized to 1

3.1.3.2: Sequence Features: Comparison of N12 vs N3-N3 library selection:
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In the in vitro selection of the JctN12 library described in Chapter 2, we identified a
preference for a 5’-AGT-3’ motif at the beginning of the randomized area (positions N1-N2-N3;
Figure 20). We also determined that this area corresponded to the +3 to +1 positions of the stemloop junction of the selected templates (Figure 21). RNA-seq analysis of round 6 transcripts
made by Pol III indicated that at least 8.57% of the transcripts produced from the selected
JctN12-R6 library came from templates that shared the same motif (Figure 27). We feared that
the selection in this area of the stem-loop junction (positions +3 to +1) could be somewhat biased
by the identity of the nucleotides in the opposite strand, 5’-ACA-3’, across the N1 to N3 area
(Figure 21). This means that if the polymerase prefers a template with base pairs in the beginning
of the randomized area (N1 to N3), it can only select from templates that have a 5’-TGT-3’
sequence. However, it is remarkable to see that the selected sequence motif contains an A in the
N1 position, positing a mismatch at the beginning of the randomized area, observed in the
JctN12-R6 DNA library analysis.
The design of the Jct-N3-N3 coligo library aimed to eliminate the “opposite-strand bias”
in this area by randomizing the +3 to +1 stem-loop junction (N1 to N3; Figure 33A) and the
sequence on the opposite strand (N4 to N6; Figure 33A). We hypothesized that this approach
would help us select for the preferred sequences in the +3 to +1 without any bias. Figure 33A
shows the nucleotide preference in positions N1 to N3, and on the opposite strand positions N4 to
N6, after four rounds of in vitro selection of the Jct-N3-N3 library. Figure 33B shows that the
original randomized library (Round 0) had a probability approaching the expected 25% for each
nucleotide at each N position. Figure 33C shows the nucleotide preference after two rounds of
selection. In Figure 33D we can observe a clear preference for particular nucleotides in positions
N1 to N3 after four rounds of selection. For instance, there is a 73% probability of finding an A in
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position N1, there is an approximate 77% probability of finding a purine (48% G and 29% A) in
position N2, and remarkably there is an approximately 100% probability of finding a pyrimidine
in position N3 (61% C and 39% T).

Figure 33. Nucleotide preference in positions N1 to N3 and positions N4 to N6 of the Jct-N3-N3
selected libraries. A) Nucleotide preference in positions N1 to N3, and on the opposite strand positions
N4 to N6, after four rounds of in vitro selection of the Jct-N3-N3 library. B) shows that the original
randomized library (Round 0) has a probability of around the expected 25% for each nucleotide at each N
position. C) Nucleotide preference after two rounds of selection (Round 2). D) Nucleotide preference
after four rounds of selection (Round 4).

In the N1-N3 positions after selection, we identify a 5’-APuPy-3’ motif (Pu = G or A; Py
= T or C), which encompasses the 5’-AGT-3’ motif identified in the JctN12 selection (Figure
21), but shows that 5’-AGT-3’ was an example of a more general trend. Furthermore, the 5’APuPy-3’ motif also resembles the 5’-ppp-rPurPyrN-3’ motif identified in the RNA transcript
analysis of the selected JctN12-R6 library, where 70% of transcription initiation takes place
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(Figure 25). The 5’-APuPy-3’ DNA motif was observed after two rounds of selection (Figure
33C) and further enriched after four rounds (Figure 33C) of the Jct-N3-N3 DNA library. It is
important to notice that this motif was selected without an opposite-strand bias since the opposite
strand was also randomized in positions N4 to N6. Once we had identified the sequence feature
preferences, we proceeded to analyze the secondary structural preferences by predicting the
coligo intramolecular folding using mFold [58].

3.1.3.3: Secondary-Structural features of selected N3-N3 library members:
In the analysis of the selected sequences (selected by being transcribed by Pol III) we
were looking for conserved secondary structure preferences, such as bulges, internal loops, and
base-pairing preferences, in the stem-loop junction area. In Figure 34B, we show the predicted
secondary structure of the 10 most abundant sequences, Sq1 to Sq10, found in the final selected
library (R4) using mFold [58]. The secondary structure of the constant region from coligo 122
was conserved among all the sequences (annotated as “coligo 122 body” in Figure 34A). The
selected 18 nt LL from coligo W-1 was preserved in the top 10 sequences (and in 17 of the top
20 sequences).
The most abundant structure, Sq1, had a mismatch in position +3 of the stem-loop
junction. Another six structures, structures Sq2, Sq5, Sq6, Sq7, and W-1, also had a mismatch in
the same position (Figure 34B). The remaining structures (Sq3, Sq4, Sq8, and Sq10) all had the
weakest A-T or T-A base pairs in position +3 of the stem-loop junction. This was a similar trend
observed to that in the JctN12 selected structures and it reinforces the idea that RNA Pol III
requires an open or easy-to-open base pair at this position in the template’s secondary structure.
Six out of the 10 structures had a C in the first base pair of the stem (position +1 of the stem-loop
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junction), while four had a T, that is, ten out of the ten structures have a pyrimidine at position
+1; it is very likely that transcription initiation takes place in this position, this would have to be
verified by RNA sequencing using the coligo-seq method. Only Sq2 had two strong G-C base
pairs in the stem-loop junction, while the rest had only one or no G-C base pair in this region.
We extended our structural analysis to the top 20 selected sequences, which accounted for
approximately 40% of the total reads (Figure 35); beyond the top 20 sequences, the read count
approaches the noise level and thus is not relevant to the selection.
Next, we explored the identity of nucleotides in the stem-loop junction positions +3 to -2.
As previously described, the stem-loop junction acts as an initiation motif within which
transcription initiation takes place. Figure 35E illustrates the nucleotide preference at each
position on the stem-loop junction. In the sequence analysis of the selected library, Jct-N3-N3R4, we identified an 5’-APuPy-3’motif (Pu = G or A; Py = T or C) in the N1 to N3 area; in
Figure 34D we can see that the 5’-APuPy-3’motif is located in the +3 to +1 region. We can also
observe that the -1 and -2 positions have A and G residues, respectively, that derive from the
constant region of the library. The +3 to +1, 5’-APuPy-3’ motif resembles the 5’-AGT-3’ motif
identified in the +3 to +1 region on the stem-loop junction of the JctN12-R6 selected sequences
(Figure 21). Interestingly, both selections, JctN12 and Jct-N3-N3, produced selected sequences
that have a single pyrimidine in a purine-rich stem-loop junction. Although we have not yet
determined the Round 4 transcription initiation sites by coligo-seq, our working hypothesis is
that the secondary structure of the stem-loop initiators we have found direct Pol III to begin
transcription in the vicinity of the junction, where it finds a single template-strand pyrimidine. It
is there we expect to find a high probability of site-specific Pol III initiation.
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Figure 34. Structural Features of the Jct-N3-N3 selection. A) Randomized section and
positions on the original Jct-N3-N3 library. B) Secondary structure of the ten most abundant
sequences Sq1 to Sq10, predicted by mFold [32]. Stem-loop junction position +1 to +3
highlighted in yellow. C) Coligo structure with stem-loop positions +3 to -2 where
transcription seems to initiate. D) Probability of the preferred nucleotide being present at a
position in the stem-loop junction +3 to -2. E) 5’-APuPy-3’motif in the +3 to +1 area of the
stem-loop junction.
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Figure 35 presents the analysis of the top 20 selected structures after four rounds of
selection. This analysis depicts the RNA Pol III preference for base pairs or mismatches at
positions +3 to +1 in the stem-loop junction; that is, we focused on the base pairs formed
between the randomized positions N1 to N3 and the opposite strand N4 to N6 (Figure 35A). We
predicted the secondary structure of the top 20 sequences using mFold [58] and we examined
how often a particular base pair was found at each position in the stem.
Figure 35B shows that at position +3 there was approximately a 58% probability of
finding a mismatch between nucleotides N6 and N1. There was approximately a 28% probability
of finding a T-A base pair and a 14% probability of finding an A-T base pair between N6 and
N1. This trend was similar to that observed in the JctN12 selection within which the selected
structures had either a mismatch or a weak A-T base pair in position +3 (Figure 21B), but in this
library we allowed for all possibilities and, still, this trend was found.
Figure 35C demonstrates that the probability of finding a particular base pair in position
+2 (N5-N2 base paring) was more evenly distributed. There was a probability of 31% of finding
a T-A base pair, of 10% for A-T, of 23% for G-C, of 14% for C-G, and a 20% probability of
finding a mismatch in this position. However, among the mismatches, essentially only one type
was found, the T-G, G-T mismatch.
Figure 35D indicates that there was significant preference for a G-C or an A-T base pair
in position +1. There was a 62% probability of finding a G-C base pair and a 38% probability of
finding an A-T base pair between positions N4 and N3. This strong RNA Pol III preference for
templates that have a pyrimidine (C or A) in position +1 was also observed in the JctN12
selection where there was an almost 90% change of finding a T in position +1 of the selected
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library (Figure 21D). It is important to note that the transcription initiation of the JctN12-R6
selected library took place in a pyrimidine approximately 94% of the time (Figure 26).
A remarkable observation in the Jct-N3-N3 selected structures was the preference for a
mismatch between N6 and N1 in the +3 position (Figure 35B). Mismatches were also
significantly present in the +2 position between N5 and N2 (Figure 35C). For this reason, we
explored the identity of the mismatches at these two positions. Figure 35E demonstrates that in
position +3 there was a strong preference for a mismatch between identical purines (nucleotides
N6 and N1); there was an approximate 70% probability of an A:A mismatch and a 25%
probability of a G:G mismatch. Figure 35G shows that in position +2 (N5-N2) there was a
preference for a mismatch between T and G; 94% for T:G and approximately 6% for G:T.
Guanine-Thymine wobble base pairing is possible in a GC-rich area [74] like the one observed in
the Sq3 and Sq4 structures (Figure 34B). Structural studies have demonstrated that the G-T
mismatch is one of the more stable mismatches in DNA [75], but less stable than the G-U
mismatch in RNA which is close in energy to the Watson-Crick base-pairs [76]. The G-T
mismatch in DNA seems to affect the local stability of the double helix by decreasing the
hydrogen bond energy; Guanine and Thymine form two hydrogen bonds (just like A-T, T-A),
however, one the hydrogen bonds is much lower in energy that that observed in the WatsonCrick base-pairs [77]. Evidently, there was a clear preference for weak base pairs or mismatches
in the +3 and +2 positions of the stem-loop junction. To test the importance of what we have
deduced from the library selection results, we created single, double and triple site-mutants as
described in the following section.
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Figure 35. Base pair preference in the +3 to +1 positions of the stem-loop junction. A) Randomized
section and positions N1 to N3 and on the opposite strand positions N4 to N6 on the original Jct-N3-N3
library. B) Base pair preference in position +3 (N6-N1 base paring). C) Base pair preference in position
+2 (N5-N2 base paring). D) Base pair preference in position +1 (N1-N4 base paring). E) Percent
composition of each mismatch pair on position +3 (N1-N6). F) Percent composition of each mismatch
pair on position +2 (N2-N5)

3.2: Testing the stem-loop initiator model by coligo point mutations:
3.2.1: In vitro transcription of point mutants:
In our analysis of the top-20 selected sequences, we found some sequence and secondarystructure features that seem to be prevalent in the selected templates. We wanted to determine the
importance of these findings both by creating point mutants that nullified such features and by
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assessing how these mutations affect in vitro transcription. We created four mutants of Sq1 (the
most abundant template discovered in our in vitro selection). Template Sq1 has most of the
features observed in the top-20 selected sequences. Template Sq1 has a single pyrimidine (C) in
the stem-loop junction area (-2 to +3) in position +1: It has a weak base pair (T-A) in position +2
(N5-N2) and a mismatch (A:A) in position + 3 (N6-N1). The four mutants share the same larger
loop (LL) and most of the stem region of Sq1, but they differ in specific positions on the (+1 to
+3) region of the stem-loop junction (Figure 36A)..
To assess the effect of each mutation, we transcribed the mutants in vitro and compared
their transcripts to the transcripts produced by Sq1 and coligo 122 (Figure 36; panels B and C).
We decided to perform the in vitro transcriptions at 10 nM template concentration instead of at
100 nM (the concentration at which we usually perform the IVT reactions) to keep the template
concentration closer to the concentration during selection (0.023 nM). We did not perform the
IVT experiment at lower concentrations because, at concentrations lower than 10 nM, the radiolabeled transcripts are difficult to visualize by DPAGE under our experimental conditions. To
quantify the impact of each mutation on the RNA production of the templates, we replicated the
in vitro transcription three times and calculated the difference in monomer transcript (n = 1)
production (Figure 36D).

3.2.1.1: Mutant Sq1-mut-N4-N3:
Sequence and structure analysis of the selected sequences showed that there is a 62%
probability of finding a G-C base pair in position +1 of the stem loop-junction (N4-N3); there is
also a 38% probability of finding an A-T base pair in the same position (Figure 35D). That is,
there is a 100% probability of finding a pyrimidine in the position +1 of the stem-loop junction
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(position N3 in the randomized library). To test the relevance of this finding, we created a mutant
of coligo Sq1, where the G-C base pair of Sq1 (N4-N3) was mutated to a C-G base pair; we
called this mutant sq1-mut-N4-N3 (Figure 36A; abbreviated N4-N3). Mutant Sq1-mut-N4-N3
has a purine (G) in the position +1 of the stem-loop junction; furthermore, this mutant lacks a
pyrimidine in the entire stem-loop junction area (positions -2 to +3). RNA sequencing results of
the JctN12-R6 transcripts showed that transcription initiation took place at a pyrimidine, in the
stem loop junction, approximately 94% of the time (Chapter 2, Figure 26). We expected that
removing all pyrimidines from the stem-loop junction would drastically reduce transcription
initiation and total RNA production. Figure 36B, lane 3 shows the DPAGE separation of the
RNA transcripts produced by Sq1-mut-N4-N3; the production of the monomer transcript is
noticeably reduced in comparison to Sq1 and coligo 122. Quantification of the transcript band,
using ImageJ [78] software, revealed that there is almost 60% reduction in monomer transcript
production in comparison to Sq1 (Figure 36D); this a significant decrease in RNA production as
determined by p-test statistical analysis. These results show that there is a considerable decrease
in vitro transcription when the template lacks a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction; however, it
is remarkable to see that transcription initiation was not totally abrogated in the absence of the
pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction. This observation suggests two possibilities: one is that, the
polymerase is able to initiate transcription in a purine, in the stem-loop junction, when a
pyrimidine is absent, albeit less efficiently (producing less transcript). Another possibility is that,
in the absence of a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction the polymerase initiates transcription
outside the stem-loop junction, either further into the stem or further into the loop. To determine
the mechanism by which the polymerase initiates transcription in the absence of a pyrimidine in
the stem-loop junction area, further analysis will be necessary.
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3.2.1.2: Mutant Sq1-mut-N6-N1:
In the analysis of the selected sequences, we also found an approximately 58%
probability of finding a mismatch in Position +3 of the of the stem-loop junction (N6-N1) and a
42% probability of finding the weaker T-A base pair in the same position (Figure 35B). Hence,
there is a 100% probability of finding either a mismatch or a weak base pair in position +3; none
of the top-20 sequences have a G-C or C-G base pair in this position. To determine the
importance of this trend, we designed mutant Sq1-mut-N6-N1 (Figure 36A; abbreviated N6-N1).
The A:A mismatch found in the position +3 of Sq1 was mutated to the strong C-G base pair. We
speculated that weak base pairing in the stem-loop junction area, particularly in the +3 position,
could be essential to coligo transcription initiation, perhaps due to the lower energy required to
unwind the stem double helix. Therefore, we expected that transcription initiation on the Sq1mut-N6-N1 coligo would be drastically reduced. Figure 36B, lane 4 shows the DPAGE
separation of the RNA transcripts produced by Sq1-mut-N6-N1. The production of the monomer
transcript is noticeably reduced in comparison to Sq1 and coligo 122. In fact, there is a 46%
reduction of monomer transcript product in comparison to Sq1, as calculated using ImageJ
software [78] (Figure 36D). The fact that transcription initiation is possible on this template is
not totally unexpected given that the Sq1-mut-N6-N1 template conserves a pyrimidine (C) in
position +1 of the stem-loop junction. Perhaps having a weak base pair or mismatch in position
+3 is favorable for coligo transcription initiation, hence, the reduction on monomer transcript
production in the mutant, but not indispensable, hence the ability to initiate transcription. It is
possible, that transcription initiation is shifted to a different area in the template.
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Figure 36. Testing the stem-loop initiator model by coligo point mutations. A) Sequence and structure
of coligo 122, Sq1 and four mutants of Sq1. In purple: the wild type (WT) base pairs of Sq1 in the +1 to
+3 region of the stem-loop junction. In orange: the mutated base pairs. In green: the positions of the stemloop junction (-2 to +3). B) 10% DPAGE separation of the RNA transcripts produced by the tested
templates at 550 volts for 1.5 hours. The template concentration was 10 nM. C) Longer separation by
10% DPAGE of the RNA transcripts produced by the tested templates at 550 volts for 3 hours, for better
band resolution. The template concentration was also 10 nM. D) Average band intensity of the n = 1
transcript, average of three replicates. Sq1 intensity normalized to 1. Asterisk (*) represent levels of
significance; (*) = p-value < 0.05.
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3.2.1.3: Double mutant Sq1-mut-N6-N1/N4-N3:
To further explore the significance of the trends and features deduced through our
analysis of the selected sequences, we created a double mutant of Sq1. Mutant Sq1-mut-N1N6/N4-N3 (Figure 36A; abbreviated d-mut) was designed by combining the two mutations
previously described (Sq1-mut-N4-N3 and Sq1-mut-N6-N1). This double mutant has a purine
(G) in the position +1 of the stem-loop junction. It lacks a pyrimidine in the entire stem-loop
junction area, and it has a strong C-G base pair in position +3. We expected that, by removing all
pyrimidines from the stem-loop junction and eliminating the mismatch in position +3, in vitro
transcription would be substantially reduced. Given that the single mutants produced less RNA
than the wild-type Sq1, we expected that the double mutant would produce much less RNA.
Figure 36B, lane 5 shows the DPAGE separation of the RNA transcripts produced by
Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N4-N3. The production of the monomer transcript is slightly reduced in
comparison to Sq1, but it is also slightly higher than for coligo 122. There is only a 12%
decrease in the production of monomer transcript in comparison to Sq1, and there is a 5%
increase in comparison to coligo 122 transcript production, as calculated using ImageJ software
[78] (Figure 36D). These results were surprising to us, as we were expecting that the double
mutant would be a less-efficient template than both single mutants. Though the double mutant is
in fact slightly less efficient than Sq1, it was more efficient than the single mutants. This raises
the possibility that, having a strong base pair in position +3 of the stem-loop junction lessens the
effect caused by the absence of a pyrimidine in the +1 position. It is possible that, in the absence
of a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, and in the presence of strong base pairing in the stem,
the polymerase is forced to start transcription further into the loop, away from the stem-loop
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junction; perhaps both mutations helped the polymerase focus initiation to the same alternative
initiation site.

3.2.1.4: Triple mutant Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N2-N5/N4-N3:
During structural analysis of the selected sequences, we observed that none of the
selected templates had three consecutive C-G or G-C base pairs in the stem region of the stemloop junction (positions +1 to +3). We wanted to determine whether having three consecutive
strong base pairs (C-G) in this region would negatively impact the transcription of the template.
The triple mutant Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N2-N5/N4-N3 (Figure 36A; abbreviated t-mut) was created
by replacing the base pairs in positions +1 and +2 and the mismatch in position +3 of Sq1 with
three consecutive C-G base pairs. The mutant also lacked a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction.
We expected that having three consecutive strong base pairs in the beginning of the stem (+1 to
+3) would increase the energy needed to unwind the double helix and reduce the ability of the
polymerase to initiate transcription. We also expected that the lack of a pyrimidine in the stemloop junction would negatively affect the efficiency of the template, as was observed for Sq1mut-N4-N3.
Figure 36B, lane 6, shows the DPAGE separation of the RNA transcripts produced by
Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N2-N5/N4-N3. As expected, the triple mutant exhibited substantial disruption
in transcription efficiency; the production of RNA transcript is significantly reduced in
comparison to Sq1. The transcription of the monomer transcript is reduced by almost 60% in
comparison to Sq1, as calculated using ImageJ software [78] (Figure 36D). It is possible that the
negative impact in RNA production is due to a combination of the absence of a pyrimidine in the
stem-loop junction and the presence of high-energy C-G base pairs in the stem region of the
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stem-loop junction. Interestingly, the triple mutant exhibits almost the same reduction in
transcript production as the single mutant Sq1-mut-N4-N3, which lacks a pyrimidine in the stemloop junction; this suggest that having a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, although not
indispensable, might be the most important feature necessary for efficient transcription initiation.

3.2.1.3: Difference in the heterogeneity of the RNA transcripts produced by the Sq1 mutants:
In the DPAGE separation of the RNA transcripts (Figure 36B), we observed different
degrees of heterogeneity of the monomeric transcripts (n =1) produced by the mutant templates
in comparison to the transcripts produced by Sq1, and coligo 122 and among the transcripts of
the four mutants. As we have observed before, in the RNA sequencing of the JctN12-R6 library
transcripts (Chapter 2, Figure 26), transcription initiation can start at different positions in the
template (most likely within the stem-loop junction), thereby producing RNA transcripts of
different lengths. As described previously, the different lengths of the monomeric transcripts can
be attributed to different initiation or termination sites on the same template [49, 52]. In Figure
36B, we can observe that some of the mutants produced more compact monomer (n = 1) bands.
For example, the double mutant Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N4-N3 (d-mut) and the triple mutant (t-mut)
produced the most compact n = 1 bands of all the tested templates. For a better resolution of the
monomer transcripts, we performed an IVT reaction of the same templates and separated the
RNA transcripts in DPAGE, but we allowed for a longer run (Figure 36C); we used the same
10% DPAGE separation and same voltage, (550 volts) but three hours run instead of our
common 1.5 hours run. Figure 36C shows that coligo 122 and Sq1 produced more heterogeneous
n = 1 bands, with transcripts with sizes ranging from about 76 nt to 88 nt (lanes 7 and 8).
Template Sq1-mut-N4-N3 produced a band that is more confined around 82-83 nt, but it does
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show faint intensity up to about 88nt (lane 9). Template Sq1-mut-N1-N6 shows two pronounced
bands: A lower molecular weight band that has less intensity (band around 78-79 nt long), and a
band with higher molecular weight and higher intensity (band around 82-83 nt long), there is not
much intensity outside the range of the two bands (lane 10). The double mutant Sq1-mut-N1N6/N4-N3 (d-mut) produced a n = 1 band that is very homogeneous around the 82-83 nt mark,
and a very faint band in the 79 nt mark; the 82-83 nt band is several fold higher in intensity, than
the 79 nt band which contribution is minimal to the overall n = 1 product (lane 11). The n = 1
transcript produced by the triple mutant Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N2-N5/N4-N3 (t-mut) shows a profile
similar to that of the double mutant with a well-defined 82-83 nt band and a much lower
intensity 79 nt band (lane 12). The higher homogeneity (compactness) of the transcripts
produced by the mutants in comparison to that produced by Sq1 and coligo 122, i.e. initiation
precision, is of interest to us because we want ultimately to develop coligos as RNA expression
vectors that produce well-defined, homogenous RNA transcripts with predictable 5’ and 3’ ends.
Interestingly, none of the Sq1 mutant templates were found among the top-24 selected
sequences. We attribute this to the fact that our in vitro selection was performed on the tandem
dimer (n = 2) band, whose component bands are not at all resolved in the 10% DPAGE (that we
use for isolation of the transcript in Step 1 of the selection); that is, we were selecting for RNA
production but not for the homogeneity of the transcript. Furthermore, we can observe that the
double and triple mutants produce lower percentages of the tandem dimer transcript (n = 2) in
comparison to Sq1 and coligo 122 (Figure 36B). In fact, there seems to be an inverse correlation
between Tm of the ds sequence between the larger loop and first internal loop of the constant
stem region, and the amount of higher multimers (dimer, trimer) made. Once a Pol III has made a
complete trip around the coligo, the helicase activity needed to continue a second time around
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the coligo seems to depend on the stem Tm. This also reduces the probability of being selected in
the in vitro selection.

3.3: Discussion of the selection of the bipartite coligo library, Jct-3N-3N:
In this chapter, we have described the results of an in vitro selection in which we applied
the in vitro selection method developed in Chapter 2 to a new, bipartite coligo library: Jct-3N3N. The Jct-3N-3N coligo library was constructed by randomizing the first three nucleotides on
the stem region (+1 to +3) of the stem-loop junction plus the three nucleotides on the opposite
side of the stem of coligo W-1 for a total of six randomized nucleotides (Figure 28). The new
library contains 4,046 unique sequences; each unique sequence is represented approximately 3
billion times. The concentration of each individual sequence was raised to 0.023 nM from the
previous 6 fM in the selection of the JctN12 coligo library (Chapter 2). We presume each library
member will have a different Pol III Km, such that there will be a range of Km’s associated with
the library, and the higher concentrations will move the concentration of each member closer to
the lower end of the Km range, so selection among this Km range can take place. Therefore,
increasing the concentration of each individual sequence should increase the probability of the
polymerase to bind and transcribe coligo templates that have higher affinity to the polymerase;
that is, we expected that increasing the concentration would bring the template concentration of
the preferred sequences closer to the required Km for transcription by RNA Pol III. We observed
that increasing the concentration of each individual sequence led to similar results as the ones
observed in the selection of the JctN12 library, suggesting that selection takes place even when
the concentration of the individual sequences is very low.
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An advantage of the Jct-3N-3N library is that it focused the selection on the stem region
(positions +1 to +3) of the stem-loop junction. The design of the Jct-3N-3N library is aimed to
eliminate the “opposite-strand bias” noted in the JctN12 selection. By randomizing both sides of
the stem in positions +1 to +3 of the stem-loop junction, we allowed for the selection of
secondary structure features such as base pairing, mismatch preferences and some sequence
preferences on this area in which transcription initiation is expected to occur.
After four rounds of selection, the PCR product of the final enriched library, Jct-N3-N3R4, was sequenced by NGS and analyzed it was then compared to the original library (Jct-N3N3-R0) and to a midpoint in the selection (Round 2; Jct-N3-N3-R2) to search for enriched
sequences or secondary structures (i.e., bulges, loops, base-pairing) in the stem-loop junction
area of the selected sequences. The 24 top sequences in Round 4 comprised 41.19% of the total
number of reads; this is a substantial increase from Round 0 (unselected library), in which the
top 24 sequences represented only 2.05 % (Figure 30). This suggested a real selection in favor of
the top-24 sequence after four rounds of selection. We identified the most abundant sequence,
Sq1, which represents 5.01% of the total number of reads, and it is approximately 62-fold above
noise level (which is the percent abundance of the top sequences in the unselected RO library:
0.08%) (Figures 31 and 34). W-1, the most abundant sequence identified in Chapter 2, was also
identified as one of the top-10 sequences. It is present approximately 29-fold above noise level.
Eight out of the top 10 sequences in Round 4 were also present in Round 2, which suggests that
selection of the best-transcribing templates occurred in the initial rounds of selection (Figure 31).
We believe that the selection most likely occurred in the first IVT in Round 1, in which
templates that did not produce a transcript and templates that are low performers were already
discriminated against. The following rounds of selection enriched the abundance of the selected
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templates. If more rounds of selection were performed, the same sequences would most likely be
found in the analysis but at a higher percent abundance.
In the sequence analysis of the top-20 sequences of the R4 selected library, which
represent about 40% of the total reads, we identify a 5’-APuPy-3’ motif in the +3 to +1 position
of the stem-loop junction (Figure 34). Interestingly, this motif represents a broader trend that
includes the 5’-AGT-3’ motif identified in the JctN12 selection (Chapter 2). We also noted that
the 5’-APuPy-3’ relates to the 5’-ppp-rPurPyrN-3’ motif identified in the RNA transcript
analysis of the selected JctN12-R6 library (Figure 25), where transcription seems to initiate.
Remarkably, there is a 100% probability of finding a pyrimidine (61% C and 39% T) in position
+1 of the stem-loop junction (N3, in the variable region), where transcription is most likely
initiated (though we will need to confirm this by coligo-seq). Purines were more predominant in
positions +2 and +3 (N2 and N1 in the variable region). There was a 77% probability of finding a
purine (48% G and 29% A) in position N2 and an 80% probability of finding a purine (72% A
and 8% G) in position N1. Is important to note that some of the sequence features observed in the
Jct-N3-N3 selection are similar to those observed in the JctN12 selection, though both strands in
the +1 to +3 area were randomized in Jct-N3-N3, thereby allowing for more sequence variation
in this section. The results from the sequence analysis support our hypothesis and previous
observations that coligo transcription initiation by RNA Pol III, preferentially, takes place on a
single pyrimidine on a purine rich stem-loop junction.
In the structural analysis of the top-20 sequences, we found that, in position +1 (N3-N4)
of the stem loop-junction, there is a 62% probability of finding a G-C base pair and a 38%
probability of finding an A-T base pair (Figure 35D). As mentioned before, there is thus a 100%
probability of finding a pyrimidine in position +1 (N3 in the randomized library). In position +2,
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there is a more even probability of finding a particular base pair (31% for T-A; of 10% for A-T,
23% for G-C, 14% for C-G) (Figure 35C). There is also a 20% probability of finding a T:G
mismatch, which is one of the more stable mismatches, but weaker base pairs, in DNA [76]. In
position + 3 of the stem-loop junction, there is a clear preference for a mismatch between
identical purine (a 58% probability) and for the weaker T-A base pair (a 42% probability)
(Figure 35C).
To determine the significance of these trends, we prepared four mutants of Sq1 (Figure
46). Mutant Sq1-mut-N4-N3 tested the importance of having a pyrimidine in the entire stem-loop
junction. The IVT experiments showed that, in the absence of a pyrimidine, monomer transcript
production was reduced by 60% in comparison to wild-type Sq1. Mutant Sq1-mut-N6-N1 tested
the importance of having a mismatch or weak base pair in position + 3. With a C-G base pair in
this position, transcription was reduced by 46% in comparison to Sq1. Surprisingly, a double
mutant that lacks a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction and has C-G base pair in position +3
(Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N4-N3) produced more RNA than the single mutants and coligo 122 but less
than Sq1 (12%), thereby suggesting that having C-G base pair in N3 alleviated the effect of the
lack of a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction. Perhaps both mutations helped the polymerase
focus transcription initiation away from the stem and further into the loop. Finally, a triple
mutant (Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N2-N5/N4-N3) that lacks a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction and
has three consecutive strong C-G base pairs in positions +1 to +3 produced almost 60% less
monomer transcript than Sq1. Based on this observations we hypothesized that having
pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, preferentially in position +1 is favorable for efficient
transcription initiation, however not totally indispensable.
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Based on these observations, we proposed a preliminary model for coligo transcription
initiation by RNA Pol III. We hypothesized that RNA Pol III binds to the stem-loop junction
specifically to the single stranded larger loop which mimics the open transcription bubble. It then
scans the template in a 3’ to 5’ direction until it finds a pyrimidine within the stem loop-junction,
preferentially in the first position on the stem (+1), where it begins transcription. The presence of
mismatches or a weak base pair in the +2 or +3 positions in the stem helps the polymerase
unwind the stem double helix. In the absence of a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, the
polymerase is able to initiate transcription via one of two possible mechanisms. One mechanism
is that in which, in the absence a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, the polymerase initiates
transcription in a pyrimidine outside the stem-loop junction either further into the stem or farther
into the loop. That is, although the polymerase might prefer coligo templates that have a
pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, it is still able to start transcription outside the stem-loop
junction, albeit less efficiently. In this model, initiation at a pyrimidine is more important than
initiation at the stem-loop junction structure. An alternative mechanism is that, in the absence of
a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction, the polymerase is able to initiate transcription at a purine
in the stem-loop junction. This second model suggests that the stem-loop junction structure is
more important than the identity of the nucleotide for transcription initiation.

3.4: Materials and methods:

3.4.1: In vitro selection of the Jct-N3-N3 template:
3.4.1.1: In vitro transcription (step1):
The IVT reactions for the in vitro selection of the Jct-N3-N3 library were performed
exactly as described in Chapter 2, for the in vitro selection of the JctN12 library. A 200 µl
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volume reaction contained: 40 µl bead volume of IP RNAP III complex (the IP preparation is
previously described in Chapter 2 “materials and methods” section), 80 U RNasin® RNase
inhibitor (N2515, Promega), 0.6 mM each of ATP; GTP; CTP; 0.2 mM UTP; ~20 μCi α- 32P]UTP; 40 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.9 (at 25°C); 6 mM MgCl2; 10 mM DTT; 2 mM spermidine and
100 nM DNA template (20 pmol). A parallel fourth round of selection, Jct-N3-N3-R4LC, was
also performed where the concentration of the library template was reduced to 10 nM from the
normal 100 nM concentration, but everything else was kept constant. Transcription reactions
were incubated for 90 min at 37°C followed by phenol/chloroform (PCI) extraction and ethanol
precipitation with 10 µg/µl of glycogen as described in [72]. An aliquot of the resuspended RNA
was separated by 10% denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (DPAGE) and visualized
by exposing the dried gel to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare), imaging was
performed using the Typhoon 9000 gel imager (GE healthcare). The transcript bands were
visualized due to the uniform incorporation of radioactive [α- 32P]-UTP. The rest of the
resuspended RNA was separated and was used for the following step. This method was used for
every step 1 in the multiple-round in vitro selection. A parallel fourth round of selection (Jct-N3N3-R4LC) was also performed where the concentration of the library template was reduced to 10
nM from the normal 100 nM concentration, but everything else was kept constant

3.4.1.2: DNA digestion (part of step 1):
After every IVT, the isolated transcript was treated with 1 U/20µl DNase I from a 50 U/µl
stock concentration (Invitrogen catalog number 18047019) for 45 minutes at 37˚C in the
presence of 1X DNase 1 buffer (Invitrogen) and water to a total 20 µl volume to remove the
DNA template and any foreign DNA contaminations. Followed by Phenol/Chloroform extraction
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and ethanol precipitation in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen as described in [72]. In order to
examine if the DNA template was present after the DNA digestion, an aliquot of the resuspended
nucleic acids was separated by 15% denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (DPAGE)
and stained with Stains-All as previously described [46], to look for any DNA left over;
complete DNA digestion was observed in every round. The rest was used for the next step, 3’
adaptor ligation.

3.4.1.3: 3’ Adaptor ligation (step 2):
The extracted and precipitated RNA transcripts were incubated with 1 mM ATP, 1X T4
RNA Ligase buffer (NEB), 1 µl T4 RNA Ligase I enzyme (NEB catalog number: B0216L), 30
uM adapter (Adp; sequence in table 1; same adapter used in the selection of the JctN12 library),
15% DMSO, 15% PEG in a total 20 µl volume. The transcripts have a 5’-triphosphate and so
using ATP does not risk cyclizing the RNA in competition with adapter ligation. The reaction
was performed at 37˚C for 2 hours. The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted and
ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen. An aliquot of the resuspended RNA
was separated on a 10% DPAGE and visualized by exposing the dried gel to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare), imaging was performed using the Typhoon 9000 gel
imager (GE healthcare). The rest of the resuspended RNA was separated in a preparative 10%
DPAGE in a 0.4 mm gel plate, after running the gel for 90 minutes at 550 volts, the gel plate was
opened and the gel was covered with plastic wrap and exposed to a Typhoon Phosphorimager
Screen without drying. After 2 hours of exposure, the image was developed in the Typhoon 900
Gel Imager, using the Phosphoimager software (GE healthcare). The image produced by the gel
imager was printed at scale (by selecting the “gel size” option on the printing menu) and used to
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cut the desired monomer and tandem dimer bands in the preparative gel. A second exposure of
the preparative gel, after the extraction of the bands, was performed to confirm that the correct
gel bands were excised. This method was used for every step 2 in the multiple-round in vitro
selection.

3.4.1.4: Reverse transcription (step3):
The reaction conditions were as follows. Purified 3’-ligated transcripts were incubated in
1X RT Buffer (Invitrogen); 500 uM dNTP; 50 nM of the 5’ [-32P]-ATP radiolabeled RT primer
(RT1; sequence in table 1, same RT primer used in the selection of the JctN12 library) ; 450 nM
unlabeled RT primer; 0.1 M DTT; and 1 µl of ThermoScript (Invitrogen Cat. No. 12236-022)
and 1.5 M betaine. The reaction was incubated at 65˚C for 1 hour. The nucleic acids were
phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen.
An aliquot of the resuspended RNA was separated on a 10% DPAGE. The dried gel was exposed
to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen and resolved by visualizing it in a Typhoon 900 Gel
Imager. The rest was separated in a preparative 10% DPAGE and exposed to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen without drying as described in step 2 of this protocol. After 2 hours of
exposure, the image was developed in the Typhoon 900 Gel imager and used to locate and cut
the cDNA band in the preparative gel as described in step 2 of this. The isolated cDNA was
phenol/chloroform extracted and ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen and
used for the next step.

3.4.1.5: PCR amplification (step 4):
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The purified cDNA was PCR amplified under the following conditions: in a total 100 µl
volume, 1 µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript; catalog number: E00007-1000), 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM
forward primer (Fwp; sequence in table 1; same primer used in the selection of the JctN12
library), 1 µM reverse primer (Rvp; sequence in table 1; same primer used in the selection of the
JctN12 library) and 1X buffer. At 94°C denaturation for 30 seconds, 94°C for 15 sec, 62°C
annealing for 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 15 cycles. PCR products were
resolved

by

1.5%

non-denaturing

agarose

(Amresco,

catalog

number

N605-100G)

electrophoresis on sodium borate (SB) buffer. A gel band with the right size was excised, and the
nucleic acids were extracted using Monarch gel extraction kit (NEB Labs, catalog number: NEB
#T1020). The amount of dsDNA produced in this step was enough for the coligo-seq library
preparation, but further amplification was necessary for the in vitro selection method. For the in
vitro selection method, 40 pmol of the dsDNA PCR product were diluted in a 2 ml volume
containing 10 µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript; catalog number: E00007-1000), 1X Buffer, 200
µM dNTP, 1 µM forward primer (Fwp1; sequence in table 1) and 1 µM reverse primer (Rvp1;
sequence in table 1). The reverse primer contains 5’-ligated biotin molecules used for separation
in the following step. The reaction mixture was divided into 100 tubes of 20 µl each at 20 nM
dsDNA concentration. The PCR amplification was performed at 94°C for 30 seconds, 94°C for
15 sec, 62°C 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 20 cycles. After the amplification, all
100 tubes were combined, and an aliquot was run on an agarose gel. The rest was resolved by
1.5% agarose electrophoresis same conditions as detailed above; then an 89 bp gel band was
excised, and the nucleic acids were purified, using the Monarca Gel extraction Kit (NEB Labs),
and concentrated. This method was used for every step 4 in the multiple-round in vitro selection.
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3.4.1.6: Strand Separation (step 5):
The strand separation protocol was adapted from two published protocols [53, 73]. A
streptavidin affinity column was prepared by packing a DNA synthesis column (Glen Research;
catalog number: G506433) with 100 µl streptavidin Sepharose beads (in a 200 µl 50%
suspension) (GE Healthcare, catalog number: 17-5113-01). The storage buffer was allowed to
drain. The streptavidin beads were washed with 2.5ml of 1X PBS. About 500 pmol dsDNA, of
which one strand is 5’-biotinylated, was diluted to 500 µl total volume in water and passed
through the column. The dsDNA was passed three times through the column to ensure binding of
the biotin in the DNA with the streptavidin in the column resin. The bound DNA was washed
with 3 ml of 1X Phosphate-buffered saline solution (PBS). To denature the double strand, 500 µl
of 100 mM NaOH was passed through the column. The non-biotinylated strand was eluted in the
500 µl NaOH solution. Then, the ssDNA was immediately neutralized by passing the NaOH
eluent through a gel filtration column containing Sephadex G-25 resin (GE Healthcare, catalog
number: 17-0853-01) in water without any buffer or salt. The large DNA molecule is trapped in
the column while the NaOH solution is eluted from the column. The neutralized ssDNA was
eluted in 1 ml of water, and the neutral pH was confirmed by paper pH test strips. The ssDNA
was ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen and resuspended in 20 µl of
water, and its concentration was calculated by NanoDrop 2000 (Thermofisher). This method was
used for every step 5 in the multiple-round in vitro selections.

3.4.1.7: Circularization (step 6):
0.5 µM single-stranded DNA was incubated with 3 µM TS2126 Rnl1 in 50 μM ATP, 2.5
mM MnCl2, 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.5), 10mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT for 2 hours at
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60ºC. The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated in the presence
of 10 µg/µl glycogen and separated in 15% DPAGE and visualized by UV shadowing (on silica
gel plates with fluorescent indicator), the band corresponding to the circular form was excised,
purified and precipitated. An aliquot, about 10 pmols, was resolved in 15% DPAGE and
visualized by incubating the DPAGE gel with Stains-All as previously described [46]. This
method was used for every step 6 in the multiple-round in vitro selection.

3.4.1.8: Library preparation for NGS:
The PCR products of round 0 (Jct-N3-N3 -R0), round 2 (Jct-N3-N3 -R2) and round 2 (JctN3-N3-R4) were further PCR amplified to create amplicons with partial-adapter technical
sequences (sequences on table 1; same primers used in the selection of the JctN12 library) for
NGS under the following conditions: in a total 100 µl volume, 1µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript),
1X Buffer, 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM forward primer containing Illumina technical sequences
(fwngs; sequence in table 1; same primer used in the selection of the JctN12 library), 1µM
reverse primer containing Illumina technical sequences (rvngs; sequence in table 1; same primer
used in the selection of the JctN12 library) and 1X buffer (Invitrogen), at 94°C for 30 seconds,
94°C for 15 sec, 62°C 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 15 cycles. The PCR products
were resolved on a 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis; the bands were visualized using UV
shadowing, and they were excised and extracted. Nucleic acids were purified using the Monarch
Gel Extraction Kit (NEB Labs). The extracted libraries were sent to Genewiz (South Plainfield,
NJ) for NGS

3.4.1.9: Bioinformatic analysis:
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Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic tools available at usegalaxy.org
[70]. The FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded to usegalaxy.org. The
reads were filtered to retain only those with a phred quality score above 20 (phred measures the
accuracy of the base calling by the Illumina sequencing equipment). The retained reads were
statistically analyzed to determine the percentage of nucleotide distribution at each randomized
position using the “FASTQ summary statistics” tool [66]. The reads were trimmed to retain only
the randomized region using the “trim sequences tool” [67]. The sequences were then collapsed,
and the sequence logos was generated using the sequence-logo generator WebLogo 3 [68].
Multiple sequence alignment was performed using “mothur alignment” on the Galaxy website
and visualized by IGV software package [69]. The secondary structure of the selected sequences
was predicted using mFold [58].

3.4.2: In vitro transcription of Sq1 point mutants:
3.4.2.1: Mutant coligos preparation:
Four coligo mutants of Sq1 were designed to test sequence and structure trends detected
in our analysis, Sq1-mut-N4-N3, Sq1-mut-N6-N1, Sq1-mut-N1-N6/N4-N3 and Sq1-mut-N1N6/N2-N5/N4-N3 (sequences found in table 2). The circular secondary structure was predicted
mFold [58]. To prepare the circular templates (coligos): 0.5 µM of each oligo was incubated with
3 µM TS2126 Rnl1 in 50 μM ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl2, 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.5), 10mM KCl, 5 mM
MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT for 2 hours at 60ºC. The nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted,
ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen and separated in 15% DPAGE and
visualized by UV shadowing (on silica gel plates with fluorescent indicator), the band
corresponding to the circular form was excised, and extracted from the gel using PAGE gel
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elution buffer (0. 5 M ammonium acetate, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM MgCl2 and 0.2% SDS). The
eluted DNA was ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 g/µl glycogen. An aliquot, about 10
pmols, was resolved in 15% dPAGE and visualized by incubating the DPAGE gel with StainsAll as previously described [46]

3.4.2.2: In vitro transcription of point mutants:
The in vitro transcription reactions were performed as follows. A 20 µl volume reaction
contained 4 µl bead volume of immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex (IP RNAP III; IP
preparation is described in Chapter 2, in the “Materials and methods” section); 80 U RNasin®
RNase inhibitor (N2515, Promega); 0.6 mM each of ATP, GTP, and CTP; 0.2 mM UTP; ~20
μCi [α- 32P]-UTP; 40 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.9 (at 25°C); 6 mM MgCl2; 10 mM DTT; 2 mM
spermidine; and 100 nM coligo 122 template (2 pmol). Transcription reactions were incubated
for 90 min at 37°C, followed by extraction with TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher: catalog number:
15596-026) and precipitated in isopropyl alcohol, as per manufacturer recommendation, in the
presence of 10 ug/µl glycogen. The resuspended RNA was separated by 10% denaturing
polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel (DPAGE) and visualized by exposing the dried gel to a
Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare). Imaging was performed using the Typhoon
9000 gel imager (GE healthcare) with the Phosphorimager program. The transcript bands were
visualized due to the uniform incorporation of radioactive [α-

32

P]-UTP (Figure 45B; lane 2).

The bands’ radioactive intensity was measured by ImageJ software [78], correcting for local
background. The p-test statistical analysis was performed using the “Data analysis” function in
Microsoft Excel.
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Chapter 4: Site-specific RNA Polymerase III termination at non-natural nucleotides
4.1: Introduction
In order to use coligos as reliable small RNA expression vectors, it is essential to be able
to design coligos that produce transcripts with well-defined sizes and sequences. For this reason,
it is necessary to develop coligos with predictable transcription termination sites. Coligo
transcription termination by RNA Pol III has been shown to take place mainly in the LL region
of the coligo template [46, 47, 52]. We do not understand why, though the folding of the coligo
and transcript stems following the first round of transcription might increase the probability that
Pol III dissociates. In most coligo templates, transcription termination lacks the precision we
would like to achieve. Termination usually begins in the stem-loop junction and is distributed
over several template nucleotides in the LL (Figure 37, red bars). Furthermore, RNA Pol III can
read through the LL region 5-10% of the time and produce tandem multimers (n > 1; Figure 37).
Due to the heterogeneity of the 3’ ends of coligo transcripts and the ambiguity of coligo
transcription termination, we decided to test some non-natural nucleotides to force transcription
termination at predictable positions. In other words, since the coligo strand has to be reeled into
the Pol III active site, we asked if we can place in the strand a nucleotide so foreign to what the
polymerase has evolved to accept, that it stops transcribing.
In natural transcription in a cell, RNA polymerases end transcription at canonical
termination sites; for instance, RNA Pol III can successfully terminate transcription with the
presence of a sole cis-termination signal such as non-template (NT) dT6 (in yeast) or dT4 (in
humans) in a double-stranded template context [38]. Previous studies have revealed that one
mode of transcription termination by yeast RNA Pol III requires oligo dT stretches in the NT
strand of double-stranded genes [39, 79]. Studies have also revealed that both the template and
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Figure 37. Transcription initiation and termination sites for coligo mut2B. The green bars show
percent initiation at a site; the red bars show the percent termination determined by NGS coligo-seq
protocol [4]. Position L2 to L4 in the LL is where the non-natural nucleotide is positioned. In the right
side; IVT of coligo mut2B ran on a denaturing gel. n = 1 is the monomer transcript, LB is the lower
band and HB is the higher band. n = 2 is the tandem dimer transcript. This figure is a modification of a
figure in Lodoe Lama’s doctoral thesis [5].

NT strand elements are involved in transcription termination [39, 33]. Interestingly, the same
studies also showed that transcription termination and transcript release were also possible in the
absence of the NT strand. Termination due to the presence of the dA5 signal on the template
strand is the result of the unstable dA:rU hybrid, which destabilizes the elongation complex [39].
However, the NT strand appears to play an important role in precise transcription termination
[33]. The interaction of the poly-T stretch in the NT strand with subunitC37, in the enzyme
causes a structural change that leads to the polymerase disassociation [33]. In contrast, coligos
are single-stranded templates that lack the canonical double-stranded termination sites. Although
some coligos, for instance, 122, have single template-strand non-canonical termination signals
(dA<4), transcription initiation and termination seem to be influenced by their secondary
structure. Noncanonical termination signals (dA<4) are templated dA stretches shorter than the
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canonical 4 dA in humans, which only seem to provoke transcription termination for RNA Pol
III [80]. Because our templates were chemically synthesized, non-natural nucleotides could be
introduced into any chosen position of the synthetic coligo template. Therefore, it was possible to
include a non-natural nucleotide in the LL region (or anywhere else) of the coligo that would
interfere with transcript elongation by preventing RNA Pol III reading through that position by
sheer structural incompatibility with the polymerase active site and possibly causing the
disassociation of the elongation complex (EC). Non-natural nucleotides for this study were
chosen in part for their chemical nature and our prediction of how they would affect the EC, but
also according to what modified DNA bases were offered by DNA synthesis companies.

4.2: Abasic nucleotides and C3propyl linkers to induce transcription termination
In our first assessment of non-natural nucleotides as transcription terminators, we tested
abasic nucleotides and C3-propyl linkers (Figure 38). Abasic nucleotides, as the name implies,
do not contain a base (T, C, A or G) in the 1’ position of the sugar ring. We hypothesized that the
lack of the base moiety in the nucleotide would cause the loss of interactions, between the coligo
template and the RNA Pol III; in addition, hydrogen bonding with the incoming nucleotide could
be disrupted, thus, destabilizing the active site. The transcription termination effect of templated
abasic nucleotides has been observed in eukaryotic DNA polymerases [81]. A C3-propyl linker
lacks the nucleotide base and the sugar ring (but preserves the number of backbone atoms
between the nucleotides) hence, replacing a nucleotide with the propyl spacer may destabilize the
EC since the interaction with the polymerase and the incoming nucleotide will be abnormal.
Figure 38 shows the results of an experiment in which all seven nucleotides of the LL of coligo
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122-N7 were replaced with consecutive abasic nucleotides (coligo 122-N7-ab) or C3 propyl
linkers (Coligo 122-N7-C3) [48].

Figure 38. Abasic nucleotides and C3-propyl linkers to induce transcription termination. A) Coligo
122-N7 sequence and secondary structure predicted by mFold [58]. Coligo 122-N7 has coligo 122’s
body, but a seven-nucleotide randomized LL instead of the twelve-nucleotide LL of coligo 122. B) In
vitro transcription of coligos 122, 122-N7, 122-N7-ab, and 122-N7-C3 separated by 10% DPAGE. C)
Structure of the non-natural nucleotides; abasic nucleotides do not contain a base (T, C, A or G) in the 1’
position of the sugar ring. A C3-propyl linker lacks the nucleotide base and the sugar ring. D) Percent
read-through measured as percent of n = 2 in total RNA (n = 1 + n =2). ImageJ software [78] was used to
measure band intensity.

Coligo 122-N7 has coligo 122’s body, but a seven-nucleotide randomized LL instead of
the twelve-nucleotide LL of coligo 122 (to minimize cost) (Figure 38A). Figure 38B presents the
in vitro transcription of coligos 122, 122-N7, 122-N7-ab, and 122-N7-C3. Coligo 122 produced
more total RNA (measured as n = 1 plus n = 2) than the other coligos (Lane 1); however, the
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coligos with the non-natural modifications made similar amounts of total RNA to the natural
122-N7 (Lanes 2 to 4). We have previously observed that reducing the LL size and randomizing
the LL leads to total RNA reduction [48], however, it was remarkable to see that the
incorporation of non-natural nucleotides did not abrogate transcription of the template. The size
of the monomer (n = 1) transcripts of 122-N7-ab and 122-N7-C3 were smaller than that of 122N7, possibly because transcription initiation was shifted to the stem region of the coligo due to
the lack of natural nucleotides in the LL loop for the polymerase to engage. More importantly,
the production of tandem multimer transcripts (n > 1) was, as expected, significantly reduced
(compare Lanes 4 and 3 with Lane 2). The percent read-through (measured as percent of n = 2 in
total RNA) for coligo 122 was approximately 13% and approximately 9% for coligo 122-N7
(Figure 38D). The percent read-through was reduced to 2% for 122-N7-C3 and further reduced
to almost 0 (0.5 %) for 122-N7-ab (Figure 38D); tandem multimers (n > 2) were no longer
observed for these templates. The significant reduction of tandem multimers is a positive
indication that multiple contiguous non-natural nucleotides can be used to abruptly terminate
coligo transcription and to produce monomeric transcripts. We then decided to expand our
analysis to other non-natural nucleotides and to incorporate them in a single position on the LL,
mainly on the opposite side of the transcription initiation motif to avoid interfering with
transcription initiation.

4.3: Evaluation of non-natural nucleotides as site-specific RNA polymerase III transcription
terminators
We chose coligo mut2B as a model template to test for site-specific terminators because its
termination was spread across a fairly wide sequence. Figure 37 depicts its sequence and
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predicted secondary structure. mut2B transcription termination was more heterogeneous than
that of coligo 122 [52]. The transcription of mut2B produced monomer transcripts (n = 1) with
different sizes, a lower band (LB) and a higher band (HB) as seen in Figure 37, as well as
tandem dimers (n = 2). Both the LB and HB in the n = 1 region were sequenced by our coligoseq modification of small RNA-seq [52]. The RNA-seq results demonstrated that transcription
termination begins in the stem-loop junction and extends into the LL (Figure 37). Approximately
92% of the transcript reads were between 46 to 61 nucleotides (nt) [52]. Since the vast majority
of the transcripts (80%) began at a single position, a dC in the stem-loop junction initiation motif
(position +2 in Figure 37), transcripts that are less than 50 nt long belong to the LB band in the n
= 1 region (i.e., if transcription initiates at the +2 position and terminates at position L1, as in
Figure 37, the transcript would be 49 nt long, which corresponds with the LB size in the gel in
Figure 37). Another possibility is that transcription initiates at position +6 (where transcription
initiates 4.6% of the time) and terminates somewhere between positions L1 to L5, producing
transcripts 44 to 48 nt long (which could also correspond to the band size of LB in the gel in
Figure 37). Transcripts that are between 50 to 61 nt are most likely to derive from the HB in the
n =1 region (i.e., if transcription initiates at the +2 position and terminates at position L7, as in
Figure 37, the transcript would be 54 nt long; which corresponds with the HB size in the gel in
Figure 37). RNA-seq analysis of coligo 122 transcripts (Figure 3B) indicated that 60% of
transcripts terminate three nucleotides after the single-stranded template dAAACA (near the LL),
which in human Pol III genes is a “non-canonical” Pol III termination signal [52]. Coligo mut2B
lacks any termination signal (canonical or non-canonical) at or near the LL, which may be the
reason why transcription termination is more spread out than in coligo 122. There is a dAAATA
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sequence in the stem region approximately 25 nt away from the +1 position that might explain
the transcript approximately 25 nt long in the denaturing gel (Figure 37).
To test whether some non-natural nucleotides could disrupt and terminate transcription at a
specific site, mut2B coligo sequences were designed to contain a non-natural nucleotide in the
LL region (Figure 37; the specific sites for each experiment are detailed later in this report). The
non-natural nucleotides used in this project fall under two broad categories: non-natural
nucleotides incorporated completely during chemical DNA oligo synthesis and those made via
post-synthesis incorporation.

4.3.1: Non-natural nucleotides incorporated during synthesis
4.3.1.1: Inverted nucleotides (mut2B-Inv)
Oligos that had non-natural nucleotides incorporated during synthesis were ordered from
the vendor and converted into circular templates (coligos) in our laboratory. One of these nonnatural nucleotides was the inverted nucleotide (Figure 39Ai). The inverted nucleotide had a 3’3’ phosphodiester bond connecting the inverted nucleotide to the preceding nucleotide in the
chain, then a 5’-5’ bond to the subsequent nucleotide reverts the polarity back to the normal 5’-3’
polarity (Figure 39Ai). We hypothesized that the inverted nucleotide could enter the polymerase
active site with the incorrect orientation. We expected that the contacts with the residues in the
polymerase would be lost or altered, which might stop transcription and release a transcript with
the desired size. In our experiment, we placed three inverted nucleotides in the positions L2 to
L4 of the mut2B sequence (Figure 37) to produce the mut2B-Inv coligo (Figure 39). The mut2BInv coligo was in vitro transcribed by immunoprecipitated Pol III and run on a denaturing gel
(Figure 39B, Lane 2.) On the gel, a well-defined minor transcript single band of the same size as
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the monomer transcript lower band (n = 1, LB) produced by the original mut2B coligo (mut2BWT, in Figure 39B) can be observed. The transcription of coligo mut2B-Inv shows a significant
decrease in the production of tandem multimers (n > 1; Figure 39B, Lane 2 versus Lane 1). The
percent read-through (measured as percent of n = 2 in total RNA) was dramatically reduced in
the mut2B-Inv transcript in comparison to the mut2B-WT (Figure 39C). It also reveals
essentially the complete loss of the HB ban of the monomer transcript. That is, nearly all
transcription was gone. The overall n = 1 total RNA transcript was significantly reduced (LB +
HB). One possible explanation is that the non-natural nucleotide interferes with the transcription
initiation at the stem-loop junction since it is placed physically close to the + 2 initiation site
where 80% of initiation takes place (Figure 37). Perhaps transcription initiation is forced to start
at position +6 dC, which may not be an optimal initiation site, hence, the significant decrease in
the total RNA produced. RNA-seq will be necessary to confirm these suppositions as we do not
know where the LB transcripts initiated. The complete abrogation of the tandem multimers (n >
1) could just be a result of the decrease in total RNA production.

4.3.1.2: 1,2-dithiane modified nucleotide (mut2B-S-S):
We tested another approach to putting non-natural nucleotides in coligos in which the
sugar and base moieties were replaced with a 1,2-dithiane group linked to the rest of the DNA
chain by phosphodiester bonds (Figure 39Aii). We placed the 1,2-dithiane modification in the L2
positions of the mut2B sequence to produce the mut2B-S-S coligo with the intention of adding a
variety

of potentially

transcription-blocking groups

post

synthetically, using

sulfur

nucleophilicity. In a control experiment using the un-deprotected dithiane, the mut2B-S-S coligo
was in vitro transcribed and run on a denaturing gel (Figure 39B, Lane 3.)
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Figure 39. Non-natural nucleotides incorporated during synthesis. A) (i) Inverted nucleotide; mut2BInv. (ii) The sugar and base moieties of the nucleotide are replaced with 1,2-dithiane group; mut2B-S-S.
(iii) mut2B-EDTA: deoxy thymidine conjugated with a triacetic acid derivative of EDTA at position 5 of
the base B) Denaturing gel shows IVT of the coligos that contain non-natural nucleotides. Lane 1:
original wild type mut2B coligo (WT). Lane 2: mut2B-Inv (Inv). Lane 3: mut2B-S-S (S-S). Lane 4:
mut2B-EDTA C) Percent read-through measured as percent of n = 2 in total RNA (n = 1 + n =2). ImageJ
software [78] was used to measure band intensity. D) Denaturing gel shows circularization of the
transcribed coligos. L = linear sequence, C= circular sequence (coligo). Staining shows that the coligos
were present at similar concentrations.

It is important to mention that our IVT buffer contained 10 mM Dithiothreitol (DTT), and
that 10 mM DTT is enough to reduce dithiol bonds in proteins, if the molar concentration is at
least 60-fold molar excess over the amount of protein [82]. DTT is a strong reducing reagent
although weaker that TCEP [83], it is possible that the dithiol bond in the 1,2-dithiane group was
reduced during the IVT to produce two free reduced thiol groups. The transcription of coligo
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mut2B-S-S demonstrated a significant decrease in the production of tandem multimers (n > 1;
Figure 39B. Lane 3 versus Lane 1). The percent read-through was significantly reduced in the
mut2B-S-S coligo transcript in comparison to the mut2B-WT (Figure 39C). There is also a
significant decrease in the HB of the monomer transcript and a decrease in the overall n = 1 total
RNA, similarly to what was observed in the coligo mut2B-Inv transcripts. The transcripts
produced by both coligos were very similar and both seemed to produce the well-defined single
band minor transcript. We believe that the decrease in total RNA was for reasons similar to those
stated for mut2B-Inv (transcription initiation interference). Figure 39D presents a denaturing gel
of the circularized mut2B-S-S to confirm that the oligo nucleotide was, in fact, circular and at
similar concentrations to the mut2B-WT (compare Lane 6 to Lane 10). This rules out the
possibility that the reduction of total RNA and percent read-through were not due to a lower
concentration of the oligo template.

4.3.1.3: 5-(C2-EDTA)-2'-deoxyuridine modified nucleotide (mut2B-EDTA)
We also designed a coligo that had a 5-(C2-EDTA)-2'-deoxyuridine modification in the L2
positions of the mut2B sequence to produce the mut2B-EDTA coligo (Figure 39Aiii). In this
case, 5-(C2-EDTA)-2'-deoxyuridine is a deoxy thymidine conjugated with a triacetic acid
derivative of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA) at position 5’ of the base. We
hypothesized that the chelating EDTA derivative group might compete with the polymerase for
the catalytic magnesium when and only when the EDTA was reeled into the active site during
transcription. The concentration of magnesium is several folds higher than the concentration of
the EDTA derivative, therefore magnesium will not be depleted in the solution. The stability
constant (formation constant [Kf]) of EDTA-magnesium complex is about 108.8 M-1, therefore,
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most likely EDTA will be occupied by magnesium. However, we hypothesize that if the EDTA
derivative enters the catalytic site empty it could deplete magnesium in the catalytic site, where
the magnesium-EDTA ratio is much smaller than in the solution. We expect that the EDTA
derivative has a weaker affinity for magnesium than EDTA (due to its covalent connection
point)although its Kf to magnesium has not been measured. Therefore, it could presumably enter
the active site empty and, once in the active site, where the local magnesium concentration is
higher and so it the local concertation of the EDTA derivative, it could compete for magnesium
with the polymerase. Our rationale was that this non-natural nucleotide would force transcription
termination by depleting the RNA Pol III catalytic site of the magnesium ion. It is possible that
transcription elongation could be disrupted by the mere presence of the EDTA modification on
the base moiety, which could interfere with base paring between the template nucleotide and the
incoming nucleotide. Figure 39B indicates that the presence of the 5-(C2-EDTA)-2'deoxyuridine modification inhibited all in vitro transcription of the template (Lane 4), as the total
RNA was reduced. We speculate that, since the modification is placed structurally close to the
initiation site (Figure 37), the EDTA derivative interferes with transcription initiation. We
discard the possibility that the EDTA derivative completely chelates the magnesium ion from the
in vitro reaction since magnesium is in excess at 1.5 mM concentration and the coligo-EDTA
conjugate is present at 100 nM concentration. However, it is possible that the EDTA derivative
locally chelates magnesium from the initiation site abrogating transcription initiation. Therefore,
we decided to post-synthetically introduce a weaker chelator into the mut2B template,
anticipating that the chelator would only inhibit elongation once it reached the modification site
but would not inhibit transcription initiation.
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4.3.2: Non-natural nucleotide modifications completed post-synthetically
We wanted to test whether a weakly Mg++-chelating group could compete with the
polymerase for the catalytic magnesium in the active site, depleting RNA Pol III of the
magnesium ion and forcing transcription termination, but only when the weak chelator was in
high local concentration with the metal in the enzyme active site as noted in the previous section.
We had tested a coligo containing an EDTA derivative (coligo mut2B-EDTA); however,
transcription of the template was almost completely inhibited, perhaps by the stronger chelating
EDTA group interfering with transcription initiation, or by the mere disruption caused by the
chemical modification in the base of the nucleotide (Figure 39B, Lane 4). We expected that a
weaker chelating group would only interfere with elongation of the transcript but not with
transcription initiation. Professor Ryan Murelli’s group at Brooklyn College (CUNY) has
synthesized a weaker magnesium chelator, a tropolone derivative, (AB-2-157) synthesized
following the synthetic route described in [84] and depicted in Figure 40. Tropolonesmagnesium complex Kf has been calculated to be around 1.4 x 104 M-1 [85] much lower than that
of EDTA-magnesium complex formation. The troponoid (AB-2-157) was coupled to a
maleimide group by the Murelli group so that the group could react with the reduced form of the
thiol groups of the coligo mut2B-S-S and link the troponoid to the coligo template (Figure 40).
The post-synthetically modified nucleotides tried so far were undertaken in collaboration with
Alex Berkowitz (Brooklyn College, CUNY) from Professor Murelli’s lab.

4.3.2.1: Reduced 1,2-dithiane group (mut2B-SH)
The circular from of coligo mut2B-S-S, which contains a 1,2-dithiane group replacing the
sugar and base moiety (Figure 39Aii), was reduced by tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP;
Alfa Aesar catalog number J60316-04) to produce two reduced thiol groups, creating coligo
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mut2B-SH (Figure 40A). (The mut2B-SH coligo has two free (reduced) thiol groups in the L2
positions of the mut2B sequence (Figure 37) that can react with the maleimide moiety on the
tropolone or can be used to link the coligo to any molecule that is coupled to a maleimide. We in
vitro transcribed the mut2B-SH coligo to test whether the treatment with TCEP had any effect on
the transcription of the template (Figure 40D, Lane 2). There was a significant decrease in the
production of tandem multimers (n > 1) in comparison to mut2B-WT (Figure 40D Lane 1 versus
Lane 2), but which was similar to the transcription of mut2B-S-S (Figure 39 B). The percent
read-through was drastically reduced in the mut2B-SH coligo transcript in comparison to the
mut2B-WT (Figure 40E). There was also a significant decrease in the total RNA production, in
particular, a drastic decrease in the HB of the n = 1 transcript. As previously stated, the IVT
buffer contains DTT, a strong reducing reagent, therefore it is possible that the mut2B-S-S coligo
was reduced before the in vitro transcription which could explain why the transcript profiles of
both mut2B-SH and mut2B-S-S are very similar.

4.3.2.2: Mut2B-SH treated with N-Ethylmaleimide (mut2B-NEM)
We wanted to test our ability to couple the free thiol groups of the mut2B-SH to the
maleimide moiety. We anticipated that the thiol group of the mut2B-SH would attack the
conjugated double bond of the maleimide, thereby, coupling it to the template, a standard
conjugating reaction reviewed by Ghosh, 1990 [86]. The reduced coligo mut2B-SH was treated
with N-Ethylmaleimide (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog number: E3876-5G) to create coligo mut2BNEM (Figure 40B), under the conditions described in the Methods section in this chapter.
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Figure 40. Non-natural nucleotide modifications completed post-synthetically. A) Mut2B-S-S
reduced by tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP) to produce two reduced thiol groups. B) Mut2B-SH
was treated with N-Ethylmaleimide C) mut2B-SH was treated with the troponoid (AB-2-157). D)
Denaturing gel shows IVT of the coligos that contain non-natural nucleotides. Lane 1: original wild type
mut2B coligo (WT). Lane 2: mut2B-SH. Lane 3: mut2B-NEM. Lane 4: mut2B-trop. E) Percent readthrough, measured as percent of n = 2 in total RNA (n = 1 + n =2). ImageJ software [78] was used to
measure band intensity.

We coupled the template to N-Ethylmaleimide as a test of our coupling reaction and also to
control whether any observed effect on transcription was due to the presence of the chelating
tropolone or whether transcription was affected by the presence of any group linked to the
maleimide; the ethyl group attached to the maleimide in coligo mut2B-NEM has no chelating
activity. Coligo mut2B-NEM was in vitro transcribed and the transcripts run on a denaturing gel
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(Figure 40D, Lane 3). There was a decrease in total RNA production, particularly in the HB of
the monomer transcript compared to mut2B-WT (Lane 1 versus Lane 3). There was a decrease in
the production of tandem multimers and a decrease in the percent read-through (Figure 40E).
Thus, all the non-natural groups so far appear to show that transcription initiation is mostly
disabled.

4.3.2.3: Mut2B-SH treated with a weak magnesium chelator, troponoid AB-2-157 (mut2B-trop)
We ultimately wanted to test whether coligo transcription could be stalled by coupling
the thiol groups in coligo mut2B-SH with a weak magnesium chelating group.. We coupled
coligo mut2B-SH with the troponoid, under similar conditions as those used for mut2B-NEM, to
produce coligo mut2B-trop. The resulting coligo mut2B-trop was in vitro transcribed and the
transcripts run on a denaturing gel (Figure 40D, Lane 4). The transcripts of the three postsynthetically modified coligos (mut2B-SH, mut2B-NEM, and mut2B-trop) showed similar
profiles: a significant decrease in the production of tandem multimers (n > 1), a decrease in
percent read-through, a reduction of the HB of the monomer transcript, and a decrease of total
RNA (Figure 40D). These results suggest that transcript elongation is affected by the presence of
the non-natural nucleotide destabilizing the EC and leading to lower read-through.
Our explanation concerning why the total RNA production decreases for these coligos is
identical to coligos mut2B-S-S and mut2B-Inv, that is, the possibility that transcription initiation
may be affected by the presence of the non-natural nucleotides on the LL structurally close to the
initiation site. As previously mentioned, we speculated that transcription initiation might be
forced to start at a non-optimal initiation site farther into the stem, away from the stem-loop
junction thus leading to lower total RNA production. Mut2B-NEM (negative control for
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chelation effect) and mut2B-trop (the weak chelator) produced very similar transcripts
suggesting that transcript elongation is not disturbed by the chelating activity of the tropolone,
but rather by the mere presence of an extraneous molecule in the template. One important
difference to note is that coligos mut2B-Inv and mut2B-EDTA have chemical modifications in
the base moiety of the nucleotide, whereas coligos mut2B-SH and its derivatives have a modified
back bone and they lack the phosphate group. Interactions between the phosphate backbone and
the polymerase are expected to be preserved in the nucleotides with base modifications, and the
same interactions are expected to be disturbed in the nucleotides with backbone modifications.
However, base paring between the template nucleotide and the incoming nucleotide in the
catalytic site most likely is disturbed for both base and backbone modified nucleotides. This
suggests that disturbance of base paring between the template and the incoming nucleotide might
be the reason why transcription termination is observed in all the non-natural nucleotides studied
in this chapter.

4.3.3: Search for an optimal site for non-natural nucleotide incorporation:

4.3.3.1: Linear pseudo-coligo transcription (122-trun) and tailed 122 template (122-tail):
Although the non-natural nucleotides tested thus far seem to completely abrogate the
production of tandem multimers (n > 1), they also seem to decrease the total RNA production.
We hypothesized that transcription initiation could be affected by the presence of a non-natural
nucleotide in the LL physically close to the initiation site. To test whether non-natural
nucleotides can lead to site-specific termination without interfering with transcription initiation
and without reducing total RNA production, we designed linear double-stranded templates where
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the non-natural nucleotides could be placed at a distance from the initiation site (Figure 41A).
Since the context is no longer one of coligo-dependence, transcription must be initiated in an
alternative manner.
In this approach, the ability of the non-natural nucleotide to induce transcription
termination could be tested against the normal run-off transcription termination. We designed
two template models: in the first model, the stem-loop junction initiator secondary structure was
used to trigger transcription initiation in a double-stranded template 39 base pairs (bp) long (122trun template). The non-natural nucleotide was able to be placed far away from the initiator on
the template strand. The template was designed by removing the smaller apical loop (SL) of
coligo 122 (Figure 41Ai). This resulted in a single-stranded linear template having the same LL
and stem-loop initiator (Figure 41Aii); we called this template 122-trun. This was our first
attempt to use a stem-loop initiator (here, from coligo 122) as a promoter for run-off
transcription, in the manner that T7 RNA polymerase is routinely used [87]. Our second template
model was a tailed template called 122-tail. It was similar to the 3’-tailed templates described by
Bardeleben et al. [88] and used by Arimbasseri et al. [89] (and many eukaryotic RNA pol
researchers in the 70’s and 80’s) for the study of RNA Pol III, in which promoter-independent
transcription initiation was triggered by the 3’-ATAG-5’ overhang on the template strand (Figure
41Aiii). The 122-tail template was designed by removing both coligo loops, SL and LL, from
coligo 122. The stem-loop junction initiator was replaced with the 3’ overhang (3’-ATAG-5’),
which has been reported to trigger transcription initiation in tail templates [89].
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Figure 41. Search for an optimal site for non-natural nucleotide incorporation. A) Sequence and
secondary structure of: (i) coligo 122, (ii) 122-trun, and (iii) 122-tail. B) 2.5% non-denaturing agarose
gel; Lane 1: template strand. Lane 2: coding strand. Lane 3: 37 bp double-stranded 122-tail template. C)
10% DPAGE; IVT of coligo 122, 122-trun template, and 122-tail template all at 100 nM template
concentration. D) 15% DPAGE; after the 90 minutes of in vitro transcription the DNA templates were
isolated, run on a denaturing gel, and stained. E) 10% DPAGE; IVT of coligo 122 (at 1 nM
concentration); 122-trun template and 122-tail template at 100 nM template concentration. F) A higher
contrast in the 30 to 50 nt section of the gel in panel C; the transcript product is more visible.

It is important to mention that our tail template model had an 8 nt internal loop 19 bp
away from the initiation site, whereas the commonly used tail templates were fully base-paired
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[89, 88]. In total, the 122-tail template was 37 bp long, the non-natural nucleotide could be
placed away from the initiation site and tested against run-off transcription termination. Figure
41B shows annealing of the template strand (Lane 1) and the coding strand (Lane 2) to form the
37 bp double-stranded 122-tail template (Lane 3) in a non-denaturing agarose gel.
Before we could test the non-natural nucleotides on our two template models, we wanted
to test whether the templates could be in vitro transcribed by RNA Pol III. Coligo 122, the 122trun template, and 122-tail template were in vitro transcribed at 100 nM template concentration,
and the transcripts were run on a denaturing gel (Figure 41C). The transcript production of the
122-trun and 122-tail templates was significantly lower than that of coligo 122 at 100 nM
concentration (compare Lanes 4, 5, and 6 in Figure 41C). Since unlike coligos the 122-trun and
122-tail templates had free 5’ and 3’ ends, it is possible (though unlikely) that they were
subjected to degradation by low levels of adventitious exonucleases in the immunoprecipitated
RNA Pol III preparation, we monitored their integrity at the end of the IVT. After 90 minutes of
in vitro transcription the DNA templates were isolated, run on a denaturing gel, and stained.
Figure 41D demonstrates that all templates 122, 122-trun, and 122-tail (Lanes 9, 10, and 11,
respectively) were present after the 90 minutes of in vitro transcription, and 122-tail separated
into two strands on the denaturing gel. This suggests that the decrease in transcript production
was not due to degradation of the templates. In order to obtain a better comparison of the
transcript profiles we lowered the concentration of coligo 122 by 100-fold (from 100 nM to 1
nM), which produced the same transcript profile but in lower quantities. This made it easier to
compare coligo 122 to the 122-trun and 122-tail transcripts (at 100 nM template concentration)
in a denaturing gel. Figure 41E shows the separation in a denaturing gel of the RNA transcripts
produced by the three templates: coligo 122 at 1 nM concentration (Lane 12), and 122-trun and
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122-tail at 100 nM concentration (Lanes 13 and 14, respectively). Evidently, 122-trun transcript
synthesis was lower than that of coligo 122, even when coligo 122 concentration was reduced by
100-fold (Figure 41E Lane 13). We have previously speculated that the circular form of the
coligo enhanced the chemical stability of the template; however, this result suggest that the
circular form of the coligo might also be necessary for coligo transcription initiation by RNA Pol
III. Perhaps, the circular structure of the coligo template is necessary for binding with the
polymerase. Another possibility is that the polymerase binds both, circular and linear forms, but
it only transcribes the circular template.
The transcription of the 122-tail demonstrates two products: one approximately the
expected 37 nt size and another product approximately 60 nt long. The production of the 60 nt
transcript is surprising given that the template is 37 bp long, and the expected run-off product
should be a maximum of 37 nt long. It is possible that the polymerase switches strands and
continues transcription on the complementary strand in a 3’ to 5’ direction, although not
previously observed in transcription by RNA Pol III, template-switching has been reported in
reverse transcription by Moloney murine leukemia virus (MMLV) reverse transcriptase [69].
This is similar to what was observed for the transcription of the circular templates, however, as
of now we do not have any evidence to confirm this. In this experiment, the approximately 37 nt
product was only observed in the 122-tail lane (Figure 41F). A similar-sized product (30 nt to 39
nt) was found for all the templates at similar intensities in the experiment where all the templates
were transcribed at a 100 nM concentration (Figure 41C). Figure 41F displays a higher contrast
of the 30 to 50 nt section of the same gel where the product is more visible. We cannot
completely confirm that this transcript was produced by the 122-tail template, or by a DNA
contaminant in the IP preparation, although it is the size of the expected run-off product. The 60
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nt transcript was only produced by the 122-tail template and was present in both experiments.
As it stands, due to the lower amount of transcription compared to our coligo templates, linear
double-stranded models appear not to be very suitable for testing non-natural nucleotides
terminators.

4.4: Discussion:
In our effort to develop coligos as reliable RNA expression vectors, we sought to employ nonnatural nucleotides as transcription terminators. Transcription termination on natural DNA coligo
templates is less predictable than initiation and often leads to transcripts with heterogeneous 3’
ends [52]; it also leads to the production of tandem multimers (n > 1). We hypothesized that the
presence of non-natural nucleotides on the coligo templates would interrupt transcript elongation
by disrupting the elongation complex due to the structural incompatibility with the polymerase
active site. We expected that the non-natural nucleotides would induce transcription termination
in a site-specific manner i.e. that the RNA Pol III would read the coligo template until it
encountered the non-natural nucleotide, where it would stop elongation, disassociate from the
template, and release a transcript with the desired 3’ end.
First, we tested coligo templates within which the whole LL loop of coligo 122-N7 was
replaced with consecutive abasic nucleotides (coligo 122-N7-ab) or C3 propyl linkers (coligo
122-N7-C3; Figure 38). The production of tandem multimer transcripts was significantly reduced
for both templates. The transcription termination impact was particularly noticeable for the
template with the abasic modifications; the percent read-through decreased from 13% for the
wild type 122-N7 to almost 0% for the 122-N7-ab. This suggests that RNA Pol III is unable to
read through the abasic modification. We then wanted to test whether non-natural nucleotides
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could induce transcription termination at a single position. The modified coligo templates were
divided into two categories: templates with non-natural nucleotides completely incorporated
during chemical DNA oligo synthesis (mut2B-Inv mut2B-S-S and mut2B-EDTA; Figure 39) and
those completed via post-synthesis incorporation (mut2B-SH, mut2B-NEM, and mut2B-tro;
Figure 40). Coligos mut2B-Inv, mut2B-S-S, mut2B-SH, mut2B-NEM, and mut2B-trop showed
similar profiles: a significant decrease in the production of tandem multimers (n > 1), a decrease
in percent read-through, a reduction of the HB of the monomer transcript, but most of all, a
decrease of total RNA in comparison to the WT coligo mut2B (Figures 39 and 40). From these
results, we tentatively conclude that the transcription elongation was disturbed by the presence of
the non-natural nucleotide, hence, the abrogation of tandem multimers and the reduction of the
percent read-through. However, we can also conclude that transcription initiation was so severely
affected by the presence of the non-natural nucleotide structurally close to the initiation site. We
believe that in order to test whether non-natural nucleotides can lead to site-specific termination
without interfering with transcription initiation and without reducing total RNA production, nonnatural nucleotides should be tested in linear double-stranded templates, where the non-natural
modifications can be placed far away from the initiation site. We tested two linear doublestranded templates, 122-trun and 122-tail (Figure 41). The results from the transcription of these
templates were inconclusive, hence, future studies should focus on the development of more
efficient templates to test the non-natural modifications.

4.5: Materials and methods:
4.5.1 Preparation of templates containing non-natural nucleotides:
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The oligos containing non-natural nucleotides incorporated during DNA synthesis where
ordered from synthetic DNA vendors. Oligo precursors to coligos: 122-N7-ab, 122-N7-C3,
mut2B-S-S and mut2B-WT were purchased from Integrated DNA Technologies (IDT). Oligo
precursors to coligos: mut2B-EDTA and mut2B-Inv were purchased from Gene Link. The
sequences of all the oligos can be found in table 3.
Template Circularization. To prepare the circular templates (coligos): 0.5 µM of each oligo
was incubated with 3 µM TS2126 Rnl1 in 50 μM ATP, 2.5 mM MnCl2, 50 mM MOPS (pH 7.5),
10mM KCl, 5 mM MgCl2, and 1 mM DTT for 2 hours at 60ºC. The nucleic acids were
phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen and
separated in 15% DPAGE and visualized by UV shadowing (on silica gel plates with fluorescent
indicator), the band corresponding to the circular form was excised, and extracted from the gel
using PAGE gel elution buffer (0. 5 M ammonium acetate, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM MgCl2 and
0.2% SDS). The eluted DNA was ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 g/µl glycogen. An
aliquot, about 10 pmols, was resolved in 15% dPAGE and visualized by incubating the DPAGE
gel with Stains-All as previously described [46] (Figure 39D).

4.5.2 In vitro transcription of the coligo templates:
Every in vitro transcription was performed as follows, a 20 µl volume reaction contained: 4 µl
bead volume of immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex (IP RNAP III; IP preparation is
described in Chapter 2, in the “materials and methods” section), 80 U RNasin® RNase inhibitor
(N2515, Promega), 0.6 mM each of ATP; GTP; CTP; 0.2 mM UTP; ~20 μCi [α- 32P]-UTP; 40
mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.9 (at 25°C); 6 mM MgCl2; 10 mM DTT; 2 mM spermidine and 100 nM
DNA template (2 pmol). Transcription reactions were incubated for 90 min at 37°C followed by
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extraction with TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher: catalog number: 15596-026) and precipitated in
isopropyl alcohol, as per manufacturer recommendation, in the presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen.
The resuspended RNA was separated by 10% denaturing polyacrylamide electrophoresis gel
(DPAGE) and visualized by exposing the dried gel to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE
healthcare), imaging was performed using the Typhoon 9000 gel imager (GE healthcare) using
the Phosphorimager program. The transcript bands were visualized due to the uniform
incorporation of radioactive [α- 32P]-UTP. (Figures: 38, 39, 40 and 41). The band radioactive
intensity was measured by ImageJ software [78] correcting for local background.

4.5.3 Reducing the 1,2-dithiane group in mut2B-S-S with TCEP to produce coligo mut2B-SH:
In order to produce coligo mut2B-SH, with two reduced thiol groups, 8.5 µM coligo
mut2B-S-S was treated with 850 µM tris(2-carboxyethyl)phosphine (TCEP; Alfa Aesar catalog
number J60316-04), in a 20 µl total volume. The reaction was degassed by Argon inert gas and
allowed to incubate overnight at room temperature. TCEP is present 100 times in excess to
coligo mut2B-S-S. After about 12 hours the nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted,
ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen and used for IVT. This protocol was
adapted from a protocol by the oligo manufacturer IDT [90].

4.5.4 Mut2B-SH treated with N-Ethylmaleimide to produce coligo mut2B-NEM:
After reducing coligo mut2B-S-S to mut2B-SH by TCEP as indicated above; 8.5 µM coligo
mut2B-SH was treated with 170 µM N-Ethylmaleimide (Sigma-Aldrich, catalog number: E38765G) in a 20 µl total volume. The reaction was degassed by Argon inert gas and allowed to
incubate overnight at 4°C. N-Ethylmaleimide is present 20 times in excess to mut2B-SH. After
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about 12 hours the nucleic acids were phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated in the
presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen and used for IVT. This protocol was adapted from a ThiolReactive Probe Labeling Protocol from Thermo Fisher.

4.5.5 Mut2B-SH treated with troponoid AB-2-157 to produce coligo mut2B-trop
Gel purified coligo mut2B-S-S was reduced to coligo mut2B-SH as previously described then
8.5 µM coligo mut2B-SH was treated with 170 µM troponoid AB-2-157 (Professor Murelli’s
group at Brooklyn College; synthesized as described in [84]) in a 20 µl total volume. The
reaction was degassed by Argon inert gas and allowed to incubate overnight at 4°C. Troponoid
AB-2-157 is present 20 times in excess to mut2B-SH. After about 12 hours the nucleic acids
were phenol/chloroform extracted, ethanol precipitated in the presence of 10 μg/µl glycogen and
used for IVT. This protocol was adapted from a Thiol-Reactive Probe Labeling Protocol from
Thermo Fisher [91].
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Chapter 5: TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias and sequencing optimization.
5.1: Introduction: The problem with low-quality reads in the sequencing experiments.
The work described in this chapter has been published [49]. TS2126 Rnl1 enzyme,
reported to be the same as commercial CircLigase, was employed for 5’end to 3’end
intramolecular ligation (circligation) in the coligo-seq procedure [49] and in step 6 of the in vitro
selection (Chapters 2 and 3). For a proper, unbiased in vitro selection, it is important that all
sequences have the same probability to be circularized and that there is no preference for a
particular sequence; however, ligation by CircLigase has previously been reported to have a
sequence bias in the context of intermolecular ligation, that is ssDNA ligation to other ssDNA
[92], for instance in adaptor ligation procedures. In our lab, an experiment was designed to test
whether the TS2126 Rnl1 ligase has circularization sequence bias in our procedures [66]. To this
end, a TS2126 Rnl1 substrate library (LBprimer) was constructed by placing seven randomized
nucleotides on each side of the ligation site (Figure 42A). The construct also contained forward
and reverse PCR primer binding sites and a single riboC between them (Figure 42A) [49]. The
linear substrate was circularized by TS2126 Rnl1 under conditions previously described [49, 52],
and it was re-linearized by treatment with RNase A, which digested the riboC between the PCR
binding sites. The re-linearized library had the PCR binding sites at the 5’ and 3’ ends of the
construct (Figure 42B). PCR amplification was performed with PCR primers that contained the
P5 and P7 Illumina technical sequences necessary for sequencing by NGS in the Illumina MiSeq
platform; the PCR amplicon was sequenced by NGS [49]. The FASTQ reads files obtained from
NGS were uploaded to the publicly available usegalaxy.org website [70] for analysis. The
sequencing reads were filtered to retain only those with a phred quality score above 20. Only 3%
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of the total reads had a phred quality score above 20 and were used for the bioinformatic
analysis; the rest (97% of the reads) were considered low quality and were discarded [49].
The bioinformatic analysis showed that the frequency of each nucleotide (A, C, G, T) at
every individual position of the randomized area is close to the expected 25% [49]. Furthermore,
the 3’ terminal nucleotide has an almost equal frequency for A, C, G and T; additionally, all 16
possible dinucleotides were found to have been ligated at similar efficiency, which was close to
the theoretical 6.25% [49]. Although the bioinformatic analysis demonstrated that TS2126 Rnl1
has no significant sequence bias in the context of circularization, only 3% of the total reads were
used for the analysis since 97% of the reads fell below the 20 phred quality score. A possible
reason for the low-quality reads is the short, 89 bp insert size (133 bp total amplicon size), which
could lead to poor cluster formation [93]. For the sequencing experiments, a MiSeq 300 cycle kit
was used; therefore, an 89 bp insert can lead to erroneous sequencing in the “oligo run” of the
flow-cell, creating a low-diversity region at the end of the reads. A region of low nucleotide
diversity interferes with proper cluster formation in the Illumina MiSeq flow-cell, leading to a
failed sequencing run [93].
In this chapter, we describe a new strategy that we designed to increase the percentage of
good-quality reads. In our new approach, the library preparation protocol was modified to
produce a longer insert size by including longer filler sequences (Figure 42C). As shown in
Figure 42, the re-linearized LBprimer construct was prepared by the same method as the one
previously described [49]; however, the PCR amplicon insert size was designed to be 171 bp
long (215 bp total amplicon size). The new library preparation method produced 94% goodquality reads above a phred quality score of 20, solving the problem. The results from the new
experiment confirmed the results obtained from the original study (Figure 44).
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5.2: TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias experiments.
5.2.1: Library preparation schematic for high-throughput sequencing:
Figure 42 shows the library preparation schematic for high-throughput sequencing. The relinearized LBprimer construct was produced as described both above and in our published study
[49]. The re-linearized LBprimer construct consists of a 14-nucleotide random region flanked by
a 22 nt constant region at the 5’ end and a 25 nt constant region at the 3’ end. Figure 42B
illustrates the library preparation schematic for the original sequencing, which produced the short
insert; the PCR amplicon produced by this method has an 89 bp insert region (133 bp total
amplicon size). Most reads obtained from this experiment were of low quality, as previously
stated—only 3% were used for analysis. In order to increase the percentage of good-quality
reads, the library preparation protocol was modified to produce a longer insert size (Figure 42C).
The original re-linearized LBprimer was first amplified by PCR with primers (sequences in
Table 4) that included filler sequences to increase the size of the construct to 106 bp (PCR 1). A
second PCR was performed to add partial adapter sequences (sequences in Table 4) that serve as
a constant region for the addition of Illumina technical sequences (PCR 2). This step also serves
to increase the size of the construct to 171 bp. The 171 bp amplicon was then sent to Genewiz,
where a third PCR was performed to introduce the Illumina P7 and P5 technical sequences (PCR
3). The MiSeq 300 cycle kit was used to bring the final size of the amplicon to 215 bp containing
a 171 bp insert suitable for sequencing. The new library preparation method produced 94%
good-quality reads.
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Figure 42. Library preparation schematic for high-throughput sequencing. A) The re-linearized
LBprimer construct consists of a 14-nucleotide random region flanked by a 22 nt constant region at the 5’
end and a 25 nt constant region at the 3’ end. B) Original library preparation schematic; the PCR
amplicon produced by this method has an 89 bp insert region (133 bp total amplicon size). C) New library
preparation; the original re-linearized LBprimer was first amplified by PCR with primers that included
filler sequences to increase the size of the construct to 106 bp (PCR 1). A second PCR was performed to
add partial adapter sequences that serve as a constant region for the addition of Illumina technical
sequences (PCR 2,) to produce a171 bp amplicon. A third PCR was performed at Genewiz to introduce
the Illumina P7 and P5 technical sequences (PCR 3),

5.2.2: New library preparation method:
Figure 43 shows the new library preparation experiments that produced the longer
amplicon and led to good-quality reads. Circularization of LBprimer was performed with 3 µM
TS2126 Rnl1, as previously described [49]; the linear LBprimer oligo 0.25 µM (Figure 43A;
lane 1) was circularized (aka circligated) using 3 µM TS2126 Rnl1 (Figure 43A; lane 2). The
circular oligo was gel purified (Figure 43A; lane 3) and re-linearized using 1 mg/ml RNase A
(Figure 43A; lane 4). Figure 43B shows the second PCR amplification using forward and reverse
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primers that contained partial adapter sequences that serve as a constant region for the addition
of Illumina technical sequences (PCR 2). The 106 bp amplicon produced by PCR 1 (lane 1) was
amplified using forward and reverse primers that contained partial adapter sequences. PCR 2 was
performed at 12, 16, and 21 cycles (lanes 3, 4, and 5); products from all the cycles were pooled
together and sent for sequencing at Genewiz. The amplicon produced by PCR 2 is 171 bp long.

Figure 43. New library preparation method. A) Circularization of LBprimer using 3 µM TS2126 Rnl1
as previously described [4]. Lane 1: pre-circularized LBprimer. Lane 2: circularized LBprimer. Lane 3:
gel-purified circular LBprimer. Lane 4: re-linearized LBprimer. B) Second PCR using forward and
reverse primers that contained partial adapter sequences that serve as a constant region for the addition of
Illumina technical sequences (PCR 2). The amplicon produced by PCR 2 is 171 bp long.

5.3: TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias: bioinformatic analysis results:
Figure 44A illustrates the nucleotide distribution at each randomized position of the
circularized LBprimer at its 5’ and 3’ end. The sequence logo on Figure 44B shows the
probability of a nucleotide being present at each randomized position. The sequence logo was
generated using the sequence logo generator WebLogo 3 [68]. Figure 44C shows the
dinucleotide distribution, which confirms that there is no strong preference for a pair of
nucleotides at the 5’ and 3’ ligation site for circularization by TS2126 Rnl1. All 16 possible
combinations were found and the most frequent was separated from the least frequent by about
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4%. The results from this experiment confirm the results obtained from the original experiment
[49]. Four out of the top five dinucleotide pairs (TA, TG, TT, AA) are the same in both
experiments, and four out of the bottom five dinucleotide pairs (CC, GC, GG, GT) are the same
in both experiments, but the difference in percent occurrence is small. Overall, then, there is a
detectable bias, but as long as the reaction is allowed to proceed long enough that complete
ligation is approached, no sequences will be omitted due to ligation bias.

Figure 44. TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias: bioinformatic analysis results. A) Nucleotide
distribution at each randomized position of the circularized LBprimer at its 5’ and 3’ end. B) The
sequence logo shows the probability of a nucleotide being present at each randomized position. C) The
dinucleotide distribution shows that there is no strong preference for a pair of nucleotides at the 5’ and 3’
for circularization by TS2126 Rnl1.

5.4: Discussion:
In this chapter, we presented a sequencing library preparation strategy aimed to produce a
PCR amplicon with the proper size for high-throughput sequencing via the Illumina MiSeq
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platform. The library preparation protocol was modified from a previously published method
[49] to produce a longer insert size by including longer filler sequences. The new protocol
produced a PCR amplicon with a 171 bp long insert (215 bp total amplicon size). The longer
insert most likely avoided erroneous sequencing in the “oligo run” of the flow-cell, and it
prevented the formation of a low-diversity region at the end of the reads, which could lead to
improper cluster formation [93]. Bioinformatic analysis indicated that 94% of the reads obtained
from the new method were above a 20-phred quality score. The results from this analysis
confirm the results from the original experiment [49]. The results from this experiment suggest
that there is a difference in TS2126 susceptibility to sequence bias when comparing
intramolecular ligations to intermolecular ligations. It seems that TS2126 is less prone to
sequence bias in the context of intramolecular ligation (circligation), in comparison to the
reported sequence bias in intermolecular ligation, observed in previous studies [92]. In our in
vitro selection and in our coligo-seq protocol we only use TS2126 for intramolecular ligations.
Therefore, there is a lower probability of sequence bias in our procedures.

5.5: Materials and methods:
5.5.1: New library preparation method:
Circularization of LBprimer (sequence in Table 4) was performed exactly as detailed in
[49]; 0.25 µM pre-circularized LBprimer oligo was circularized using 3 µM TS2126 Rnl 1 for 90
min at 60ºC followed by PCI extraction and ethanol precipitation in the presence of 10 µg/µl of
glycogen. Bradford protein assay was used to estimate TS2126 concentration. The circular
product was separated by 12% DPAGE,the gel band containing the circular oligo was excised.
The circular product was eluted from the gel using a gel elution buffer that contained: 0.5 M
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ammonium acetate, 1 mM EDTA, 20 mM magnesium chloride and 0.2 % SDS, followed by
ethanol precipitation in the presence of 10 µg/µl of glycogen. The purified circular product was
then treated with 1 mg/ml RNase A for 90 min at 60ºC, in a 20 µl total volume, followed by PCI
extraction and ethanol precipitation in the presence of 10 ug/µl of glycogen. The precipitated
product was used as a template for PCR 1 using primers (sequence shown in Table 4) that
included filler sequences to increase the size of the construct to 106 bp. The PCR conditions
were as follows: in a total 100 µl volume, 1 µl Taq Polymerase (GeneScript; catalog number:
E00007-1000), 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM forward primer (LB1fw; sequence in table 4), 1 µM reverse
primer (LB1rvp; sequence in table 4) and 1X buffer. At 94°C denaturation for 30 seconds, 94°C
for 15 sec, 62°C annealing for 30 seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min for 15 cycles. The
product was run on 2.5% non-denaturing agarose gel electrophoresis in the presence of ethidium
bromide, located via UV shadowing and extracted using the Monarch gel extraction kit (NEB
Labs, catalog number: NEB #T1020). The 106 bp amplicon produced by PCR 1 was amplified
using forward and reverse primers that contained partial adapter sequences serving as a constant
region for the addition of Illumina technical sequences. PCR 2 was performed under the
following conditions: in a total 100 µl volume, 1 µl Taq Polymerase, 200 µM dNTP, 1 µM
forward primer (LB2fw; sequence in table 4), 1 µM reverse primer (LB2rvp; sequence in table 4)
and 1X buffer. At 94°C denaturation for 30 seconds, 94°C for 15 sec, 62°C annealing for 30
seconds and 70°C extension for 5 min. Cycle optimization was performed at different number of
cycles (12, 16 and 21 cycles) products from all the cycles were pooled together and run on 2.5%
agarose gel electrophoresis. Different number cycles were tested to look for the optimal number
of cycles for PCR amplification, all the tested cycles produced the expected PCR product,
therefore they were all combined and used for sequencing The 171 bp product was located via
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UV shadowing and extracted using Monarch gel extraction kit (NEB Labs, catalog number: NEB
#T1020) and sent for high-throughput sequencing at Genewiz (South Plainfield, NJ).
5.5.2: Bioinformatics analysis:
Bioinformatics analysis was done using the bioinformatic tools available at
usegalaxy.org. The FASTQ files produced from the sequencing run were uploaded to
usegalaxy.org. The reads were filtered to retain only those with a phred quality score above 20;
94% of the reads were kept. Phred measures the accuracy of the base calling by the Illumina
sequencing equipment; phred quality score 20 means 99% accuracy in the base calling. By
means of the FASTQ Summary Statistics tool, the retained reads were statistically analyzed to
determine the percent nucleotide distribution at each randomized position [66]. The reads were
trimmed to retain only the randomized region using the “trim sequences tool” [66]. The
sequences were then collapsed, and the sequence logo was generated using the sequence logo
generator WebLogo 3 [68]. To analyze the dinucleotide ligation region, the sequences were
further trimmed to only retain the n7-N7 positions where the 5’ and 3’ ends are ligated. The
dinucleotide sequences were then analyzed by the FASTQ Summary Statistics tool. The result
files of the high-throughput sequencing are available in the National Center for Biotechnology
Information database under BioSample accession number SAMN09534545.
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Chapter 6: A comparison of coligo transcription termination by immunoprecipitated
human RNA Pol III and yeast RNA Pol III holo and core enzymes.

6.1: Introduction:
One of our main goals is to understand, predict and control coligo transcription
termination; therefore, it is crucial that we understand RNA Pol III transcription termination on
coligo templates. Experiments in which specific RNA polymerases were inhibited were used to
reveal that coligos are exclusively transcribed by RNA Pol III in transfected human cells and
whole cell extract preparations [46]. All coligo in vitro transcriptions described in this thesis
were performed using a FLAG-tagged, immunoprecipitated (IP) human RNA Pol III. However,
most of the basic research related to RNA Pol III transcription termination on natural gene
templates has been performed using yeast RNA Pol III as the enzyme model. A study comparing
coligo transcription by IP human RNA Pol III and coligo transcription by yeast RNA Pol III,
which was conducted in our laboratory, demonstrated that both polymerases produced RNA
transcripts with similar transcript profiles [48], indicating that coligo transcription is conserved
among the two species. In double-stranded genes, RNA Pol III terminates transcription at a
template strand oligo dA-tract stop signal [94], most likely due to the formation of the unstable
dA:rU hybrid, which can destabilize the elongation complex [39]. Two transcription termination
mechanisms have been identified for yeast RNA Pol III: one that requires all 17 subunits
(holoenzyme) and another where transcription termination is achieved in the absence of the C53,
C37 and C11 subunits (core enzyme) [89]. A study has shown that transcription termination by
the holoenzyme required a track of at least 7 templated dAs, whereas the core enzyme required a
track of at least 9 templated dAs to stop transcription [89]. The C53, C37 and C11 subunits,
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missing in the core enzyme, seem to be involved in slowing transcription elongation through the
dA track and in preventing transcript arrest; the C11 subunit seems to be essential for transcript
cleavage [89]; that is, for the disassociation of the RNA transcript from the elongation complex;
C11 allows the enzyme to switch between an RNA elongation and RNA cleavage mode [95]. In
addition, structural studies have indicated that the C53, C37 and C11 subunits interact with the
dT track in the non-template (NT) strand, causing a structural change that leads to the
polymerase disassociation [33].
Coligos are single-stranded templates that lack both a long dA track (dA>4) and a NT
strand. We suspect that coligo transcription termination is largely determined by its secondary
structure; transcription termination seems to be confined to the larger loop. However, some
coligos do have templated non-canonical termination signals (dA<4) that, at least for human RNA
Pol III, seem to be enough to provoke transcription termination [80]. The importance of the noncanonical termination signals for coligo transcription termination is still uncertain. For instance,
coligo-seq analysis of coligo 122 transcripts showed that 60% of transcripts terminate 3
nucleotides after the dAAACA signal (Figure 45A), which in humans can be a non-canonical
termination signal (but termination occurs within the sequence) [52]. The mechanism by which
termination occurs might be different, in coligo templates versus human genes, but transcription
termination might be influenced by the same signals. In contrast, coligo mut2B lacks any known
termination signal in the larger loop area where transcription termination is observed, and
transcription termination is much more spread around the loop than for coligo 122 (Figure 37).
This observation suggests that there might be some contribution of the non-canonical signal that
leads to a more precise transcription termination in coligo 122, compared to mut2B. To observe
whether transcription termination of the coligo template was susceptible to the absence of the
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C53, C37 and C11 subunits, we wanted to compare the transcription of coligo 122 by RNA Pol
III holoenzyme to the transcription of coligo 122 by RNA Pol III core enzyme. Given that the
difference in the transcription termination mechanism of the two enzymes relies on the length of
the dA track in the template, as well as in the holoenzyme interacting with the NT strand,
observing a difference in the transcription termination of coligo 122 migth suggest that the
transcription termination of the coligo template could to a certain degree depend on the poly-dA
signal.

6.2: Comparison of coligo transcription termination by IP human RNA Pol III and yeast RNA
Pol III holo and core enzymes:
, We performed all coligo in vitro transcriptions in our laboratory using ahuman RNA Pol III
enzyme obtained by immunoprecipitation. Proteomic analysis was used to determine that all 17
subunits were present in our preparation, including the C53, C37, and C11 [52], C53 and C37 are
homologs of the RNAPII initiation factor TFIIF and C11 is a homolog of RNAPII subunit Rpb9
and transcript cleavage factor TFIIS [96]. We obtained the yeast RNA Pol III holo and core
enzymes from Dr. Richard Maraia at the Natural Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD). We
wanted to test if coligo in vitro transcription was affected by the absence of the C53, C37 and
C11 subunits, missing in the core enzyme. We chose coligo 122 as the model coligo because it
contains a potential non-canonical stop signal (dA<4) after which most transcripts terminate, as
determined by coligo-seq of the coligo 122 transcript produced by transcription with IP human
RNA Pol III. Figure 45A shows the coligo 122 sequencing analysis of the monomer transcript (n
= 1); the green bars indicate the distribution of initiation at a particular site (based on number of
reads with the corresponding 5’ end), and red bars indicate the distribution of termination at a
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site (based on number of reads with the corresponding 3’ end). Figure 45A also shows the
DPAGE separation of the coligo 122 transcript; notice that the monomer transcript (n = 1) has
two discrete bands: a more predominant band of lower molecular weight (monoA) and a less
intense band of slightly higher molecular weight (monoB). The monoB transcript is be produced
when the RNA Pol III enzyme escapes the monoA stop signal and is allowed to elongate the
transcript about 5 nucleotides further; it then stops transcription, perhaps due to the secondary
structure of the coligo template, releasing the monoB transcript.
Coligo 122 at a 100 nM concentration was transcribed in vitro by IP human RNA Pol III,
yeast holo RNA Pol III, and yeast core RNA Pol III. Figure 45B shows the DPAGE separation of
the transcripts produced by each enzyme. As expected, transcription of coligo 122 by the human
polymerase produced a monomer transcript that is resolved in the gel as two discrete bands:
monoA and monoB (Figure 45B; lane 2). In addition, in this experiment but not all experiments
monoA was resolved by the gel into two major bands. Transcription by the yeast holo enzyme
also produced the two monomer bands; however, there is an observable increase in the
production of the monoB transcript in comparison to the human polymerase transcript (Figure
45B; lane 2). Transcription of coligo 122 by the yeast core enzyme produced an even higher
amount of the monoB transcript (Figure 45B; lane 3). Three independent repeats were carried out
under the same conditions. The intensity of the monoA and monoB bands were measured using
the ImageJ imaging software [78]. The % monoB was calculated as the monoB band intensity
divided by the total monomer band intensity (monoA + monoB) times 100. We averaged the %
monoB from the three independent replicates to produce the data illustrated in Figure 45C, which
shows that the transcription of coligo 122 by the human RNA Pol III produces about 10%
monoB.
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Figure 45. Comparison of coligo transcription termination by IP human RNA Pol III and yeast
RNA Pol III holo and core enzyme. A) Left panel: DPAGE separation of the coligo 122 transcript; (n =
1) is the monomer transcript; (n = 2) is the tandem dimer transcript. Right panel: mapping of the
sequencing reads of coligo 122 transcript, by coligo-seq. Green bars indicate the frequency of initiation at
a particular site, and red bars indicate the frequency of termination at a site. B) DPAGE separation of the
transcripts produced by each enzyme: IP human RNA Pol III (hs III), yeast holo enzyme (sc III Holo),
and yeast core enzyme (sc III Core). C) The % monoB, calculated as monoB band intensity divided by
the total monomer band intensity (monoA + monoB) times 100. Asterisk (*) represent levels of
significance; (*) = p-value < 0.05; (**) = p-value < 0.01. D) The % dimer calculated as the tandem dimer
band intensity divided by the total RNA (dimer band intensity + total monomer band intensity) times 100.
Note that the dimer contains 2-fold more radioactive label, we did not correct for this in our analysis
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When the same coligo is transcribed by the yeast holo polymerase, the % monoB
increases to about 20%. The % monoB significantly increases when the coligo is transcribed by
the yeast core polymerase, to about 40%. The increase in % monoB observed in the transcription
by the yeast holo enzyme, compared to that of the human polymerase, might be explained by the
fact that the effect of non-canonical stop signals (dA<4), like the one present in coligo 122
(dAAACA), have only been observed in human RNA Pol III [80]. What is remarkable is the
significant increase in % monoB in the coligo transcription by the yeast core enzyme, where in
the absence of the C53, C37 and C11 subunits, almost half of the total monomer transcript is
elongated about 5 nt further to produce the monoB transcript. Perhaps in the absence of these
subunits, the enzyme more easily escapes the first stop signal (monoA stop site) and is allowed
to continue transcription about 5 nt longer. Transcription does eventually terminate to produce
monoB, either by a second stop signal (monoB stop site) or by the secondary structure of the
coligo.
Next, we wanted to know if there was an increase in the percentage of the tandem dimer
transcript (n = 2) produced when the coligo was transcribed by the yeast holo and core enzymes
in comparison to the human enzyme; in other words, we wanted to know if there was an increase
in the percent readthrough to produce the dimer (% dimer). We calculated the % dimer as the
tandem dimer band intensity divided by the total RNA (dimer band intensity + total monomer
band intensity) times 100. We averaged the % dimer from the three independent replicates to
produce the data in Figure 45D. This figure shows that the transcription of coligo 122 by the
human RNA Pol III produces about 13% dimer. Note that the dimer contains 2-fold more
radioactive label, we did not correct for this in our analysis; however, given that we expect the
same dimer to be produced by the three polymerases it should not affect our comparison among
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them. When the same coligo is transcribed by the yeast holo polymerase, the % dimer is about
10%. The % dimer when the coligo is transcribed by the yeast core polymerase is about 11%.
There was no significant difference in the % dimer as determined by p-test statistical analysis.
These results suggest that when the coligo is transcribed by all the tested polymerases, there is
very similar readthrough over the monomer stop signals (either sequence signals or structural
effects) to produce the tandem dimer.

6.3: Discussion:
In our comparison of coligo 122 transcription by human RNA Pol III and by the yeast
holo and core RNA Pol III enzymes, we found that transcription by the yeast holo enzyme led to
a slightly higher % monoB in comparison to the transcription by the human enzyme (Figure
45C). This corroborates our previous comparison of human Pol III with holo scPol III [48]. We
observed a significant increase in % monoB when coligo 122 was transcribed by the core
enzyme, which lacks the C53, C37 and C11 subunits (Figure 45C). This result suggests that at
least some of the transcripts we observe terminate in a C53/C37/C11-dependent manner.
Interestingly, there was no significant difference in the % dimer when we compared the
transcripts produced by each enzyme (Figure 45D). Based on these results, we hypothesize that
the human polymerase is more susceptible to the first stop signal (monoA stop signal) where the
polymerase is stalled and the monoA transcript is released; although we do not know the identity
of the stop signal, it could be the non-canonical dAAACA stop signal. Occasionally, the
polymerase seems to escape the monoA stop signal to continue transcript synthesis 5 nt further,
where the polymerase again stops, either due to the secondary structure of the coligo template or
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by an unidentified second stop signal (monoB stop signal), and the monoB transcript is released,
which in the transcription by the human polymerase only accounts for 10% of the total monomer.
The yeast holo enzyme also seems to stop at the monoA stop signal to produce the
monoA transcript, but it seems to be slightly less susceptible to it, allowing more readthrough; it
then stops again and releases the monoB transcript, which accounts for about 20% of the total
monomer. The yeast core enzyme seems to be the least susceptible to the suggested monoA stop
signal; about 60% of the total monomer is produced when the polymerase is stalled at the monoA
stop signal, and the rest (40%) is monoB readthrough product. Given that there is no significant
difference in the % dimer, we speculate that the secondary structure of the coligo template could
serve as a secondary “failsafe” transcription termination motif. Here we propose a possible
coligo transcription termination mechanism, where RNA Pol III transcribes the coligo template
until it encounters a stop signal that stalls the polymerase and the transcript is released. If the
polymerase escapes the stop signal, the secondary structure of the coligo acts as a failsafe
transcription termination motif that prevents readthrough. If the polymerase is able to escape the
secondary-structure transcription termination motif, the polymerase will elongate the transcript
into a tandem dimer, where it will again encounter the stop signal and the transcription
termination motif and release the tandem dimer. This hypothesis is supported by the periodicity
of the coligo transcripts (n > 1). It is also supported by the observation that in the absence of the
C53, C37 and C11 subunits, the polymerase is able to read through the monoA stop signal in
higher percentages than the holo enzymes (human and yeast); however, the polymerase does not
produce higher percentages of tandem dimer, suggesting that there is a failsafe transcription
termination that prevents read through into the tandem dimer. This hypothesis would also explain
both how coligo templates induce transcription termination in the absence of a templated stop
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signal and why coligos that have templated non-canonical stop signals produce more
homogenous 3’ ends. Alternatively, the strong stem-loop secondary structure of both transcript
and coligo may have a tendency to form the hairpin each time the polymerase reaches the larger
loop, and terminates in a process that is unique to coligos.

6.4: Materials and methods:
6.4.1: In vitro transcription of coligo 122 by IP human RNA Pol III:
The in vitro transcription was performed as follows. A 20 µl volume reaction contained 4
µl bead volume of immunoprecipitated RNAP III complex (IP RNAP III; IP preparation is
described in Chapter 2, in the “Materials and methods” section); 80 U RNasin® RNase inhibitor
(N2515, Promega); 0.6 mM each of ATP, GTP, and CTP; 0.2 mM UTP; ~20 μCi [α- 32P]-UTP;
40 mM TRIS-HCl pH 7.9 (at 25°C); 6 mM MgCl2; 10 mM DTT; 2 mM spermidine; and 100 nM
coligo 122 template (2 pmol). Transcription reactions were incubated for 90 min at 37°C,
followed by extraction with TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher: catalog number: 15596-026) and
precipitated in isopropyl alcohol, as per manufacturer recommendation, in the presence of 10
ug/µl glycogen. The resuspended RNA was separated by 10% denaturing polyacrylamide
electrophoresis gel (DPAGE) and visualized by exposing the dried gel to a Typhoon
Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare). Imaging was performed using the Typhoon 9000 gel
imager (GE healthcare) with the Phosphorimager program. The transcript bands were visualized
due to the uniform incorporation of radioactive [α-

32

P]-UTP (Figure 45B; lane 2). The bands’

radioactive intensity was measured by ImageJ software [78], correcting for local background.
The p-test statistical analysis depicted in Figure 45C was performed using the “Data analysis”
function in Microsoft Excel.
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6.4.2: In vitro transcription of coligo 122 by yeast RNA Pol III holo and core enzymes:
The yeast RNA Pol III holo and core enzymes were a gift from Dr. Richard Maraia at the
Natural Institutes of Health (Bethesda, MD). The in vitro transcription was performed as follows:
a 20 µl volume reaction contained 3 µl of purified RNA Pol III (either holo or core enzymes); 80
U RNasin® RNase inhibitor (N2515, Promega); 0.6 mM each of ATP, GTP, and CTP; 0.2 mM
UTP; ~20 μCi [α- 32P]-UTP; 2.4 mM Na HEPES; 0.84 mM MgCl2; 1.2 mM 2-mercaptoethanol;
60 mM NaCl; and 100 nM coligo 122 template (2 pmol). Transcription reactions were incubated
for 90 min at 37°C, followed by extraction with TRIzol reagent (Thermo Fisher: catalog number:
15596-026) and precipitated in isopropyl alcohol, as per manufacturer recommendation, in the
presence of 10 ug/µl glycogen. The resuspended RNA was separated by 10% DPAGE and
visualized by exposing the dried gel to a Typhoon Phosphorimager Screen (GE healthcare).
Imaging was performed using the Typhoon 9000 gel imager (GE healthcare) with the
Phosphorimager program. The transcript bands were visualized due to the uniform incorporation
of radioactive [α- 32P]-UTP (Figure 45B; lane 2). The band radioactive intensity was measured
by ImageJ software [78], correcting for local background. The p-test statistical analysis depicted
in Figure 45C was performed using the “Data analysis” function in Microsoft Excel
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Chapter 7: Conclusions and outlook
7.1 Overview:
The overall goal of this project is to develop synthetic, single-stranded circular
oligonucleotides (coligos) as promoter-independent, small RNA-expression vectors that can be
employed in biomedical research. The specific goal of the work presented in this thesis is to
further understand coligo transcription initiation and termination by RNA Pol III. Different
strategies were used to study transcription initiation and termination. To understand coligo
transcription initiation, an in vitro selection method was developed to search for sequence and
structure features that lead to optimal transcription initiation by RNA Pol III (Chapter 2). Two
different combinatorial libraries were created: In one library, Jct-N12, 12 nucleotides spanning
the stem-loop junction initiation motif of a successful coligo were randomized (Chapter 2). In the
other library, Jct-N3-N3, six nucleotides were randomized, three on each side of the stem region
of the stem-loop initiation motif (Chapter 3). Multiple rounds of in vitro selection were
performed on both libraries. The selected templates were sequenced by NGS and analyzed using
various bioinformatic tools. The trends, sequence features, and secondary features deciphered on
each selection are detailed in chapters 2 and 3. In this chapter, we summarize some of the key
findings and propose a new insight into coligo transcription initiation.
Transcription termination on coligo templates is less predictable than initiation and often
leads to transcripts with heterogeneous 3’ ends [52]; it also leads to the production of tandem
multimers (n > 1). In Chapter 4 of this report, we described using non-natural nucleotides on the
coligo templates to try to interrupt transcript elongation in a site-specific manner due to the
structural incompatibility of the non-natural nucleotides with the polymerase active site. In this
chapter, we summarize some of the findings and propose future studies that can aid in the study
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of non-natural nucleotides as coligo transcription terminators. In Chapter 6 of this report, we
compared coligo transcription by IP’d human RNA Pol III to transcription by the yeast holo and
core RNA Pol III enzymes to determine whether coligo transcription termination is susceptible to
the absence of subunits C53/C37/C11 which have been reported to be involved in coligo
termination [33, 89]. The results of this study, as summarized in that chapter, gave us a new
perspective into coligo termination by RNA Pol III. Finally, in this chapter, we discuss the future
direction in the study of coligo development as an RNA expression vector and future
applications of the coligo technology.

7.2: Structural and sequence features that lead to transcription initiation of coligo templates by
RNA Polymerase III:

7.2.1: Development of an in vitro selection method to find optimal structure-dependent initiators
and the selection of the JctN12 library:
In Chapter 2, we described a multiple-round, in vitro selection method that was
developed to search for transcription-initiation motifs that lead to optimal coligo transcription
initiation (Figure 6C). The selected library, after multiple rounds of selection, was sequenced by
NGS, and the selected (enriched) sequences were analyzed with various bioinformatic tools. In
the selected sequences, we identified a strong preference for a single pyrimidine in a purine-rich
stem-loop junction, positions +3 to -2 (Figure 25). This finding strongly supports earlier
observations that RNA Pol III initiates coligo transcription at a template strand pyrimidine [49,
52]. A 3’-TGN-5’ motif was identified in positions +1 to +3 of the stem portion of the stem-loop
junction of the selected sequences (Figure 25).
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When the transcripts of the selected library JctN12-R6 were sequenced by coligo-seq, we
discovered that 37% of the transcripts were initiated on this motif (Figure 25). It is important to
note that selection in this area of the stem could have been biased by the constant 5’-ACA-3
region on the opposite side of the stem (Figure 21A). However, in Chapter 3, we noted that the
3’-TGN-5’ motif is part of a broader motif identified in this region of the stem-loop junction. We
also explored the importance of the A:A mismatch in position +3. As was previously observed,
transcription initiation is almost exclusively confined to the stem-loop junction [49, 52]. 97% of
the initiation events took place in this area in both selected (Jct-N12-R6) and non-selected
(JctN12-R0) libraries (Figures 24 and 26). Although this trend was previously observed [49, 52],
it is remarkable to see that it is conserved in millions of templates present in the coligo library.
The most abundant sequence in the Jct-N12-R6 selected library, named W-1 (Figure
19C), was prepared as a coligo template and transcribed in vitro. W-1 coligo produced about 10fold more transcripts than Library JctN12 (Figure 22), and it produced 1.5-fold more transcript
RNA than coligo 122, demonstrating that the selected template was much more efficient than the
randomized library but only slightly better than coligo 122. This suggests that there was, in fact,
a selection in favor of W-1, but it also suggests that the selection favored constant features
shared by both W-1 and coligo 122.The constant region of the JctN12 library constrained the
number of possible selected sequences, given that the constant region is fixed, the selected
sequences are very similar to the parental 122 sequence.. In fact, the constant region of the
combinatorial library comes from the coligo 122 template. The polymerase is more attracted to
the stem-loop structure of the templates morethan to any individual sequence in particular. This
could explain why the most-enriched sequence (W-1) is only slightly better than coligo 122 and
why most of the selected templates have large loops (15 to 18 nt long). Given that, for most
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members on the combinatorial library, the randomized area would most likely be a part of the
larger loop, the polymerase would preferentially begin transcription very close to the start of the
constant region. Sequences that would result in a significant extension of the stem appear to have
been selected against, in the invitro selection. A new combinatorial library (Jct-N3-N3) with a
smaller randomized region was designed to increase the concentration of the individual
sequences, to increase the probability of selecting better performing templates and to eliminate
sequence bias in the stem region of the stem-loop junction.

7.2.2: In vitro selection of the Jct-N3-N3 library:
In Chapter 3, we described the in vitro selection of a new, bipartite, coligo combinatorial
library: Jct-3N-3N. The new library contains six randomized nucleotides: three nucleotides on
each side of the stem region of the stem-loop junction in positions +1 to +3 (Figure 28). By
reducing the number of randomized positions, we increased the concentration of each unique
sequence in the library. We expected that this would bring the concentration of the preferred
sequences closer to the required Km for transcription RNA Pol III, and we hoped that this would
help the polymerase bind the variable region of the template and select for the preferred unique
templates (sequences and secondary structures). By randomizing both sides of the stem in
positions +1 to +3 of the stem-loop junction, we hoped to eliminate the “opposite-strand bias”
observed in the selection of the Jct-N12 library. We expected that this library design would allow
the polymerase to select the most favorable secondary structure features (i.e., base pairs,
mismatches, bulges, and alternative base parings with nucleotides in the loop).
The in vitro selection method developed in Chapter 2 was used for the selection of the
Jct-3N-3N library. After four rounds of selection, the selected library was sequenced by NGS,
and the selected sequences were analyzed using various bioinformatic tools. Selection in favor of
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24 unique sequences was observed. In the final selected library (R4), the 24 top sequences
represented 41.19% of the total number of reads. In contrast, the top 24 sequences in the unselected library (R0) represented only 2.05 % of the total reads (Figure 30). We identified
sequence Sq1 as the most abundant unique sequence. It was present at 62-fold above noise level
and represented 5.01% of the total number of reads (Figures 31). A 5’-APuPy-3’ motif in the +3
to +1 position of the stem-loop junction was identified (Figure 34). This motif includes the 5’AGT-3’ motif identified in the JctN12 selection in Chapter 2. We observed a clear preference for
a single pyrimidine in the first position of the stem (Position +1 of the stem-loop junction)
surrounded by purines (Figure 35), which is similar to what we observed in the selection of JctN12. In the secondary structures of selected templates, we observed a preference for a base pair in
position +2. The only type of mismatch present was T:G, the hydrogen bonds of which are only
slightly lower in energy than a T-A base pair (Figure 35). Interestingly, there is a clear
preference for a weaker base (T-A) or a mismatch in the third position in the stem, position +3
(Figure 35). We speculate that a mismatch in this position makes it easier for the polymerase to
unwind the stem double helix, we expect that this could also lead to higher readthrough, more
tandem multimer production.
Mutants of Sq1 were designed to test the trends observed in the selected sequences
(Figure 36). Removing a pyrimidine from the stem-loop junction reduced transcription by more
than half compared to the wild-type Sq1 template. Replacing the mismatch in position +3 with a
C-G base pair reduced transcription by almost half. Inexplicably, combining both mutations by
removing the pyrimidine from the stem-loop junction and replacing the mismatch led to only a
slight reduction in the transcription of the template in comparison to wild-type Sq1.
Transcription of mutants that contained three strong C-G base pairs in portion +1 to +3 showed a
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similar reduction in transcription as was exhibited by the single mutant that lacked a pyrimidine
in the stem-loop junction. These findings suggest that having a pyrimidine in the stem-loop
junction, though not indispensable, is an important feature for coligo initiation. It also suggests
that having a mismatch or weak base pair in position +3 is favorable but not essential.

7.2.3: Proposed coligo transcription initiation model:
Based on the results and observations of the in vitro selections of the combinatorial
libraries Jct-N12 (Chapter 2) and Jct-N3-N3 (Chapter 3), and based on previous studies
conducted in our lab [46, 47, 48, 49, 52], we propose a model for coligo transcription initiation
by RNA Pol III. We predict that the polymerase binds to the larger loop of the coligo template in
the proximity of the stem-loop junction where it begins transcription on a templated pyrimidine.
The single stranded loop mimics the structure of the transcription bubble in the transcription
initiation of natural genes. In a cellular context, transcription factor TFIIIB is involved in
unwinding the double helix granting the polymerase access to the promoter region [97]. The
larger loop of the coligo structure is a stable single stranded region that does not require
unwinding hence coligo transcription initiation does not required the presence of TFIIIB;
proteomic analysis showed that transcription factors are depleted in our RNA Pol III IP
preparation [47]. Also, in the cellular context, it has been reported transcription factor TFIIIC is
involved in recruiting the polymerase to the transcription initiation site; however, transcription
by RNA Pol III in the absence of TFIIIC has already been reported [98]. We believe that RNA
Pol III binds to the larger loop of the coligo, in the absence of TFIIIC, then the larger loop
diffuses into the DNA binding cleft without the need of TFIIIB to unwind the transcription
bubble. The polymerase then reaches the stem-loop junction structure, that serves as a structural
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promoter, in the absence of RNA Pol III natural promoters. Once in the stem-loop region the
polymerase looks for a templated pyrimidine, where it is common for RNA Pol III to initiate
transcription [50]. The in vitro selection studies suggest that the polymerase prefers to start
transcription in position at the first nucleotide in the stem region of the stem-loop junction when
a pyrimidine is available at this position. However, transcription can start at any pyrimidine
within the stem-loop junction as reported in the RNA sequencing of various coligo transcripts
[49, 52]. In the absence of a pyrimidine in the stem-loop junction the polymerase is either forced
to start transcription at a pyrimidine outside the stem-loop junction area, or it is forced to start
transcription on a templated purine within the stem-loop junction. RNA sequencing, by coligoseq, of the transcripts produced by templates that lack a pyrimidine, in the stem-loop junction,
will help us understand this mechanism better.

7.2.4: Number of rounds necessary for the in vitro selection method:
In the selection of JctN12 (Chapter 2) we observed that seven of the top ten selected
sequences in the final selected library (R6) were already present in a midpoint round of selection
(R4). In the Jct-N3-N3 selection (Chapter 3), we observed that eight out of the top ten sequences
in the final selected library (R4) were also already present in a midpoint round (R2). Based on
these observations, we speculate that the selection of the preferred templates took place in the
early rounds of selection, most likely in the first IVT in Round 1. We believe that RNA Pol III
transcribed the most favored templates in the first in vitro transcription of the combinatorial
library; low performer templates and the templates that did not produce any transcripts were
discriminated in the first in vitro transcription. In the subsequent round of selection, the
templates that were initially transcribed are present in higher concentration and are enriched in
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each round. We expect that if more rounds of selection are performed the same favored
sequences would be found albeit in higher abundance. Given that we observed sequence
enrichment after four rounds of selection in both in vitro selections (JctN12 and Jct-N3-N3) we
recommend a minimum of four rounds of selection for future in vitro selection; although selected
sequences might be observer as early as in the first round of selection, multiple rounds of
selection might be needed for the enrichment of the selected sequences. We also note that the
selection processes we used appear to be “leaky.” For example, in the N3-N3 selection, the top 30
sequences in R4 represented 41.50 % of all reads. That means there were many, many other sequences
that were present in the other 59% of reads, but at a level of very few reads, indicating low level
transcription of diverse sequences by Pol III in our experimental context. This leakiness may indicate the
dominance of the stem-loop structure, and the limited importance, for total transcription efficiency, of the
exact sequence and secondary structure at the junction. However, the precision of initiation, the
understanding of which is paramount among our goals, may depend strongly on the sequence and
secondary structure, and Coligo-seq on the RNA made from the mutant coligos may help us understand
initiation precision control.

7.3: Insights into coligo transcription termination:
7.3.1: Incorporation of non-natural nucleotides to induce transcription termination:
In Chapter 4 of this thesis we studied the use of non-natural nucleotides to induce
transcription termination in coligo templates. The process of coligo transcription termination is
less clear to us, than that of coligo transcription initiation. In order to create coligo templates
with site-specific termination signals, we decided to incorporate non-natural nucleotides on the
coligo templates, with the expectation that the non-natural nucleotides would induce
transcription termination in a site-specific manner. We expected that the structural
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incompatibility, of the non-natural nucleotides, with the polymerase active site would disrupt the
elongation complex, releasing the RNA transcript with the desired 3’-end. When abasic
nucleotides and C3 propyl linkers were used to replace the whole larger loop of a model coligo,
we observed a substantial reduction of tandem multimer transcripts, without any noticeable
reduction of total RNA in comparison with the natural model coligo (Figure 38). This suggest
that the abasic and C3 propyl linkers could potentially be used as transcription terminators; in the
future they should be incorporated in a single site of the template, and their transcripts should be
sequenced, to test if they induce transcription termination in a site-specific manner. We tested
other non-natural nucleotides incorporated in a single site of the template; some were
incorporated during chemical DNA oligo synthesis others were incorporated after DNA oligo
synthesis. The in vitro transcription of all the single-site modified templates showed very similar
results; all showed a significant decrease in the production of tandem multimers, but also strong
decrease of total RNA in comparison to the natural model coligo (Figures 39 and 40). The results
suggest that these non-natural nucleotides disturbed transcription elongation, releasing monomer
transcripts, but also disturbed transcription initiation, hence, reducing total RNA production. In
the future non-natural nucleotides should be tested in linear ds templates where the non-natural
modifications can be placed far away from the initiation site (initiation via 3’ extension), to avoid
interfering with transcription initiation. For instance, as previously stated, the dithiol group in
the coligo mut2B-S-S was placed in position L2 of the mut2B sequence and three inverted
nucleotides in coligo mut2B-Inv were placed in the positions L2 to L4 of the mut2B sequence
(Figure 37).
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7.3.2: A comparison of coligo transcription termination by immunoprecipitated human RNA Pol
III and yeast RNA Pol III holo and core enzymes (Collaboration with the Richard Maria lab at
the NIH):
In Chapter 6 we wanted test if coligo transcription termination by RNA Pol III was
dependent on the C53/C37/C11 subunits of the polymerase. Proteomic analysis demonstrated
that our IP’d preparation contains all 17 subunits [48] also present in the holo enzyme, whereas
the core enzyme lacks the C53/C37/C11 subunits [89]. We compared the in vitro transcription of
coligo 122 by IP’d human RNA Pol III, and the yeast holo and core RNA Pol III enzymes.
Coligo 122 lacks a canonical double stranded RNA Pol III stop signals (dA>4) but it contains a
single stranded non-canonical (dA<4) termination site, known to induce transcription termination
in human RNA Pol III [80]. Transcription termination in the absence of C53/C37/C11 requires
long templated dA tracks (dA>7) [89]; therefore, we expected that the core enzyme would
produce higher number of readthrough transcripts and more tandem multimers. The in vitro
transcription results showed that some of the monomer transcripts might terminate in the noncanonical termination sites of coligo 122 in a C53/C37/C11-dependent manner while others
might terminate due to the coligo secondary structure, in a C53/C37/C11 independent manner;
leading to monomer transcripts with two different lengths (Figure 45C). Interestingly, the
production of total tandem multimers seemed unaffected by the absence of the subunits (Figure
45D), suggesting that transcription of the total monomer transcript is terminated, at the same
rate, in the presence or in the absence of the subunits just at different positions. This indicates
that the non-canonical signal might be involved in transcription termination, but it is not
indispensable for coligo transcription termination. Based on the results, we proposed a coligo
transcription termination model, where the non-canonical stop signals could induce transcription
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termination; however, if the polymerase is able to escape the noncanonical stop signals,
transcription termination could be induced by the secondary structure of the coligo template.
Therefore, we propose that the stem-loop structure of the coligo template serves as a “failsafe”
transcription termination signal. In future experiments, longer dA tracks (dA>7) should be
incorporated in the larger loop on the coligo template to test whether it can induce total
transcription termination in the absence of C53/C37/C11 subunits.

7.4: Future directions.
7.4.1: Incorporation of non-natural nucleotides to induce transcription termination:
The results of the experiments where non-natural nucleotides were incorporated to the
coligo template to induce transcription termination were inconclusive (Chapter 4). The coligos
with single-site chemical modifications produced considerably less total RNA than the nonmodified coligo (Figure 39). To test whether non-natural nucleotides can lead to site-specific
termination without interfering with transcription initiation and without reducing total RNA
production, non-natural nucleotides should be tested in linear double-stranded templates, and the
non-natural modifications should be placed far away from the initiation site. We designed two
linear double-stranded templates, 122-trun and 122-tail; however, in vitro transcription of these
templates produced inconclusive results (Figure 41). We suggest that future experiments should
focus on the design of double stranded templates that can be in vitro transcribed by RNA Pol III.
Once a reliable template is designed, non-natural nucleotides should be incorporated away from
the initiation site and at least 20 nucleotides away from the run-off termination site, so that the
effect of the non-natural nucleotide can be properly assessed. One of our methods to incorporate
non-natural nucleotides into the coligo template was to couple the free thiol groups of the
mut2B-SH coligo to a maleimide moiety. Coupling of free thiol groups to a maleimide has been
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described [86], and it is a well-known procedure in molecular biology and biochemistry.
However, it is important for us to asses if the efficiency of the coupling reaction. We planned to
assess the coupling reaction by mass spectrometry, however the instrument was unavailable
during the time we performed the reactions. In the future the completion of the coupling reaction
should be assessed by mass spectrometry. Another way to assess the completion of thiolmaleimide coupling reaction is to couple the thiol groups of coligo mut2B-SH to a commercially
available maleimide conjugated to a fluorophore, for instance the N-(1-Pyrene)-Maleimide sold
by Thermofisher (catalog number: 42189-56-0). Fluorescence of the coligo after the coupling
reaction could provide a quantitative assessment of the efficiency of the coupling reaction. Also,
the RNA transcripts produced by the chemically modified coligo templates should be sequenced
by coligo-seq to evaluate if the non-natural nucleotides induce transcription termination in a sitespecific manner.

7.4.2: Future application of coligos:
We envision coligos as RNA expression vectors that are able to express a variety of small
RNA’s. So far, we have focused our research on the expression of pre-miRNA mimics by coligo
templates; however, in the future coligo templates should be designed to express other functional
RNA. In our laboratory we are currently working on the development of coligo templates that
can express CRISPR single guide RNAs (sgRNAs). Gene editing by the CRISPR-Cas system is
now well understood [99, 100]; RNA guides complementary to the target DNA sequence bring
the Cas nuclease in contact to the target mRNA. In the Cas12a (formerly Cpf1) CRISPR system:
the sgRNA is a single RNA hairpin molecule with a 3’ single-stranded guide region (Figure
46A); the Cas12a nuclease binds to the hairpin structure of the sgRNA and the target DNA
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sequence binds to the guide region of the sgRNA molecule [101]. The coligo template structure
is suitable for expressing hairpin RNA molecules with single-stranded 3’ regions (Figure 46B).
We predict that coligo templates can be designed to express sgRNAs for the CRISPR-Cas12a
gene editing system (but not the Cas9 system). Expressing sgRNA by coligo templates offers
various advantages over the current methods for sgRNA transfection by plasmids; for instance,
coligos can be readily chemically synthesize and customized to bind target DNA sequences
without the need to prepare new plasmids for sgRNA expression. Future studies should focus on
the development of coligo templates for the expression of sgRNA that work with the CRISPRCas12a gene editing system.

Figure 46. Coligo as an expression vector for the transcription of single guide RNA suitable for
CRISPR-Cas12a gene editing. A) sgRNA is a single RNA hairpin molecule with a 3’ single-stranded
guide region. B) Coligo expression of sgRNA model.
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Appendix

Optimization of the multiple-round selection:
DNA digestion step:
To ensure that selected sequences had gone through an RNA stage, and that the DNA
template itself, or other DNA on pipettes etc. had not given rise to selected sequences, the DNA
template library had to be destroyed by a DNA digestion step after each in vitro transcription,
prior to cDNA library construction. The DNA template digestion by DNase 1 enzyme was first
optimized. Figure S1A shows a concentration dependence experiment to determine the best
DNase I (NEB Labs, catalog number: M0303S) amount to digest the DNA coligo template at
100 nM concentration. Based on this result, we chose to use 1 enzyme unit per every 20 µl (1
U/20µl), which in Figure S1A, lane 4, shows complete digestion of the DNA template, at least to
the extent that the digestion products can be visualized by Stains-All staining. Figure S1B shows
the results of a time-dependence experiment to determine an adequate reaction time for complete
DNA template digestion. As little as 15 minutes is enough to see degradation of the DNA
template (Figure S1B, lane 2). In order to ensure exhaustive degradation, we chose a 45 minute
digestion step. Figure S1C, lane 4 shows that the 100 nM coligo DNA template remaining after
IVT disappears during treatment with 1 U/20µl DNase for 45 minutes. The same result is
observed when the coligo template alone, no IVT reaction, is treated with DNase 1 (lane 3).
Figure S1C, lane 5 shows that an RNA control (tRNA) did not disappear after treatment with
DNase under the same conditions.
We then tested whether the DNA digestion step would prevent PCR amplification of the
coligo template. Figure S1D shows the results of an experiment where coligo 122 was in vitro
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Figure S1. DNA digestion step. A) DNA coligo template at 100 nM was incubated with varying amounts of
DNase 1 (0 to 2 U/ 20 uL). After 30 min incubation at 37 ˚C, DNA was isolated and run on dPAGE and
visualized using Stains-All. B) Time dependence experiment. DNA coligo template at 100 nM was incubated
with 1U/20uL DNase from 0 to 45 min t 37 ˚C. DNA was isolated and run on dPAGE. C) DNA coligo
template at 100 nM after IVT was incubated with 1U/20uL DNase for 45 min at 37 ˚C (lane 4). Also 100nM
tRNA was incubated with DNase 1 under the same conditions (lane 5). The nucleic acids were isolated and
run on dPAGE. D) (i) dPAGE separation of: 10 pmol coligo 122 (lane 1); approximately 10 pmol coligo 122
isolated after IVT; coligo 122 isolated after IVT and treatment with 1U/20uL DNase I for 45 min at 37 ˚C
(lane 3). (ii) Non-denaturing agarose gel separation of: approximately 10 pmol coligo 122 isolated after IVT
(lane 4); approximately 10 pmol coligo 122 isolated after IVT and PCR amplified (lane 5). Coligo 122
isolated after IVT and treatment with 1U/20uL DNase for 45 min at 37 ˚C was PCR amplified (lane 6); no
PCR product is detected, indicating that DNase treatment is necessary to prevent PCR amplification of the
coligo template.

transcribed and subsequently treated with 1 U/20µl DNase for 45 minutes (lane 3); complete
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coligo degradation is observed. An aliquot of the same reaction was PCR amplified with PCR
primers corresponding to the coligo 122 sequence (the same primers used in the selection
procedure); figure S1D lane 6 shows that there is no visible PCR product. In contrast, when
coligo 122 was not treated with DNase 1 after in vitro transcription (Figure S1D, lane 2), PCR
amplification produces a PCR product (Figure S1D, lane 2). This result suggests that DNA
template degradation after IVT is necessary to prevent the coligo DNA from directly influencing
the in vitro selection of Pol III RNA transcripts. Is important to note that in contrast to the
selection method, there is no reverse transcription of the RNA transcripts, therefore the only
DNA available for PCR amplification is the coligo template. Given the results obtained in the
DNase 1 optimization experiment, we included a DNA-template digestion step in the multipleround selection (1 U/20l DNase for 45 minutes at 37˚C after every in vitro transcription, step
1). We started a new multiple-round selection that kept the six steps of the selection but, also
included the DNA digestion treatment in step 1 of the selection.

Optimized reverse transcription. The trimethyl glycine (betaine) effect:
Since we needed to repeat the multiple-round selection, we also decided to revise the
RT step of the selection procedure (step 3). In particular, we wanted to revise the labeling
method by which we were able to visualize the cDNA product of the RT reaction. In a previous
RT optimization experiment (Figure 8), we uniformly radiolabeled the RT product by
incorporating the radioactive [α-32P]-dATP isotope. We believed that uniform labeling of the
cDNA helped increase the intensity of the visualized bands in the DPAGE gel. In the same
experiment, we also used trimethyl glycine (betaine) to relax the secondary structure of the RNA
template, which increased cDNA synthesis. Now, we wanted to test if we could observe the same
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Figure S2. DPAGE separation after reverse transcription. Lanes 4 to 8 show the product of the
reverse transcription of the JctN12 dimer transcripts in the presence of betaine in a dose-dependent
manner (0 to 2 M). Lanes 1 to 3 are controls. Lane 1 = JctN12 dimer transcript before ligation used as
template. Lane 2 = a template was not included in the reaction. Lane 3 = ligated JctN12 dimer transcript
alone.

increase in the cDNA band intensity using the more economical [-32P]-ATP end-labeling of the
RT primers. Figure S2 shows the results of an experiment in which the ligated dimer transcript
(product II) was used as a template for reverse transcription at various betaine concentrations (0
to 2M), just like the experiment in Figure 8. The production of cDNA increases as the
concentration of betaine increases. The reaction conditions are similar to the conditions
previously described in Figure 8; the only difference is the cDNA radiolabeling method. For this
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new experiment, the radiolabeling of the synthesized cDNA was achieved by 5’-end labeling the
RT primer with [-32P]-ATP by T4 polynucleotide kinase. Comparing Figure S2 to figure 8, we
can conclude that both labeling methods show similar results. The increase in cDNA band
intensity seems to depend on betaine’s concentration and not on the labeling method. Therefore,
we decided to end-label the RT primers to visualize the cDNA produced at step 3 in the new
“optimized multiple-round selection.” This experiment also reinforces the idea that betaine
relaxes the secondary structure of the RNA template and improves the cDNA production. For the
new optimized selection, we employed this radiolabeling method.
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Tables
Table 1: Oligo sequences used in the selection of optimal structure-dependent initiators.
Sequence Name

Sequence (5'-3')

Size (nt)
89

Adp1

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGNNNNNNNNNNNNT
AGACACAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
CAGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT

RT1

GATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT

47

Fwp

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTG

24

Rvp

TTCCTTAGCAGAGCTGTGGAG

21

ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTTGCCTAGCAGTAGCT
ATTTAGTG
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTTTCCTTAGCAGAGCTG
TGGAG
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGATAGTTTAG
ACACAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGAGTAGCTATTTATAG
ACACAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTC
CGATCT
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTTTCAGAGTTCTACAGT
CCGACGA

57

JctN12

fwngs
rvngs
122
W-1
Csqfw
Csqrv

22

53
89
89
55
55

Table 2: Oligo sequences used in the bipartite stem-loop junction library in vitro selection
Sequence Name

Sequence (5'-3')

Size (nt)
89

Adp1

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGNNNAGCTATTTATA
GACACAANNNCCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
CAGATCGGAAGAGCACACGTCT

RT1

GATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAACAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCT

47

Fwp

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTG

24

Rvp

TTCCTTAGCAGAGCTGTGGAG

21

ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTTGCCTAGCAGTAGC
TATTTAGTG
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTTTCCTTAGCAGAGCT
GTGGAG

57

Jct-N3-N3

fwngs
rvngs

22

53
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Sq1
Sq1-mut-N4-N3
Sq1-mut-N6-N1
Sq1-mut-N1-

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGAACAGCTATTTATA
GACACAAGTACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGAAGAGCTATTTATA
GACACAACTACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGGACAGCTATTTATA
GACACAAGTCCCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGGAGAGCTATTTATA
GACACAACTCCCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA

89

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGGGGAGCTATTTATA
GACACAACCCCCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA

89

89
89
89

N6/N4-N3
Sq1-mut-N1N6/N2-N5/N4-N3

Table 3: Oligo sequences used in the termination by non-natural nucleotides study.
Sequence Name
122-N7-ab
122-N7-C3
mut2B-WT
mut2B-S-S
mut2B-EDTA
mut2B-Inv
122-trun
122 tail-temp
122 tail-cod

Sequence (5'-3')

Size (nt)

TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTG/idSp/idSp/
idSp/idSp/idSp/idSp/idSp/CAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTC
TGCTAAGGAA
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTG/iSpC3/iSpC
3/iSpC3/iSpC3/iSpC3/iSpC3/iSpC3/CAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCA
CAGCTCTGCTAAGGAA
TGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCAAGCGATAGTTTAGACACGCCTGAAGTC
TCTGATTAATAAA
TTGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCAAGCGATAGTTTAGA/iDTPA/ACGCCT
GAAGTCTCTGATTAATAAA
TTGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCAAGCGATAGTTTAGA/EDTAC2dT/ACG
CCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATAAA
TTGTATTAATCAGAAACTTCAAGCGATAGTTTA/indvG/indA/indv/C
ACGCCTGAAGTCTCTGATTAATAAA
CCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGATAGTTTAGA
CACAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAGGG
CCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGTGATAATGGCGTTTGGATA

77

CAAACACCATTGTCACACTCCACAGCTCTGCTAGGG

36

77
61
61
61
61
85
41

Table 4: Oligo sequences used in the TS2126 Rnl1 circularization bias study.
Sequence Name
LBprimer
Fwrpcr1

Sequence (5'-3')

NNNNNNNGATCGTCGGACTGTAGAACTCTGAArCAGACGTGTG
CTCTTCCGATCTNNNNNNN
TTGCCTAGCAGTAGCTATTTAGTGCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATC
T

Size (nt)

61
46
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Rvrpcr1

TTCCTTAGCAGAGCTGTGGAGTTCAGAGTTCTACAGTCCGACGA

44

Fwrpcr2

ACACTCTTTCCCTACACGACGCTCTTCCGATCTTTGCCTAGCAGT
AGCTATTTAGTG
GACTGGAGTTCAGACGTGTGCTCTTCCGATCTTTCCTTAGCAGA
GCTGTGGAG

57

Rvrpcr2

53
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